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~~Economic Evaluation of_;::r-,,.;~~~~~--

USE OF SOIL CONSERVATION 
AND IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES 
IN WESTERN IOWA~~~..z--1-==-
By A. Gordon Ball and Earl 0. Heady, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station; 

and Ross V. Baumann, Farm Economics Research Division Agricultural 
Research Service ' 

SUMMARY 

The st~dy reporte~ ~ere 1 was intended to analyze the relative soil 
conservat1~:m and s01l improvement values of various practices and, 
when possible, to rate them on this basis. It was intended also to find 
the answers to certain questions, as follows : 

How do practices differ in terms of conservation realized per do]]ar 
:invested? 

What ~re the implications of making payments for practices that 
are substitutes and those that are complements? 

Wh:,it are the cost~ of adopting various practices and how does their 
adopt10n affect net mcome from both the acreage on which the prac
tices are applied and the farm as a whole? 

Wh~t amounts of capital are required for conservation practices? 
Wha~ 1s the return on the capital investment over time and what is its 
relat10n to the use and availability of credit? 

H;ow importan~ is it to plan the whole fa.rm when establishing an 
efficient conservat10n program? 

Experimental data from the Western Iowa Experimental Farm 
near Cast?,na and the Page County Experimental Farm indicate that 
conservat10n practices differ in effects on yield, ability to control 
~rosion, an_d costs of adopti<:m. Wide-row _spacing for corn with forage 
mterplantmgs probably will reduce eros10n, although sufficient data 
are not available to evaluate its effects. Rotations differ in their 
ability to control erosion. The larger the percentage of meadow in 
the rotation, the better can erosion be controlled. Soil losses, regard
less of the rotation, are larger under a cash-grain system of farmino
than 1:1-nder a livestock farming system. The greatest gain in con~ 
servat10n on slopes that exceed 12 percent comes from the first year of 
meadow. H properly constructed, terraces will control soil loss to a 
level of 5 tons or less per acre per year, regardless of rotation, on slopes 
that do not exceed 12 percent. Terraces control erosion most effective
ly when used with a livestock system of £arming and a :rotation that 
contains meadow. 

1 Submitted for publication,, May 15,, 1956, 
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Although the data available do not permit accurate appraisal of the 
relative merits of vatious practices in terms of the soil they saved or 
the conservation obtained per dollar invested, .they do point the way. 
Tentative ordering of individual practices on the basis of their ability 
to save soil is as follows: On slopes that exceed 12 percent, contour 
]isting is most effective of the practices considered, followed, in order, 
by terracing, contouring ( surface planting on the contour), and ro
tations. On lower slopes, the order suggested by the data presented is 
terracing followed by contour listing, rotations, and contouring. 

Conservation practices differ as to the initial costs associated with 
their adoption. On rotations that do not include meadow, contouring 
and contour listing rank highest in terms of soil saved per dollar in
vested. On slopes of 2 to 20 percent, contour listing combined with a 
rotation that includes first-year meadow gives the greatest control of 
soil movement at least cost. When contour listing is not advisable for 
a specific soil or location, contouring should be used instead. As com
pared with contouring, contour listing, and rotations, terraces repre
sent the most expensive method of controlling erosion. 

If practices are complementary, they conserve soil only if used in 
combination. In these instances, payment should be made for one 
practice only if the other practice is used in combination with it. If 
practices compete in the sense that they represent alternative ways 
of accomplishing a specified level of erosion control, payments should 
be made for only one alternative. 

Net incomes from crops are higher for any rotation or any system 
of farming on farms located on less steep slopes and more fertile soil. 
Terraces constructed with a moldboard plow cost less than those con
structed with a whirlwind terracer or a bulldozer, or by custom 
hiring. The cost of constructing terraces increases with the slope, as 
the higher slopes involve more linear feet of terraces. \.doption of 
terraces causes net crop income to drop. The return on capital in
vested in terraces is low. When terraces are constructed by custom 
hiring, 4 or 5 years are needed to pay for them from increased yields 
under a cash-grain and 3 or 4 years under a livestock system of farm
ing. A longer period is required to pay for the combined practices of 
terracing and contouring on rotations that contain meadow than on 
those that exclude meadow. Use of fertilizer with terracing and con
touring holds crop incomes higher than they would be otherwise and 
decreases the time required to pay for the combined practice from 
the increased yields. 

Using 3 case farms in western Iowa, the writers worked out a crop 
program and 8 livestock programs for each farm for the years from 
1952 to 1967, inclusive. Assumptions are made of steady prices at the 
1952 level and of declining prices from the 1952 level to a level of 225 
percent of 1910-14 prices by 1958, with prices remaining steady there
after. The minimum time required for a soil conservation plan to 
provide a higher annual net farm income than extension of the present 
plan is 4 years under assumption of steady prices and 5 years under 
assumption of declining prices. The minimum time required for ac
cumulated net farm income under a conservation plan to exceed ac
cumulated net farm income under the present plan is 7 years at 1952 
prices. Ordinarily when future incomes are discounted, a longer 
period is needed. 
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. T1:e additional capital required for a conservation system of farm
~ng_ is greatest 5 ~o 8 years after the new plan is started. Variations 
m mcrease_d capital needs occur f~om year to year after a plan is 
started, ch_iefly be_cause of greater 111vestment in livestock. Indirect 
c?ts associated w!th a conservation plan, such as those for livestock 
o ten exceed t½e d~rect costs of the conservation practices. ' 
. Heavy apphcat10ns of fertilizer in the first few years of a conserva

twn plan help_ to overcome the drop in net farm income that ordinarily 
o~curs. C!'edit should be made available, not only for the conserva
t10n _prac~ices th_emselves but for related additional costs. Credit is 
r~qmred i!1 v!1ry111g amounts for a nu~_ber o~ years after a conserva
t110n practice 1s started. Loans for fertilizer, tilino- and other practices 
t 1at are p~ofitable but n~mconservational help t~' maintain farm in-
comes and mcrease ado_pbon of conservation practices. 
. Overall farm planm_ng for conservation is necessary if the prac

tices that con~rol erosion are to be accepted generally. Education 
~ust pla3: an imp?rtant_ role. Farmers must become convinced that 
conservat10n farmmg w~ll not lessen their satisfaction. They must 
want to adopt the p~ac~ices and to contend with them over a period 
of years. Cons~rvat10msts should recognize the ramifications of pro
posed conservat_10n plans on the fa~m business as a whole. The land, 
human, and capital resources are umque for each farm situation. They 
should b~ considered, as they function simultaneously in an individual 
:farm busmess. 

THE PROBLEM 
. One of the chief problems of a~ric~lture in the :United States today 
1s the development of systems of_farm111g that are m line with national 
needs and consu~er demands for various products. These systems 
m?st also ~se capital, _labor, and_ l~nd efficiently, and they must main
tam and i_mprove soi~ productiyi~y through application of recom
~e~ded soil. conservat101?- and soil improvement practices. These ob
Jectives are mterrelated m a major part of the Nation's farmino- I 
rega~d to the part that cons~rvation plays in the agricultural eco;~m;~ 
two important problems arise: What part of total investment should 
be used to ~ncourage cons_ervation? How can the resources made avail
able ~o ~chieve cons~rvat10n be used most efficiently? The answer does 
not he ~n conservation ~lone or in development alone. Together they 
determ111e what t~e agricultural production will be. 

~armers share 111 the national. con?ern for a higher level of conser
vat10n than t½e present system of agriculture provides. But for farm
ers conserv~ti~:m ~as additional meaning. A farmer's crops depend 
upon the S?1l_ m his farm aJ?-d his live~tock depend upon the crops he 
gr?ws. S011 1s one of t?~ chief 1ete:mmants of farm income. Loss of 
soil means loss of fertility, which 111 turn is reflected in lowe.r yields 
and reduced profits for the farmer-and a decrease in the supply of 
farm product~ for the country a_s _a whole. Farmers are interested in 
ho~ Joss of s01l, water, and fert~hty affect their incomes durino- their 
per10ds of tenure. <;Jompared with the period in which the Nation is 
mterested, thes~ periods are very short. 
lb many _agricultu~al areas, a sustained high level of farm output 

can e attamed. This can be done if cropping systems, mecha nfrn 1 
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conservation practices, . and adapted. liv~stock: program~ are applie~ 
and integrated in the system of far~mg m a way ~hat ~111 retard s01l 
erosion and raise the level of crop yields over a per10d o~ several years. 
But too frequently in the m.ajor regio:n~, where pr.eventi~m of soil ero
sion and improvement in s011 productivity are basic to high-level, s?s
tained production, these adjustments are not 1:iade. The pr~port1011 
of farmers who follow even such simple practices as contourmg and 
terracing is small. Only a slightly larger nu~ber follow crop rota
tions that include grasses and legumes_-a practice known to ~e neces
sary for continued high-level product1~:H_1. Although use~£ lime and 
fertilizer is increasing, o-reater quantities of t"½ese materials should 
be used for efficient production of forage and fe~d c~ops. Furtl1;er
more the livestock oro-anization on many farms 1s neither of a kmd 
nor at a level that would permit efficient utilization of feed c~ops, even 
if recommended conservation and soil improvement practices were 
followed. . · f · t 

The problem is critical._ Without adJ.ustments m arm:ng sys ems 
01 the kind suggested, a lngh-level sustamed output o~ f.arm products 
might permane~tly imp3:ir the reso~rces an~ product1v1ty of a large 
part of the N at10n's agnculture. 'Ihe N at10n, therefore, should de
cide what share of its total investment _resources should be ?sed to 
achieve conservation. It should then decide how to use .the designated 
resources to realize the maximum amoun~ of ~onser-yat1on. 

This bulletin reports the findings obtamed m a p1lo~ study o.f data 
from western Iowa, which was designed to develop mformat10n on 
the latter part 0£ the problem. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
Many practices are known to retard erosion .. They differ, however, 

as to the extent of erosion control tl~ey p1:·ov1de an~ as ~o the costs 
associated with their adoption. Practices differ als? m their_ effe~ts on 
yields and profits to farmers. The results of practice~ applied sn~gly 
differ from those obtained w~en two or 1:1or~ are apphe~ m combma
tion. In addition, the practices or combmat~on of pr~cbces used on a 
specific farm must be examine.d on the basis o~ their effects_ on the 
farm as a whole. The net income of a far~er ;1-s not determmed by 
one phase alone but by the simultaneous £unct10nmg of all parts 0£ the 
farm business. . . 

The overall purpose of the stu.dy reported here was to md1cat~ how 
economic principles can be ~pph~d _to the probl~m ?f c~mservat10n to 
obtain information for use m dec1dmg pohcy, d1stnbutn~g payme~ts, 
arrano-ino- credit and accelerating adoption of conservat10n practices 

0 0 
' "fi b' t· by farmers. Spec1 co Jec 1ves were_: . , . . 

(1) To identify the soil ?onservat1on practic~s and adJustments m 
farming that are desir_a~le on re~resentative farms to conserve 
soil resources and facilitate efficient p_ro~u?tion. . 

(2) To learn the relative effectiveness of md1v1~ual practices and 
groups of practices in controlling loss o~ soil. . 

( 3) To determine costs and returns and their sequence over time 
to representative farmers 0£ single practices and groups of 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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practices, and to complete farm adjustments that achieve a 
greater degree of soil conse.rvation. 
To determine the amount 0£ capital required for various con
servation practices, the conservation realized per dollar of in
vestment, the return on capital investment over time, and the 
relation 0£ each to the use and availability 0£ credit. 
To learn the extent to which and the conditions under which 
conservation practices are profitable to the farmer. 
To indicate the implications of making payments for practices 
that are substitutes and those that are complements. 
To indicate the importance 0£ farm planning in the establish
ment of an efficient and effective conservation program that will 
support farmers' incomes and assure the Nation sustained high
level production from agriculture. 

THE STUDY AREA 
The study area is located in the Ida-Monona and Marshall soil as

sociation areas of western Iowa. Ida-Monona soils are loessial soils 
of the Missouri River Valley. They were broken out of tall prairie 
grasses from 1870 to 1890. Since then, the loss of fertile topsoil 
through sheet erosion has been as much as 50 percent. Gully erosion 
is also serious, especially on the long, steep slopes adjacent to the 
bluffs. Because of the vertical structure of Ida and Monona soils, 
some of the gullies are now 100 feet deep. They cut back several 
hundred feet in a year. Frequently roads, bridges, fences, and farm 
buildings must be relocated because of them. Less spectacular, but 
more devastating so far as the soil is concerned, are the small gullies 
and depressions that are developing in most cultivated fields 
(2, p. 2) .2 Marshall silt loam, the dominant soil of the rolling up
lands in much of western Iowa, is typically 14 to 16 inches in depth. 
It is dark grayish brown when dry, but when wet it is almost black. 
Drainage is good. The subsoil absorbs moisture readily, but excessive 
rainfall drains rapidly from the rolling surface. The relatively thin 
layer of topsoil is soon removed by the runoff 0£ water. The exposed 
subsoil is lighter colored and less productive. 

The erosion problem in these two soil association areas (Ida-Monona 
and Marshall) is perhaps the most critical of any in the Midwest. 
The soils have been damaged severely by sheet and gully erosion. The 
kind of farming usually practiced intensifies the damage. Corn is 
the chie£ crop. Crop rotations have not been universally accepted. 
When used, they may include two successive crops of corn, followed 
by a small grain and a seeding of timothy and legumes. Row crops 
are planted up and down hill on slopes that exceed 15 percent. Live
stock enterprises are geared to a cash-grain type of farming. 

Contour stripcropping, sodding of waterways, diversion terraces, 
improved rotations, and other s01l conservation practices should be 
adopted on many farms. These practices would help to maintain or 
augment the low farm incomes, conserve soil resources, and reduce 
damage from floods. 

2 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 82. 
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. ANALYTICAL APPROACHES 
The analysis and interpr~tation in thi_s bulle_tin are divided. int_o 

three parts. First, economic concepts w_ith wluch_ to compare n:di
vidual and combinations of conservat10n practices are applied. 
Physical data associated with various practices are used to C?f!lPa~e 
the practices as to ability to curb er_osi~n, cost, and acceptability 1!1 
terms of their effects on farm orgamzat10n and management. Esti
mates of the effects of these practices on yields and on inc?me from 
crops for a typical farm ar~ made for a f~rm_ of 120 rotat10D: acres. 
This approach does two thmgs: ( 1) It 1~d1cates the prac~1c_es or 
combinations of practices that are alternative ways of ob_tam1~g a 
specified level of conservation, and it shows how the alternatives d11:fer 
as to costs returns and acceptability; and (2) it yields information 
on the priority of' practices in terms. of erosion _control and costs. 
Second 9 conservation systems of farmmg are considered for 3 repre
sentati;e farms in western Iowa. This approach tr~ats the el~ment 
of time as it relates to costs and returns and the adJustments m net 
farm income and capital requirements that each c_onservation plan 
involves. Third the concept of overall farm plannmg for conserva
tion is advanced 'and discussed. The implications of the findings and 
the suggestions of preceding sections are used to. illustrate the part 
.society can play in the establishment of a conse~va~10n systef!l o~ ~arm
ino- that will satisfy simultaneously the obJectives of md1v1dual 
fa;mers and of the Nation as a whole. 

CONSERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES 

Analytical Procedures 
In the study reported her~ the practices and combinations of prac

tices regarded as conservat10nal were those that reduce runoff and 
soil loss.3 Data from physical research were used when they were 
available and appropriate. However, thes~ data were found to be 
inadequate for the purpose, and many estm~ates were r_ru~,cle. The 
accuracy of the physical data directly cletermmes the vahcl1ty of the 
results. The cost of adopting the cliff erent practices was ~stimated. 
Practices are compared on a per-acre and a per-farm basis. When 
totals for a farm are given, the farm is an assumed one of 120 rota
tion acres. 4 

Soil Losses 

Soil losses are the tons of soil lost annually on each acre. In this 
study they were estimated by use of the Browning factors. 5 • The 
formula used by Browning to determine annual losses from soil ero-
sion is: 

3 It would have been desirable to regard as conservational only those practices 
necessary to maintain a specified production function over time, but data were 
insufficient to permit such a distinction in the applied situation (5, p. 371) • 

4 The average size of farm in western Iowa is about 160 acres, but when de
ductions are made for fa rmstead, roads, gullies, permanent pasture, a~d other 
nonrotational acres, 120 acres in rotation should be fairly respresentative. 

5 BROWNING, G. M. BROWNING'S' EROSION FACTORS. Iowa State Col., Dept. 
Agron. 1948. [Unpublished.] 
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(/1) (/2) (/3) (14) (/5) (/6) ('7) (10) =the annual soil loss in tons 
per acre. 

The values of the factors for soil erosion losses were calculated for 
most field conditions. For example, in determining the annual ero
sion loss for an area of land, the factors are assigned values as follows: 

Factor Value 
!1-Ida soil type _______________________________________________ 1.5 
!2-10-percent slope _______________ _____________________________ 1.1 
f a-200-foot length of slope _____________________ ___________ _____ 1. 8 
f 4-corn-oats-meadow rotation __________________________________ 1. 0 
f5-no manure, most crop residues removed ______________________ 1. 3 
f o-0 to ~15 percent of surface soil removed______________________ . 8 
f ,--contour cultivation, surface-planted_________________________ . 5 

Substituting these values into the formula: (1.5) (1.1) (1.8) (1.0) 
( 1.3) ( 0.8) ( 0.5) ( 10) = 15.44, the annual soil loss in tons per acre. 

Crop Yields for Specified Time Periods 

Insufficient agronomic data made it necessary to use estimates of 
yields under various rotations, slopes, and systems of farming. One 
set of estimates is available for five major soil types in western Iowa 
with (1) no conservation practices, (2) a terrace-contour system, and 
(3) a terrace-contour-fertilizer system and specified applications of 
fertilizer. 6 The data in the estimates represent the average yields 
after major effects of conservation practices and the rotation have 
taken place. It is assumed that the estimated level of yields would 
be obtained about the encl of the third cycle· of rotations and that it 
would then remain constant. 

An additional set of estimates comprises the annual yields for the 
same situations for the 10-year period immediately following adop
tion of the conservation practices. 7 The following assumptions were 
made: 

(1) Yields are limited primarily by the available nitrogen supply; 
(2) most nitrogen is in the upper 7 inches of soil, and when 7 inches 
or when 1,000 tons of soil are lost, production is at a minimum; (3) 
the rate of decline of crop yields is a function of the loss of both top
soil and stable organic matter; ( 4) the loss of stable organic matter is 
1 percent per year; ( 5) with cropping systems under which yields 
decline, they decline to a minimum of 5 bushels of corn or 5 bushels 
of oats plus the quantity of corn or oats produced by nitrogen added 
by the rotation or fertiiizer, or both; (6) for Napier soils, loss of soil 
is less than 5 tons per acre per year (actually, there may be additions 
of colluvium for this type of soil). 

Prices 

The prices assumed for crops in this section for comparison of in
dividual practices are: Corn, $1.42 per bushel; oats, $0.79 per bushel; 

0 AANDAHL, A. A., ALLAWAY, W. H., and RIECKEN, F. F. ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
YIELDS OF CORN, OATS AND ALFALFA-BROME HAY FOR THE FIVE PRINCIPAL SOIL TYPES 
AND PHASES IN THE MONONA-IDA-HAMBURG SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA OF IOWA. Iowa 
State Col., Dept. Agron. 1950. [Unpublished.] 

7 TOUSSAINT, W. D. FARM RENTAL OBSTACLES TO LAND IMPROVEMENTS AND SUG
GESTED SOLUTIONS. (p. 68.) 1953. [Unpublished doctor's thesis. Copy on file, 
Iowa State College, Ames.] 

W. D. Shrader of the Agronomy Department of Iowa State College worked 
out the procedure and made the estimates. 

410322-57--2 
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hay, $18.30 per ton . . These prices were the averages received by farm
ers in western Iowa from 1948 through 1952. 

Costs 

Costs of production of crops, excluding conservation practices, are 
computed on a per-acre basis for corn, oats, a?,d alfalf~-brome hay. 
The method used is that developed by Jensen 1~1 a prev10us study of 
the area.8 In general, the procedure was to estimate an average cost 
of production of crops for Ida and Monona Counties for each year 
from 1948 to 1952, inclusive, and then to average th_e estimates for the 
2 counties by years. The figures for the 5-year per10d were averaged. 
Jensen's data ended with 1948, but the method and references he used 
were followed to provide the information needed for this study for 
1948-52.9 

The costs of different conservation practices for various soils, 
slopes, and methods of terrace installation on a farm of 120 rotation 
acres were computed separately. They were added to costs of pro
duction of crops, excluding conservation practices, to permit calcula
tion of total costs of production when conservation practices were 
used. 

Fertilizer was charged at the average rate for which it was obtain
able locally-P 20 5 , 10 cents a pound; and nitrogen, 13 cents a pound. 
A charge of $1.50 per acre for applying fertilizer was allowed for 
the operator's labor when it was applicable. 

Costs of contouring are those associated with removal of old fences 
and construction of enough new fences to permit controlled grazing. 
It was assumed that the old fencing would have no value and that it 
would be replaced by an electric fence. The charger was valued at 
$25, posts at 50 cents each, and 13-gage wire at 82 cents a rod. Oper
ator's labor for removal of an old, and installation of a new fence was 
charged at the rate of $1 per acre. It was also assumed that fences 
for only 20 acres would be needed on 120 acres to facilitate pastur
ing. Total costs for 20 acres were $253.60. As contour farming re
qmres less fuel than farming up and down hill, no additional charge 
was involved for operating on the contour. 

The number of linear feet of terraces required on a farm varies with 
the slope. The vertical interval was determined by use of the formula 

slope + 2 on slopes of less than 12 percent. The distance between 
2 

vertical interval 
terraces was calculated by the formula 1 . These are 

s ope 
the formulas used by the Agricultural Conservation Program Service 
( ACPS). Computation of the total linear feet of terrace appropriate 
to a farm of 120 rotation acres assumed that the farm was 120 rods 
by 160 rods and that the slope was uniform. The cost of terraces con
structed by custom hiring a motor patrol was estimated at 3 cents per 

8 JENSEN, H. R. ECONOMICS OF CROP ROTATIONS. 1950. [Unpublished doctor's 
thesis. Copy on file, Iowa State College, Ames.] 

9 See Appendix, for details of the method used by Jensen, including tables 
87 to 89. 
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linear foot.1° Costs of constructing terraces by use of the moldboard 
plow, whirlwind terracer, or bulldozer were estimated on an hourly 
basis (Appendix, table 39). The linear feet of terrace that can be con
structed by these machines in an hour are averages of field data taken 
by agricultural engineers at Iowa State College. 11 

Net Income From Crops 

Gross incomes from crops were computed for the 120 acres of the 
particular soil type, slope, and rotation specified, by using average 
yields after major effects of conservation practices and rotations have 
taken place, with the prices given on page 7. Costs of production per 
acre of corn, oats, and alfalfa-brome hay were computed with no 
costs of conservation assumed. The costs per acre of applying con
servation practices were added to get the total cost of production with 
conservation. Net income from crops was computed by subtracting 
the total cost of production from the gross income from crops. 

Individual Practices 
Each conservation practice has its own erosion control characteris- · 

tics and possibilities, which differ with location, soil, topography, and 
weather. Some practices may be duplicates in the sense that they are 
alternative methods of accomplishing the same degree of conservation. 
Others may be complementary in the sense that they depend upon each 
other to the extent that neither alone will result in conservation, but 
when they are used in combination results are obtained. The aggre
gate results in conservation when two practices are applied singly are 
not necessarily, or even likely, the same as those realized when the two 
are used in combination. Still other practices used singly might not 
conserve any additional soil but if combined with another practice 
that would save some soil when used alone, they would increase the 
quantity of soil conserved. 

If a conservation practice is to be profitable, higher yields of crops 
must be obtained from its adoption, and the increased income from 
the- sale of the larger production must exceed the cost of applying the 
practice. If increased yield were the only determinant of profits from 
conservation, almost every practice could be defended as profitable. 
However, the value of the additional yield may be small relative to the 
cost of the conservation plan or it may require a long period to become 
equivalent to it. There may be alternative practices or combinations 
,of practices that will result in a spe~i!i~~ level of conservation but 
with different costs of use. The poss1b1hties of profit depend on the 
prices that can be obtained for the product in the future relative to 
present costs of adoption of conservation practices. 

10 A survey of the Ida-Monona area of western Iowa consistently revealed this 
as the charge. 

11 HERMS.MEIER, L. F. TERRACES CONSTRUCTED WI'l'H FIVE TYPES OF MACHINES IN 
WESTERN IOWA. 1950. [Unpublished master's thesis. Copy on file, Iowa State 
College, Ames.] Hermsmeier's findings indicate that custom hiring a whirlwind 
terrac:er costs about 2.50 cents; a bulldozer, 2.51 cents; and a motor patrol 2.39 
cents per linear foot of terrace in 1950 [p. 67]. The estimated average rate at 
which the different machines could construct linear feet of terraces is given as: 
moldboard plow, 162 feet per hour; whirlwind terracer, 284 feet per hour; 70-hp. 
bulldozer, 802 feet per hour [p. 55]. The assumption was made that all terraces 
wer~ constructed from corn-stubble covering. 
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Contouring 

Contouring anu up-and-down-hill methods of farming are compared 
in table 1 with respect to soil loss, runoff, and yield per acre of corn, 
oats, and hay. Both soil loss and runoff are greatly reduced by su~
stituting contouring or contour listing· of corn for up-and-down-hill 
farming. Erosion would be reduced by_ about 20 tons and runoff by 
1.24 inches per acre per year by contourmg. In the Ida-Monona sml 
area, 5 tons of soil loss per acre is considered peri:nissible from . an 
ao-ronomic viewpoint of prevention of gullies and serious sheet erosion 
(3). Contouring alone on this relatively steep slope of 14 percent will 
not control erosion to this extent. 

TABLE 1.-Effect of rotation and planting method on soil loss, runoff, 
and yield per acre on Ida silt loam, 14-percent slope, 72.6 feet long, 
1948-52 

Annual- Average yield Hay 
per acre 3 

Rotation 1 and planting method 
Soil Run-
loss off Corn Oats 1st 2d 
per per year year 

acre 2 acre 2 

---

C-Os: Tons Inches Bushels Hushels Tons Tons 
Surface planted up and down hilL __ ___ _____ ___________ 30. 44 4. 02 69. 1 26. 8 ------ ------
Surface planted on the con-

10. 84 2. 78 77. 8 ~mo tour ( contouring) _________ ------ ------
Contour listed ___________ ___ 3. 37 1. 65 76. 7 4 30. 7 ------ ----- -

C-O-M-M: 
Contour listed ______________ 1. 79 . 95 72. 6 4 28. 4 4 2. 07 4 2. 01 

1 C=corn O=oats, O.=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop, and M=meadow. 
2 These d~ta are the result of cooperative research carried on by the So_il and Water Conservation _Branch, 

Agricultural Research Service, of the United States Department of Agriculture, and the Iowa Agncultural 
Experiment Station (9, p. 8). 

a Shrader, William D., Ames, Iowa. Information on yields on runoff plots in :western Iowa. 1953. 
[Privat3 communication.] Fertilizer used was 12.5 pounds prr arre of 0-20-0 on oats m corn-oats-meadow
meadow rotation and 200 pounds per acre on oats in the corn-oats (followed 1?Y a swe_etclover cover crop) 
rotation. Yield of corn is expressed in terms of shrlled corn at 15.fi-percent m01sture; yield of hay in tons at 
12-percent moisture. These data are the result of cooprrative rc•search by thr Soil and Water Conservation 
Branch, Agricultural Research Service, United States Department of Agriculture, and the Iowa Agricul
tural Experiment Station. 

' Oats and hay seeded in the usual way. 

Contouring (planting on the contour with a drill or pl~nter) with 
a corn-oats (followed by a sweetclover cover crop) rotation gave an 
increase of 8.7 bushels of corn per acre and 3.2 bushels of oats per acre 
over yields when planting was done up and €1,own hill. The cost of 
contouring under a rotation that includes meadow would be practi
cally, if not actually, zero. In fact, under some circumstances the 
total cost of producing crops on the contour may be less than the cost 
with the up-and-down-hill method. The time and fuel required for 
operations may be less on the contour than with the up-and-down-hill 
method (12, p. 324). If contouring on all the land and no additfonal 
costs for contouring are assumed, annual net income per acre from 
corn would be increased by $12.35 and that from oats by $2.53. In 
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an actual farm situation, however, a farmer would not be doing up
and-down-hill farming on all his land. Usually there are some flat 
areas on the tops of hills or between them. Because of the direction 
of slopes, boundary lines, and other obstacles, a farmer usually does 
some of his work on the contour. 

It is probably realistic to assume that about half the increased 
revenue from contouring as compared with up-and-down-hill farming 
would be realized by farmers. Thus, a farmer with 60 acres in oats 
and 60 acres in corn could increase his annual net income from these 
crops by an average of $446.40 by altering the direction of plowing 
and plan6ng. Contouring under this rotation represents possibility 
of a sizable pro.fit, which should obviate the need for payments by 
government agencies for using the practice. Farmers who do not 
now practice contouring and who are foregoing the pro.fits they might 
obtain from it may be doing so either because they are unaware of 
the possibility of profits or because they object to the practice for some 
other reason. 

vVhen meadow is included in the rotation, some costs are connected 
with the practice of contouring. If meadow is included, old fences 
must be removed and field boundaries relocated. The estimated ad
ditional costs of contouring are presented in table 2. It is assumed 
that the old fence has no vnlue when removed and that a new electric 
£enc~ and accessories will be bought to fence the meadow for controlled 
grazmg. 

On a farm with 120 acres in crops, 60 acres of which have a slope of 
14 percent, the value of the increased yield from corn and oats would 
exceed the cost of contouring the first year under a corn-oats-meadow 

TABLE 2.-Gosts of contouring, and estimat1:, d additional retwrns from 
this practice, on a farm of 120 rotation acres, Ida silt loam, 14-
percent slope, 1948-52 

Cost per acre 
Annual Cost for the Cost per acre of meadow 
returns farm- of meadow 3- depreciated 

from over 20 
sale of years-

Rotation 1 Mead- addi-
ow tional 

corn With- With With- With With- With 
and out opera- out opera- out opera-

oats 2 opera- tor's opera- tor's opera- tor's 
tor's labor tor's labor tor's labor 
labor labor labor 

------
Acres Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars C-O-M __________ 40 297. 64 253. 60 293. 60 6. 34 7. 34 0. 33 0. 38 

C-C-O-M-M ____ 48 363. 60 253. 44 301. 44 5. 28 6. 28 . 28 . 33 
C-O-M-M __ .. ____ 60 225. 36 253. 80 313. 80 4. 23 5. 23 . 22 . 27 
C-O-M-M-M ____ 72 178. 80 253. 44 325. 44 3. 52 4. 52 . 18 .2 4 

1 C=corn, O=oats, and M=meadow. 
2 Calculated by assuming that when an entire farm is considered, increases in yield would be half those 

specified in table 1. 
a Assuming that only 20 acres for pasture would need to be fenced at one time on a farm with 120 acres in 

rotation. Total cost of the fence was estimated to be $253.60. The cost per acre for fence was found by 
dividing the total cost by the number of acres in meadow. Operator's labor was charged at the rate of 
$1 per acre. 
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(C-O-M) or a com-corn-oats-meadow-meadow (C-C-O-M-M) ro
tution.12 This is true even when labor is included as a cost. As the 
proportion of total cropland in meadow is increased to half or more, a 
longer period is required to recover the costs of contouring from the 
sale of the additional grain produced. If the cost is depreciated over 
a period that exoeeds 10 years, contouring is profitable under all 4 
rotations. 

Listing 

A lister can be used to advantage on many soils in the Corn Belt. 
On the sloping soils of western Iowa, listing has shown these rrd van
tages: Increased response to fertilizers, increased yi~lds, reduction in 
time and labor required, and retention of additional soil and water 
( 6, p. 130). Listed furrows catch and hold water after rains, especially 
when done on the contour. The seedbed is prepared in one operation, 
thereby reducing the time and labor needed. H ard-ground and loose
ground listing both work well on the Marshall, Ida, and Monona soils 
of western Iowa, on heavy-textured soils of the Missouri River bot
toms, and on Sac, Galva, and Moody soils in northwestern Iowa. 

Under a rotation of corn and oats followed by a green-manure crop 
of sweetclover (C-Os rotation), soil loss with contour listing (lister 
planting on the contour) was only about one-ninth of that under con
touring and up-and-down-hill planting, and a little more than a third 
of that under contouring alone ( table 1). The greatest reduction in 
runoff also occurred under contour listing of corn. Under a corn-oats
meadow-meadow rotation, contour listing further reduced losses of 
soil and water. Regardless of the rotation, contour listing held soil 
loss well below what is generalJy regarded as a permissible level for 
this area ( 3, p. 945). Profits from the practice, on the basis of the data 
presented, equal or exceed those for contouring alone, because the re
duction in time, fuel, and labor when the lister is used more than com
pensates for the decrease in yield of corn of 1.1 bushels per acre. 
Profits would be even greater if heavier applications of fertilizer were 
used, because the response from fertilizer with listing is greater than 
with plowing ( 6, p. 20). 

Contour listing will increase profits by $446.40 on 120 rotatjon 
acres with a corn-oats (followed by sweetclover) rotation. The prac
tice would remain profitable even if a yield somewhat less than that 
presented in table 1 were involved. Under a corn-oats-meadow
meadow rotation, additional returns from additional yield would 
average $93.51 annually, assuming that half the acreage in crops gave 
the yield responses to contour Jisting indicated ( table 1). 

Listers are not widely used in the area, because farmers say that 
th~ir use means gre~ter ~isk of crop failure. Th~y say that heavy 
rams when the corn 1s qmte small may cause the s01l to level down in 
the deep furrow and cover the plant. Two other disadvantages less 
frequently mentioned are scalding or waterlogging, which results 
when an impervious soil holds water around the plant long enough to 

12 These results could be expected on the average. However, in some years the 
distribution and intensity of the rainfall might result in as high yields without 
contouring as with it. 
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cause injury, and increased damage to the stand from cultivation 
operations. 

For perhaps 3 weeks after corn planted in the furrow made by a 
lister emerges, there is danger that the plants may be covered by soil. 
A heavy rain of short duration is likely to do greater damage than a 
long gentle rain. Soil washed around the leaves and stalk does little 
damage unless it covers the growing point of the plant. If the stand 
is materially reduced, replanting may be necessary. Not enough in
formation is available to permit a reliable prediction of the frequency 
of darnag-e or crop failure from this cause. 

Risk of failure from flooding and scalding can be avoided if the 
corn is planted on top of the ridge made by the lister instead of in 
the furrow. In 1952 at the '\Vestern Iowa E xperimental Farm near 
Castana, 18 different plots of ridge-planted corn yielded an average of 
126.4 bushels per acre (9, p.12), A similar number of plots of furrow
planted corn averaged 122.8 bushels per acre. The report states that 
the difl'erences in yield are not significant in a year when damaging 
rains do not occur ( considering differences in stand). Nevertheless, 
when heavy rains occur ridge planting is free insurance against dam
age from water. An additional observation indicated in the report 
is that ridge-planted corn emerges sooner than that planted in 
furrows. 

Wide Rows of Corn lnterplanted With Forage 

Interplanting fall grain, legumes, or grasses between corn rows is 
cu.rrently receiving attention as a conservation practice. The rows of 
corn are spaced farther apart than the usual 40 inches. Interplanting 
the wide rows makes it possible to grow corn more frequently on a 
field, because erosion may be reduced and organic matter returned 
to the soil is increased at the same time. The oat crop, which is usu
ally less profitable than corn, can be omitted from the rotation. 

An experiment using this practice was conducted in 1952 on the 
Western Iowa Experimental Farm. The practice cannot be fully 
evaluated, however, because neither the yields from the forage crops 
nor the data on erosion and runoff are yet available. The corn was 
grown in rows with alternate spacings of 40 and 80 inches on land 
that was high in fertility and that had been in alfalfa-brome the 2 
previous years ( table 3). Corn was planted on May 17 and cultivated 
3 times. On July 3 rye and vetch, alfalfa-bromegrass, sweetclover, 

T A BLE 3.-Yields of corn from normal and widely spaced rows, 
Western Iowa E xperimental Farm, 19513 1 

Row spacing Yield per 
acre 

Bushels 
40-inch rows________________ ______ __________ ___ 123. 0 
40- and 80-inch rows alternated________________ __ 110. 3 

Stand per 
acre 

Plants 
15,094 
15,398 

1 These data are the results of cooperative research by the Soil and Water Conservation Branch United 
States Department of Agriculture, and Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station (9, pp. 10-11). ' 
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and wheat were interplanted. Good stands of the interplantings were 
obtained, especially of rye, vBtch, ~lfalfa, and sweetclover. ~heat 
was badly damaged by rust. The .yield of corn from the more 'Yidely 
spaced rows was 12.7 bushels ~ess than under the narrower spacrng. 

A corn-oats-meadow rotation could _become a corn-corn-meadow 
rotation if two-thirds of the farm were m corn, or a corn-meadow ro
tation if half the crop acreage were planted to corn. On a farm of 
120 rotation acres total returns from corn under a corn-oats-meadow 
rotation would be $6,986.40 at 1948-52 prices. Under the corn-corn
meadow and corn-meadow rotations returns would be $12,530.08 and 
$9,397.56 respectively. . 

A corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotation could _become a 3-year. rota-
tion as corn-meadow-meadow, or it could remam a 4-yea! rotat10n as 
corn-corn-meadow-meadow. Either change would permit more acres 
in corn and meadow each year. It might, t~er~fore, _offer gre3:ter 
erosion control. The erosion control cha_r~cten~tics of i~terplantrng 
cannot be appraised, however, until additional mfor1:1at10n_ be~o1:1es 
available. In time the technique may prove useful m mamtammg 
income and controlling erosion simultaneously.13 

Rotations 

Crop rotations maintain soil fertility, soil structure, and erosion 
control. Less erosion is found on fields planted to oats and .oth~r 
small grains than on those planted to row crops, but _more eros10n is 
found on the fields of cultivated crops than on those m meadow. 

Table 4 compares the erosion, runoff, and yiel~ per acre for con
tinuous corn and for a corn-oats-meadow rotation on comparable 

T ABLE 4.-Soil and water losses each year and yield of corn per acr·e, 
specified cropping systems, 1931-51 1 

Corn yield per acre 2 

Soil losses Water run-
Cropping system per acre off per acre 

1951 1947-51 
average 

Tons Inches Bushels Bushels 
Continuous corn for 21 years __ - - 46. 0 7.35 9 18 
Corn-oats-meadow rotation for 

63 84 21 years ____ _____ __ ______ _ 13. 7 . 77 

1 Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station FSR-55 (7, pp. !1--'~) . f 0 
2 Plots were limed and received a uniform app~ication of 20 l?ercent superphosp~ate at_ the ra\e fr-fr° 

pounds per acre per year. The soil is gently sloplllg Marshall silt loam. The bay 1s a mixture o a a a, 
red clover, and homegrass. 

13 Two other methods of managing crops offer as much, if. not more, promise 
of erosion control than wide-row corn with forage interplantmgs. One of these 
is mulch tillage, which may help to co~trol erosion aJ?,d to reduce the ~ost of 
producing corn. The other is the plantmg of grasses m the fall,. follow mg an 
early crop such as s:weet or silage corn. This method woU:ld offer the sa~e 
possibility of eliminating the small-grain crop as would wide-row corn ~1th 
forage interplantings, and probably it would increase profits. These pr3:ctices 
are not appraised in this report, because data relating to them are not available. 
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land. Erosion on the acreage on which corn had been grown con
tinuously for 21 years was more than 3¼ times that on land on which 
a corn-oats-meadow rotation had been used for the same length of 
time. Forty-six tons per acre of soil loss represents about a third of 
an inch of topsoil per year. The yield of corn after 21 consecutive 
years was only 9 bushels per acre-one-seventh of the yield of corn 
in a corn-oats-meadow rotation. 

The fertility, structure, and porosity of soils are better when a ro
tation of crops is used. Table 5 contains additional information on 
the effect of various rotations on yields and returns from crops. Re
turns are higher under a corn-corn-oats-meadow rotation than under 
any other. 'l'he corn-oats, corn-oats (followed by a sweetclover cover 
crop), and corn-corn-oats-meadow rotations on 120 acres each involve 
60 acres in corn, but returns are considerably higher from the rotation 
that includes 30 acres of meadow. The rotation that has the greatest 
acreage of corn, corn-corn-oats (followed by a sweetclover cover 
crop) provides the second highest returns. When the rotation in
cludes 48 acres of con1 and 48 acres of meadow, income drops to 
$9,071. Within a range, returns from crops can be increased by sub
stituting meadow for grain crops in the rotation. If the forage is 
fed to Ii vestock, ordinarily a larger percentage of meadow crops may 
be included in the rotation. 

'I'ABLE 5.-Average yields per acre of corn, oats, and hay, and gross 
returns per farm for 7 rotations, Marshall silt loam, 1948-52 

Average yields per acre 2 Total an-
nual farm 

Rotation 1 returns 
Corn Oats Meadow from 

crops 3 

Bushels Bushels Tons Dollars C-0 _______ ___ ___ _______ _____ 61. 6 32. 7 -------- -- 6,798 
C-C-0 s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 80.0 34. 7 ---------- 10,185 
C-Os--- - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - 82. 6 32. 6 -- --- ----- 8,583 
C-C-0-M ________ ___ _____ __ __ 97. 3 37. 4 3. 01 10,687 C-0-M ____ ____ __________ __ __ 104. 3 35. 7 2. 56 8,928 
C-C-0-M-M __________ ____ ____ 103. 7 36. 8 2. 97 9,071 C-0-M-M ________________ ___ 103. 6 37. 4 3. 00 8,584 

1 C=corn, O=oats, O,=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop, and M=meadow. 
J Yields are from plots on Soil Conservation Farm, Page County, Iowa. See Iowa Agricultural Experi

ment Station FSR-75 (8, p. 1$). 'l'bese data resulted from cooperative research by tbe Soil and Water 
Conservation Branch, United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, and Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station. 

a A farm of 120 rotation acres is assumed and the prices used were the average for each crop in 1948-52: 
Com, $1.42 per bu.; oats, $0.79 per bu.; hay, $18.30 per ton. 

Further indication of the effect of rotations in conserving soil is 
shown ( table 6). Soil loss is given in tons per acre per year for 
various slopes of soils in the Ida-Monona-Napier soil association. It 
varies with the slope, soil, and farming system as well as with ro
tations. Introduction of a cover crop, even a sweetclover catch crop 
plowed down as green manure, reduces soil loss considerably. When 

410322- l'.>7--3 
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meadow is .introduced., soil loss becomes even smaller. The greater is 
the percentage of meadow, the smaller is the loss of soil. Soil losses are 
always higher under a cash-grain system of farming than under a live
stock system that includes the same crop rotations and slopes. 

TABLE 6.-Annual soil loss per acre on lda-llf onona-Napier soils, by 
system of farming, rotation, and slope 1 

Ida Monona Monona Monona Napier 

Farming system silt loam, silt loam, silt loam, silt loam, silt loam, 

and rotation 2 12- to 20- 12- to 20- 9- to 15- 2- to 8- 0- to 6-
percent percent percent percent percent 
slope slope slope slope slope 

Cash-grain system: Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons 
c-c-o __ _______ __ 319. 5 253. 5 132. 6 28. 2 18. 6 
C-C-0 B- _________ 213.0 169. 0 88.4 18. 8 12.4 

C-O.-C-0-M-M_ 106. 5 84. 5 44. 2 9.4 6. 2 
C-C-0-M-M ____ _ 95. 8 76. 0 39. 8 8. 5 5. 6 
C-0-M-M ___ ____ 63. 9 50. 7 26. 5 5. 6 3. 7 
C-0-M-M-M ____ 42. 6 33. 8 17. 7 3. 8 2. 5 

Livestock system: c-c-o ___________ 246. 0 195. 0 102. 0 21. 6 14.4 

C-C-0 s - - - - - - - - - - 164. 0 130.0 68. 0 14. 4 9. 6 

C-O.-C-0-M-M_ 82. 0 65. 0 34. 0 7. 2 4. 8 

C-C-0-M-M _____ 73. 2 58. 5 30. 6 6. 5 4.3 

C-0-M-M-- ~---- 49. 2 39. 0 20. 4 4. 3 2.9 
C-0-M-M-M ____ 32. 8 26.0 13. 6 2. 9 1. 9 

1 Calculated by use of the Browning factors. Slopes 200 feet long are assumed. See footnote 5, p. 6. 
2 C=corn; O=oats; 0,=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=rneadow. 

Increasing the proportion of meadow in the rotation soon reduces 
soil losses on Na pier silt loam with little slope to the permissible level 
or below. Rotatjons that keep haH the land in meadow eliminate the 
erosion hazard on Monona silt loam with a 2- to 8-percent slope. On 
the steeper Ida and Monona soils, rotations that include 60-percent 
meadow do not reduce erosion to a 5-ton-per-acre level. 

In terms of erosion control, the greatest benefit from meadow on 
steep slopes comes from the first year of meadow. It is more impor
tant to get rotations with 1 year of meadow established on all farms 
that have steep slopes than to get rotations with 2 years of meadow 
on 50 percent of the farms. This is illustrated for steep Monona 
silt loams of 9- to 15-percent slope (table 7). Soil loss per acre, when 
50 percent of the farms on this soil and slope have a corn-oats
meadow-meadow rotation, is 260 tons. ·with 100 percent of the farms 
using a corn-oats-meadow rotation, soil loss is only 200 tons per acre. 
The gain is 60 tons per acre. On 120 acres of this, soil and slope, soil 
loss is reduced from 31,200 to 24,000 tons. 

The opposite relationship appears to hold for lower slopes of Mo
nona silt loam. As indicated, soil loss per acre when 100 percent of 
the farms use rotations that include 1 year of meadow amounts to 
36 tons (table 8). It amounts to only 28.8 tons per acre when rota
tions that include 2 years of meadow are used on half the farms. 
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, Terracing 

Terraces are devices ·for shortening the slope, thereby reducing 
the velocity of movement of water and regulating the loss of soil. 
When spaced the distance apart recommended by agronomists and 
engineers, they are expected to hold soil loss within permissible limits 
for slopes up to 12 percent. This is illustrated by the data on soil loss 
with various soil types, slopes, rotations, and soil management prac
tices ( table 9). Terracing with contouring holds soil loss below 5 
tons per acre with all rotations on Na pier silt loam, 0- to 5-percent 
slope, and Monona silt loam, 2- to 8-percent slope. As slopes increase, 
more grass is needed in the rotation to hold soil loss below 5 tons. 
The effectiveness of terraces is greater under a livestock than under a 
cash-grain system of farming and with rotations that include meadow. 

Soil loss with cash-grain farming on eroded Ida silt loam, 12- to 
20-percent slope, for example, is 319.5 tons per acre when a corn-corn
oats rotation is used with no mechanical practices. It is reduced to 
48 tons per acre when terraces and contouring are added. Terraces 
reduce soil loss from 132.6 to 19.8 tons per acre, when this r otation 
is used on Monona silt loam, 9- to 15-percent slope. 

The costs of terracing and contouring are greater than those asso
ciated with the other practices discussed. Estimates of the cost of 
contouring and of custom hiring for construction of terraces and the 
additional net returns are shown in table 10. The costs of building 
terraces increase with the slope. The costs of contouring are added 
when meadow is included in the rotation, because of the need for 
fencing. The cost of terracing and contouring on a slope of O to 5 
percent amounts to $7.69 under corn-corn-oats ( with sweetclover cover 
crop) rotation, and to $8.86 under a corn-oats-meadow-meadow
meadow rotation. For the same rotations on a slope of 12 to 20 per
cent, the costs are $20.30 and $21.47, respectively. The value of addi
tional yield in the year following adoption of terracing and contouring 
pays for the cost of these practices on the lower slopes only when rota
tions that involve little or no meadow are used.14 Possibly, however, a 
farmer could recover the costs of terracing and contouring on steeper 
slopes, even with rotations that involve meadow, by appropriate ap
plications of commercial fertilizer. 

Fertilizer 

Use of fertilizer does not greatly affect the quantity of soil lost by 
erosion. When used in combination with terracing and contouring, 
it contributes to the reduction of soil loss by facilitating rapid growth 
(table 9). Use of fertilizers contributes to a conservation system of 
farming chiefly by helping to maintain net incomes. 

Priority of Practices 

The foregoing information is useful in appraising the relative 
merits of different practices in conserving soil. Future studies should 
provide additional data on the problem. Detailed ramifications of 

14 When the ACP payments of 2 cents per linear foot of terrace are considered, 
the value of additional yields makes it profitable to terrace and contour with 
each of the rotations and slopes specified in table 10. 
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TABLE 9.-Annual soil loss.in tons per acre, by soil type, slope, rotation, 
and soil management practice 1 

NAPIER SILT LOAM 0- TO 5 P ERCENT SLOPE l -

Annual soil loss per acre with-

Cash-grain farming Livestock farming 

Rotation 2 

Ter- Ter-
No soil- Ter- racing, No soil- T er- racing, 

manage- racing contour- m a nage- racing contour-
ment and ing, and ment and ing, and 
prac- contour- ferti- prac- contour- ferti-
tices ing lizer tices ing lizer 

. 
Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons 

C-C- O ___ ___ ____ __ __ 18. 6 2. 7 2. 1 14. 4 2. 1 1. 5 
C-C-O •- ____ ____ ____ 12. 4 1. 8 1. 4 9. 6 1. 4 1.0 
C-O .-C-O-M-M ___ __ 6. 2 .9 .7 4. 8 . 7 . 5 
C- C- O-M-M 5. 6 .8 .6 4. 3 .6 .4 C-O-M- M - - --- --- 3. 7 .5 .4 2. 9 . 4 .3 
C-O-M- M-M _____ --= 2. 5 .4 . 3 1. 9 .3 .2 

MONONA SILT LOAM 2- TO 8-PERCENT SLOPE 
' 

C-C-O ____ ____ ______ 28. 2 4. 2 3. 3 21. 6 3. 3 2. 7 
C-C-O. _____ ___ __ __ _ 18. 8 2. 8 2. 2 14.4 2. 2 1. 8 
C- O.-C-O-M-M __ ___ 9. 4 1. 4 1. 1 7. 2 1. 1 .9 
C-C-O-M-M ____ ____ 8. 5 1. 3 1.0 6. 5 1.0 . 8 
C- O-M-M ________ ___ 5. 6 .8 .7 4. 3 . 7 . 5 
C- O-M-M-M _______ 3. 8 .6 . 4 2. 9 . 4 .4 

MONONA SILT LOAM 9- TO 15-PERCENT SLOPE l 

C-C-O ______ ____ ____ 132. 6 19. 8 15. 3 102. 0 15. 3 10. 8 
C- C-O •- _____ __ _____ 88. 4 13. 2 10. 2 68. 0 10. 2 7. 2 
C-O.-C- O-M- M __ ___ 44. 2 6. 6 5. 1 34. 0 5. 1 3. 6 
C- C-O-M-M ________ 39. 8 5. 9 4. 6 30. 6 4. 6 3. 2 
C-O-M-M _____ ___ ___ 26. 5 4. 0 3. 1 20. 4 3. 1 2. 2 
C-O-M-M-M _______ 17. 7 2. 6 2. 0 13. 6 2. 0 1. 4 

ERODED IDA SILT LOAM 12- TO 20-PERCENT SLOPE 
-:, 

l 

C-C-O __ _____ _____ __ 319. 5 48. 0 36. 9 246. 0 36. 9 25. 8 
C-C-O. ____ ______ ___ 213. 0 32. 0 24. 6 164. 0 24. 6 17. 2 
C-O.-C- O-M- M __ ___ 106. 5 16. 0 12. 3 82. 0 12. 3 8. 6 
C-C-O- M-M ______ __ 95. 8 14. 4 11. 1 73. 8 11. 1 7. 7 
C-O-M- M _____ ______ 63. 9 9. 6 .7. 4 49. 2 7. 4 5. 2 
C- O-M-M-M ____ ____ 42. 6 6. 4 4. 9 32. 8 4. 9 3. 4 

ERODED MONONA SILT LOAM 12- TO 20-PERCENT SLOPE 
' 

C- C-O- _____ __ __ __ __ 253. 5 43. 8 33. 6 195. 0 33. 6 23. 7 
C-C-O. ____ ______ ___ _ 169. 0 29. 2 22. 4 130. 0 22. 4 15. 8 
C- O.-C-O-M- M __ ___ 84. 5 14. 6 11. 2 65. 0 11. 2 7. 9 
C-C-O-M-M ___ _____ 76. 0 13. 1 10. 1 58. 5 10. 1 7. 1 
C-O-M-M ____ ___ __ __ 50. 7 8. 8 6. 7 39. 0 6. 7 4. 7 
C-O-M-M-M _______ 33. 8 5. 8 4. 5 26.0 4. 5 3.2 

I Calculated by using the Browning factors, assummg a length of slope of 200 feet. See footnote 5, p. 6. 
3 O=corn; O=oats; O.=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
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using various practices can be learned only when these practices are 
applied to a specific farm and analyzed in terms of their effect on the 
entire farm organization as a business unit. 

Control of soil (and water ) niovenient.-A practice that holds 
erosion within the permissible 5-ton limit on Io--wer slopes may be 
insufficient to do so on steeper slopes. T erra ing plus contouring 
effectively controls erosion on slopes of from 2 to 12 percent ( table 
9). However, on slopes that- exceed 12 percent this practice ranks 
second to contour listing when soils and climate permit its use. As 
indicated, on Ida silt loam v1·ith 14-percent slope, listing on the con
tour reduced soil loss to 1.79 tons per acre with a corn-oats-meadow
meadow rotation ( table 1). Terraces and contouring on Ida silt 
loam, slope 12 to 20 percent, and with a corn-oats-meadow-meadow 
rotation reduced soil loss to 9.6 ton per acre (table 9).1 5 Rotations 
probably rank third in ability to conserve soil on lopes of less than 
12 percent and fourth on slopes of more than 12 percent. A corn
oats-meadow-meadow rotatjon on Ida silt loam, slope 12 to 20 per
cent, would hold soil loss to 63.9 tons per acre ( table 6). Rotations 
such as corn-oats-meadow-meadow or corn-oats-meadow-meadow
meadow, which included meadow a fourth or more of the time, elimi
nated erosion as a hazard on lopes of less than 12 percent. On steep 
slopes it is more important to have rotations wjth 1 year of meadow 
on all the acreage than to have rotations with 2 years of meadow on 
half of it. Data presented jndicate that contouring on Ida silt loam 
of 14-percent slope would hold soil lo s down to 10.8 tons per acre 
with a corn-oats ( followed by sweetclover cover crop) rotation ( table 
1). 

Erosion control on the basi.'-1 of cost.-Contouring and contour list
ing rank highest in terms of soil saved per dollar inve ted on o-entle 
slopes if the rotations do not include meadow. These pracbces rank 
high even when meadow in the rotation involves new fence. On 
steeper slopes, contour listing and a rotation that includes 1 year of 
meadow would give the greatest control of soil at the smallest cost. 
When contour listing is not adapted to a specific soil or location, con
touring and a rotation that jncludes 1 year of meadow would save 
the most soil at least cost on ·lopes of more than 12 percent. 

These statements hold true of these practices on slopes of less than 
12 percent. On such slopes, rotations are more effective in keeping 
soi.I losses down to a permissible level. The erosion that would occur 
without them is much less on the lower than on the higher slopes. 

Terraces are effective in controlling erosion on slopes of less than 
12 percent, but they are expensive.16 T erracing plus contourino- on 

15 
In table 9, the slope length was given as 200 fPet, and in table 1 as 72.6 

feet. However, the agronomists who made the :urnlysi. of the data in table 1 
~tate that these data are fairly applicable for slopes up to 200 feet. See Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station FSR- 70 (!}, pp. 8-10) . 

10 
Terraces involve the greatest total cost. They may be less expensive to 

the farmer than certain other practices if he can get 2 cents per linear foot of 
terrace in the form of ACP payments. Terraces have the added advantage of 
not having indirect costs associated with their adoption. 
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slopes of 2- to 8-per~ent costs as little_ as $12.60 per acre, and this 
practice would save up· to 16 tons of s01l per acre (_tables 9 and ~O). 
This is a cost of 0.787 cents per ton. It is not a high cos~, but it is 
higher than the direct costs of using t~e other methods discusse~. 

Implications on payments a:i,d pol~cy.-Althoug~ _t~~ fore~omg 
ranking of practices on the basis of soil-savmg pos~ibih~ies ~nd C<?st 
per ton of soil sav~d is tentative ~nd a _rough approximation, it me~its 
further considerat10n from the viewpomt of both payme~t and pohcy. 

If practices are comple~entary, _it n_ieans that they give conserva
tion results only when used m combmat1011 (4, pp. 763-765). In ~he~e 
instances payment should be made only whe? the other. pr~ctice is 
used in ~ombination with it. The data available at this time are 
not adequate for classifying practices. In some. degree, howeyer, 
contouring and contour listing1 as well as contourmg and ter~acmg, 
fall in that c~tegory. Unless ~ist~rs are used on the contour, httle o: 
no conservat10n results.17 This 1s true also of terraces. However, 
the very nature of terraces makes it almost impossible to do other 
than plant and cultivate 01:- the_ contour. 

If practices are compet~ng m the ~ense that they represent alterna-
tive ways of accomphshmg a spee1fi~d result, payments should be 
made for only one alternative on a given ~creage (4, pp. 763-76~) • 
Many practices or combina;tions of pra?tic~s represent alternative 
methods of controlling erosion. The ob~ective should ~ to get t_he 
desired amount of erosion control by usmg the alternative _practice 
or combination of practices that is least costly .. The choice of a 
practice may differ with location. Contou~ hstmg, for examp~e, 
represents ·an alternative method of controllmg erosion on the_ s01ls 
of western Iowa. But it is inappropriate on impermeable s01ls or 
where precipitation is such that freq1;tent replU:ntmgs are necessary. 
The practices that_ represent 3:lternatives OJ?- lngher slope:s ~re con
touring and terracmg, contourn~ and rotations, contour hsb?g, and 
conto_ur listing and_ r<?tations. u~ lower slopes,. the alternatives. are 
rotations, contour listmg, contourmg, and terrac~ng plus contourmg. 

A o-eneral statement to the effect that one practice or group of prac
tices 0 is the least costly alternative cannot be mad~. The degree of 
erosion control accomplished depends . on the soil, the s~ope, tl~e 
weather the croppino- system and the livestock system. Fmal dee1-
sion as to the degre/' of cont;ol that is needed m~1st be made o~ the 
basis of a specific farm, with the whole farm c<?nsidered as a busm_ess 
unit. This is also true with regard to altern3:tive methods of eros10n 
control and the decision as to which method is least costly. 

The most efficient use of limited resources in conservation can be 
made only if overall f~rm_ planning is done. It must be mad~ to 
dovetail into the oro-a111zat10n already on the farm and to permit a 
gradual but continu~us transition in t~rms of its effects on ot!ier s_ec
tors of the farm business, such as the livestock program, the situat10n 
as to capital, and net income. 

11 Some farmers are known to use the lister on slopes but they do not contour. 
The most likely result is an increase in erosion. 
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Combinations of Practices 
The effects ?f applying (1) terraces and contouring and (2) ter 

races, contour~ng, and_ fertilizer on ~rop yields, costs, net crop in
c?me, and capital _reqmrements were mvestigated. The estimates of 
)'.'Iel1~ on the yar10_us slopes and rotations and the applications of 
fer~ihzer used m this part ?f the analysis are the average yields after 
maJor_ effects of co:11servat10n practices and the rotation have taken 
J?lace_ m a cash-gram system of farming and in a livestock system of 
farmmg.18 The effects are measured on a farm of 120 rotation acres 
for ea_ch slope,. each rotat~on, and each system of farming or con
s~rvat1011 pr~ctic~. Later m the analysis, the effects of various prac
tices on net farm mcome are examined on the basis of yields that vary 
over a 10-year period after the practice is adopted. 

Costs of Terracing, Contouring, and Fertilizer 

The cost ~f terracing on a farm varies with the slope and method 
of construct1011. The slope determines the number of terraces and 
the numbe~ of linear feet of terrace nee4ed. The steeper the slope, 
the more lmear feet of terrace are required and the greater is the 
total cost of terracing. Machines used in buildino- terraces differ 
as to o~iginal cost a?d cost of operation. If a far~er can operate 
them himself and still manage the re.st of his business as before an 
additional charge for his labor need not be included in the cost of 
terracing. Therefore, all costs were calculated with operator's labor 
both included and not included as a cost. 

Costs 3:nd net crop incomes are computed for various methods of 
?onstructmg terraces, as follows : ( 1) Terraces constructed by a mold
ooard plow and a 2-bottom tractor; (2) terrace.s constructed with 
a whirlwind terracer and a 3-bottom tractor; (3) terraces constructed 
by a 70-horsepower bulldozer; ( 4) terraces constructed by hirinO' the 
services of a motor patrol and its operator at a cost of 3 cent: per 
linear foot of terrace built. 

In t11;e fi~st three methods of constr1;1ction, the cost was estimated on 
the basis of the number of hours reqmred to do the job and an hourly 
rate as follows: (1) Moldboard plow and 2-bottom tractor without 
operator's labor, $0.57; with ope!"ator's labor, $1.57; (2) whirlwind 
terracer ,and 3-bottom tractor without operator's labor, $1.70; with 
ope~ator s labor, $3.29; ( 3) bulld~zer, 70-horsepower, without oper
ator s labo~, $4.76; with opera~or s labor, $?.26. These charges rep
resent the fixed cost o~ ownership on the basis of an annual hourly use 
plus the cost of _operatmg them.19 They apply to a_ farm~r who already 
?wns the machme or who would buy it with the mtent10n of keeping 
it for use on the farm or for custom work, or who could rent it at the 
rate indicated. 

The average cost of terracing an acre in a 20-acre field of the various 
slopes indicated is shown ( table 11). The total cost of terracing the 
field is divided by 20 to give the average cost per acre. Terraces con
structed with a moldboard plow range from a cost of $2.04 an acre on 

18 See footnote 6, p. 7. 
10 See Appendix, table 39, p. 85. 

410322-57 
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the lowest~slopes (up.to 5 percent) to $5.39 on the steep slopes ( from 
12 to 20 percent) when· operator's labor is included as a cost. Custom 
hiring a motor patrol at 3 cents per linear foot of terrace costs $7.69 
on the lowest slopes and $20.30 on 12- to 20-percent slopes. The cor 
responding costs of terraces constructed by a whirlwind terracer are 
$3.15 and $8.32; $5.33 and $14.07 when done by a bulldozer. The costs 
for a moldboard plow, whirlwind terracer, or bulldozer are consider
ably lower when the operator's labor is not included as a cost. 

TABLE 11.-Average cost of terracing an acre in a 20-acre field by 
specified methods, operator's labor included and ewduded as a cost, 
1948-52 

Moldboard plow Whirlwind terracer Bulldozer 

With I Without With I Without With I Without 

Custom 

Slope 
hire of 
motor 

(percent) operator's operator's operator's operator's operator's operator's patrol 
labor labor labor labor labor labor 

included included included included included included 

-

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 

0 to 5 ______ 2. 04 o. 74 3. 15 1. 66 5. 33 4.08 7. 69 

2 to 8 _______ 3. 65 1. 22 5. 16 2. 73 8. 73 6.63 12. 60 

9 to 15 ______ 5. 21 1. 88 8.04 4. 25 13. 60 10. 32 19. 61 

12 to 20 ___ __ 5. 39 1. 95 8. 32 4. 40 14.07 10. 69 20. 30 

Average costs of terracing and contouring by rotation, slope, and 
method of construction are shown ( table 12). The costs of contour
ing vary with the number of acres of meadow in the rotation, as ini
tially this practice would involve the removal of old fences, the laying 
out of new field boundaries, a,nd the purchase of electric fencing to 
pe.rmit controlled grazing of meadows. 

The cost is greatest when terraces are built on a custom basis. The 
cheapest method is with the moldboard plow and a 2-bottom tractor. 
Even when a charge is made for the farmer's time, the cost of building 
the terraces with a moldboard plow is only about a third the cost of 
hiring the work done by motor patrol at 3 cents per linear foot. The 
saving is more pronounced when the operator does not include his 
labor as a cost. 

The costs of terracing and contouring are not recurring. They 
can be maintained by leaving the dead furrow next the terrace when 
plowing, except for occasional breaks caused by crossing the terraces 
with machines or by unusually heavy rains. The work involved in re
pairing them is not great if it is done soon after the break. The ter
races and wire fo_r fences should serve for about 20 years or longer 
if properly maintained. 

The application of fertilizer is different. There is some carryover. 
However, maintaining yields at a specific level after a rotation has 
been in effect for a few years requires about the same application each 
time the crop is grown. 
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The annual cost of fertilizer per acre, at th~ rates in_dicated by ~he 
agronomists as needed for corn an~ 03:ts to _give the yields on which 
calculations of income are made, 1s given m table 13. These ra~es 
are less than those that would be most profitable under present price 
relationships. 20 

• • • • • 
Costs of commercial fert1hzer are less for a livestock than for a cash-

grain system of far!Iling. This di:ff~rence in costs betwe~n systems 
1s greatest for rotatIO?J-S that do not mcl~~e m~adow. With a cash
grain system of farmmg, the cost of fertilizer 1s greatest for a corn
corn-oats rotation and least for a corn-oats ( followed by a sweetclov~r 
cover crop )-corn-oats-meadow-meadow ( only corn and oats are ferti
lized) . The per acre cost of fertilizer for oats exceeas that for corn 
for most rotations. . . 

If fertilizer can be used profitably, a farmer receives the profit m 
the year he applies the fertilizer. It may take several years, how
ever, even to recover the initial investment mad~ wh_en ~ei:races are 
used. This is important to a farmer whose capital 1s hm1ted. H e 

TABLE 13.-Annual cost of fertilizer per acre for corn and oats, opera-
tor's labor included and excluded as a cost, 1948-+Sf 

F ertilizer cost per acre for-

Corn Oats 

Rotation,1 type of farming, and slope 
Without With Without With 

opera- opera- opera- opera-
tor's tor's tor's tor's 

labor labor labor labor 
included included included included 

C- C- O- cash-grain: Dollars 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope - - - - 8. 50 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 8.00 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope_ - - - - - - - 6. 20 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope __ - - - - - - - 6. 20 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope __ _ - - - - - - - 4. 90 

C-C-O-Evestock : 
4. 60 Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope_ ---

Eroded Monona, 12- t o 20-percent slope_ 5. 40 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope_ - - - - - - - 4. 90 
Monona, 2- t o 8-percent slope_ - - - - - - - - 4. 90 
Na pier, 0- to 5-~ercent slope_ - - - - - - - - - 4. 90 

C-C-O .-cash-gram: 
5. 90 Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope_ - - -

Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope .. 5. 40 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope_ - - - - - - - 4. 25 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope_ - - - - - - - - 4. 25 
Napier, 0- t o 5-percent slope __ - - - - - - - - 2. 95 

C-C-O ,-livestock: 
4. 28 Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope_ ---

Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 4. 10 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope __ - - - - - - 2. 95 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope_ - - - - - - - - 2. 95 
Na ier 0- to 5- ercent slo e_ - - - - - - - - - 2. 95 

p ' p p 

20 A later section deals specifically with this point. 

Dollars Dollars 
10. 00 6. 90 
9. 50 5. 90 
7. 70 5. 90 
7. 70 5. 25 
6.40 3. 60 

6. 10 4. 60 
6. 90 4. 60 
6. 40 5. 90 
6. 40 5. 25 
6. 40 3. 60 

7. 40 9.90 
6. 90 8.90 
5: 75 6. 90 
5. 75 6. 25 
4. 45 4. 60 

5. 78 6. 60 
5. 60 6. 60 
4. 45 6. 90 
4. 45 n. 25 
4. 45 4. 60 

Dollars 
8. 40 
7. 40 
7. 4 
6. 7 
5. 1 

0 
5 
0 

6. 1 
6. 1 
7. 4 
6. 7 
5. 1 

0 
0 
0 
5 
0 

11. 4 
10.4 

8. 4 
7. 7 
6. 1 

8 1 
8. 1 

0 
0 
0 
5 
0 

8. 4 

0 
0 
0 
5 
0 

7. 7 
6. 1 
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T ABLE 13.-Annual cost of fertilizer per acre for corn and oats, opera
tor's labor included and excluded as a cost, 1948-593-Continued 

Fertilizer cost per acre for-

Corn Oats 

Rotation, 1 type of farming, and slope 
Without With Without With 

opera- opera- opera- opera-
tor's tor's tor's tor's 
labor labor labor labor 

included included included included 

C- O .- C- O-M- M- cash-grain: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ___ _ 2. 65 4. 15 6. 45 7. 95 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 2. 15 3. 65 6. 45 7. 95 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope ____ ____ 1. 65 3. 15 4. 30 5. 80 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope ____ ____ _ 1. 65 3. 15 4. 30 5. 80 
Na pier, 0- to 5-percent slope ___ ___ ____ 1. 65 3. 15 2. 30 3. 80 

C-O .-C-O-M-M-livestock: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope __ __ 2. 00 3. 50 4. 65 6. 15 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 2. 15 3. 65 3. 80 5. 30 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope ___ __ ___ 1. 65 3. 15 2. 80 4. 30 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope _____ ___ _ 1. 33 2. 83 2. 80 4. 30 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope ____ __ ____ 1. 65 3. 15 2. 30 3. 80 

C-C-O- M-M-cash-grain : 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ____ 5. 25 6. 75 12. 90 14. 40 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 4. 43 5. 92 9. 90 11. 40 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope ____ ____ 3. 60 5. 10 6. 60 8. 10 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope __ ____ ___ 3. 60 5. 10 6. 60 8. 10 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope __ ____ ____ 3. 60 5. 10 4. 60 6. 10 

C-C-O-M- M-livestock: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope __ __ 4. 28 5. 78 8. 60 10. 10 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 3. 45 4. 95 7. 60 9. 10 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope __ __ ____ 3. 60 5. 10 5. 60 7. 10 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope __ _______ 2. 30 3. 80 4. 30 5. 80 
Napier 0- to 5-percent slope ___ ____ ____ 3. 60 5. 10 4. 60 6. 10 

C-O-M-M-cash-grain: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ____ 4. 65 6. 15 10. 30 11. 80 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 3. 45 4. 95 7. 30 8. 80 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope ____ ____ 2. 65 4. 15 4. 65 6. 15 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope ___ _____ _ 2. 65 4. 15 4. 65 6. 15 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope ___ ___ ____ 2. 00 3. 50 2. 00 3. 50 

C- O- M-M-li vestock: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ___ _ 4. 00 5. 50 6. 65 8. 15 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 3. 45 4. 95 5. 65 7. 15 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope ______ __ 2. 00 3. 50 3. 00 4. 50 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope __ ___ __ __ 2. 65 4. 15 3. 00 4. 50 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope __ __ __ ____ 2. 00 3. 50 2. 00 3. 50 

C- O-M- M- M-cash-grain: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ____ 5. 30 6. 80 10. 30 11. 80 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope _ 3. 45 4. 95 9. 30 10. 80 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope __ ____ __ 3. 30 4. 80 4. 65 6. 15 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope ___ ___ ___ 2. 65 4. 15 4. 65 6. 15 
Na pier, 0- to 5-percent slope __ ____ ____ 2. 65 4. 15 2. 00 3. 50 

C-O-M- M- M- livestock: 
Eroded Ida, 12- to 20-percent slope ____ 4. 00 5. 50 8. 65 10. 15 
Eroded Monona, 12- to 20-percent slope_ 3. 45 4. 95 6. 65 8. 15 
Monona, 9- to 15-percent slope __ ______ 2. 00 3. 50 3. 00 4. 50 
Monona, 2- to 8-percent slope ____ ____ _ 2. 65 4. 15 3. 00 4. 50 
Napier, 0- to 5-percent slope ____ __ ____ 2. 65 4. 15 2. 00 3. 50 

1 C=Com; O=oats; O,=oats followed by sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
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must recover investmeRtf? in a short time after making them to provide 
a continual and sufficient flow of operating capital. 

Net Crop Income 

Rotations.-The net crop incomes of farms of 120 rotation acres on 
5 different soils of the Ida-Monona association, when various rotations 
are used in both a cash-grain and a livestock system of farming are 
shown ( table 14) . Net crop income was computed by deducting the 
total cost of the conservation practices from the total value of crops 
for the year following the adoption of the practices. 

T A BLE 14.-Net crop incomes from farms of 120 rotation acres, by 
rotation and slope, cash-grain and livestock systems of farming, 
operator's labor inclitded and ewcluded as a cost, 1948-52 

Net crop income for 120 rotation acres on-

Eroded Eroded Monona Monona Napier 
Type of farming and rotation 1 Ida silt Monona silt loam, silt loam, silt loam, 

loam, 12- silt loam, 9- t o 15- 2- to 8- 0- t o 5-
to 20- 12- to 20- per- per- per-
percent percent cent cent cent 

slope slope slope slope slope 

Cash-grain, operator's labor in-
eluded : Dollars Dollars D ollars Dollars Dollars C-C-0 ____ _____ ___ _____ ___ -1, 244 -904 1,228 1,831 3,158 

C-C-Os- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -444 516 2,464 3,098 4,424 
C-0 s-C-0-M-M ____ ____ ___ -492 565 2,184 2, 859 4,036 C-C-0-M- M __ ______ ____ __ _ -740 408 2,123 2,860 4,247 C-0-M-M _____ ________ ____ -1, 007 103 1,740 2,458 3,652 C-0-M-M-M ____ ___ ___ ____ -1, 414 -272 1,409 2,152 3,366 

Cash-grain, operator's labor not 
included: 

C-C-0 ___ ____ ___ - - - - - - - - - - - -640 -362 1,832 2,436 3, 763 
C-C-0 B - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 162 1, 121 3,069 3,702 5,029 
C-0 .-C-0-M-M __ ___ ___ __ _ 177 1,233 2,853 3,527 4,704 
C-C-0-M-M _______ ___ ____ -34 1, 114 2,829 3,567 4, 953 C-0-M-M ______ ______ _____ -291 819 2,456 3,174 4,374 C-0-M-M-M _______ ____ __ _ -669 472 2,154 2,897 4, 111 

Livestock, operator' labor in-
eluded: 

C-C-0 ______ _____ _____ __ ___ 82 122 2,000 2,554 3,158 
C-C-0 B - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 824 1,536 3,098 3,761 4,424 
C-0

5
-C-O-M-M _______ ____ -19 1,037 2,516 3,191 4,036 

C-C- 0-M-M __ ____ ___ __ __ _ -191 1,022 2,651 3,323 4,247 C-0-M-M ____ ___ _______ ___ - 547 562 1,989 2,707 3,658 
C-0-M-M-M __ _____ _____ __ -961 180 1,608 2,351 3,366 

Livestock, operator's labor not 
included: 

C-C-0 ______ __ __ - - - __ - - - - - - 687 664 2,604 3,159 3,763 
C-C-0 B - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,429 2,140 3,702 4,366 5,029 
C-O.-C-0-M-M __ ___ ____ ___ 650 1,706 3,184 3,859 4,704 
C-C-0-M-M ______ ________ 515 1,729 3,358 4,030 4,953 C-0-M-M _____ ___ ____ ___ __ 170 1,279 2,705 3,423 4,374 
C-0-M-M-M ____ ______ ____ -216 927 2,352 3,096 4,111 

1o=corn; O=oats; 0,=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
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. On st~.ep erod_ed Ida silt loam witJ-i slopes of 12 to 20 percent, net crop 
rncome 1s negative for all cash-gram farms, regardless of the rotation 
used when the operator's labor is included as a cost. Even when a 
~ivestock system of farming is used, farms on this slope have net crop 
mcom~s that. are either negative or q~ite low. When the operator's 
labor 1s not mcluded as a cost, the highest net crop income is only 
$1,429. This is with a corn-corn-oats ( followed by a sweetclover 
cover crop) rotation in a livestock farming system, which is the most 
rewarding rotation for eroded Ida silt loam. 

Incomes are higher for any rot~tion or any system of farming when 
farms _are located on le~s steep soils or soils that have greater supplies 
of available plant nutrients. Eroded Monona silt loam has the same 
slope, but it is not so badly eroded as Ida silt loam and it has a 
greater productive potential. The other soils listed in table 14 are 
on lower slopes. The highest net crop income on eroded Monona silt 
loam that has from 12- to 20-percent slope is obtained from a corn
corn-oats ( followed by a sweetclover cover crop) rotation with a live
stock system of farming and from a corn-oats ( followed by a sweet
clover cover crop )-corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotation with a cash
grain system. On the other three soils of lower slopes, a corn-corn
o~ts (followed by a sweetclover cover crop) rotation consistently 
yield~ the highest net crop income. 

It is clear that a rotation like corn-corn-oats ( followed by a sweet
clover cover c~op )., ~hich includes chiefly corn with no meadow, must 
be use~ to man~tam mcome on steep slopes on which mechanical con
serv~t10n practices are not used. A farmer who has such a situation 
on his farm cannot be expected knowingly to adopt a conservation 
practice that will result in decreased income no matter how small the 
decrease may be. Income for the immediate future must be rnaran
te~d before soil is sa1:ed for incre~sed profits at some future 6date. 

Terracing,. contouring, _and fertili:zer.-The ~:ffects on net crop in
comes of ~ddmg the_combmed pr~ctice of terr_acmg and contouring or 
the .c?mbmed practic~ of terracmg, contourmg, and application of 
fertilizer are shown .m table 15.. The net crop incomes shown are 
computed on the basis of deductmg the total cost of the practice in 
the year following its adoption. 

Even when terraces are constructed with moldboard plows the least 
costly method ( !ab~e 15), they usually cause net crop incom~s to drop 
from the levels ~nd1cated (table 14) 1f operator's labo.r is included as 
a cost. Except10ns are the corn-corn-oats and corn-corn-oats (fol
lowed by a sweetclover ~over: crop) rotations ~m the lowest slope, 0- to 
5:percent slop~ of Na pier silt loam. 9rop mcomes are consistently 
higher under livestock systems of farmmg than unde.r cash-grain sys
tems on all slopes when terraces and contouring are not used and on 
all ~l~pe~ that exceed_ 5 percent when ~errace~ and c_ontouring are used. 
TJ:11~ md!cates that h':estock become mcreasmgly important in main
tammg mcome on higher slopes when costly erosion controls are 
needed, even when the rotation does not include meadow. 

Regardless of the method by which terraces are constructed net 
crop mcomes are very low or negative on sloJ?eS of 12 to 20 per~ent. 
~en terraces are constructed by custom hirmo- a motor patrol net 
mcomes from crops are negative for all soils with slopes of 12 to 20 
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TABLE 15.-Net crop incomes from farms of 120 rotation acres, by 1·otation, slope, and conservation practice, cash
grain and livestock systems of farming j terraces constructed by moldboard plow, 1948-52 1 

Net crop income for 120 rotation acres on-

Type of farmin g and ro tation 2 

Cash-grain, operator's labor included: 
0-0-0 __ ____ ____ ___ ___ _______ __ 
O-0-Os-- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
C-Os-C-O-M-M ___ __ ___ ______ __ 
0-0-0-M-M ___ _______ ______ __ _ 
0-0-M-M ______ __ ___ _______ ___ _ 
O-O-M-M-M _____ __ __ ____ ______ 

Livestock, operator's labor included: 
0-0-0 _____ __ _____ _______ __ ____ 
C-O-O s - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C-Os-O-O-M-M __ _______ ____ ___ 
O-O-O-M-M ___ ___ _____ ____ ____ 
O-O-M-M ____ _______ _____ __ ____ 
O-O-M-M-M ____ J _ _ __________ _ _ 

Cash-grain, operator's labor not in-
eluded: 

0-0-0 _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -0-C-Os- ____ __ __ _____ __________ 
0-0 .-C-O-M-M ___ ___ ______ ____ 
0-0-0-M-M ___ ____ __ __________ 
0-0-M-M ____ ___ ___ ____________ 
O-O-M-M-M- - ---- ----- ~------ -

Livestock, operator's labor not in-
cluded: 

0-0-0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0-0-Os------- --- - ---- -- - - - - - - --C-Oa-0-O-M-M _______________ _ 
0-0-0-M-M ____ ______________ _ 
0-O-M-M ___ _____ _____________ _ 
C-0-0-M-M-M __ _ 

Eroded Ida silt 
loam, 12- to 20-

percent slope 

T-O 3 

Dollars 
-1, 734 
-1, 040 
-1, 148 
-1, 425 
-1, 649 
-2, 046 

-298 
443 

-621 
-746 

-1, 148 
-1, 561 

-597 
97 
54 

-186 
-400 
-769 

839 
1,581 

580 
494 
101 

-284 

T-C-F 3 

Dollars 
-458 
-62 

-576 
-762 

-1, 080 
-1, 319 

314 
537 

-168 
-146 
-613 
-893 

860 
1,255 

746 
585 
261 
30 

1,632 
1,854 
1,154 
1,201 

728 
457 

Eroded Monona 
silt loam, 12- to 
20-percent slope 

T-O 3 

Dollars 
-1, 131 

27 
-61 

-194 
-503 
-887 

304 
1,185 

428 
440 

26 
. -255 

7 
1, 165 
1,140 
1,045 

732 
388 

1,442 
2,322 
1,629 
1,679 
1,262 

938 

T-C-F 3 

Dollars 
454 
820 
204 
300 

-171 
-489 

1,052 
1,324 

619 
737 
217 

-38 

1,772 
2,137 
1,525 
1,647 
1,168 

861 

2,370 
2,642 
1,940 
2,085 
1,556 
1,310 

1 Conservation costs not depreciated. 
2 o-com; O=oats; O,=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
i T-C=terracing and contouring; T-C-F=terraclng, contouring, and fertilizer. 

"' 

Monona silt 
loam, 9- to 15-
percent slope 

T-O 3 

Dollars 
760 

2,135 
1,604 
1,590 
1, 161 

831 

1,749 
2,846 
1,882 
2,054 
1,369 

988 

1,885 
3,259 
2,792 
2,817 
2,397 
2,095 

2,873 
3,971 
3,070 
3,280 
2,605 
2,262 

T-C-F 3 

Dollars 
2, 320 
2,714 
1,665 
1,950 
1,272 

989 

2, 731 
3,126 
1, 894 
2,141 
1,468 
1, 161 

3,625 
4,019 
2,973 
3,284 
2,598 
2,325 

4,037 
4,430 
3,202 
3,475 
2,794 
2,497 

Monona silt 
loam, 2- to 8-
percent slope 

T-O 3 

Dollars 
1,689 
2,926 
2,270 
2,280 
1,814 
1,475 

2,382 
3,480 
2,548 
2,678 
2,022 
1,641 

2,706 
3,942 
3,350 
3,398 
2,941 
2,631 

3,399 
4,496 
3,628 
3,796 
3,149 
2,798 

T-C-F 3 

Dollars 
3,149 
3,542 
2,361 
2,658 
1,947 
1,666 

3,530 
3,924 
2,603 
2,942 
2,123 
1,807 

4,346 
4,739 
3,561 
3, 88l 
3,164 
2,894 

4,727 
5,121 
3,803 
4,168 
3,341 
3,035 

t 

Napier silt 
loam, 0- to 5-
percent slope 

T-O 3 

Dollars 
3,179 
4,445 
3,641 
3,861 
3,207 
2,882 

3,179 
4,445 
3,641 
3,861 
3,207 
2, 882 

4,060 
5,326 
4,585 
4,843 
4,199 
3,902 

4,060 
5,326 
4,585 
4,843 
4,199 
3,902 

T-C-F 3 

Dollars 
4, 315 
4,847 
3,562 
3,885 
3,146 
2,883 

4,315 
4,847 
3,562 
3,885 
3,146 
2,883 

5,376 
5,908 
4,626 
4,976 
4,228 
3,975 

5,376 
5,908 
4,626 
4,976 
4,228 
3,975 
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TABLE 16.-Net crop incomes from farms of 120 rotation acres, by rotation, slope, and conservation practice, cash
grain and livestock systems of farming j terraces constructed by motor patrol, 1948-52 1 

N et crop income for 120 rotation acres on-

Eroded Ida silt Eroded Monona 
Type of farming and rotation 2 loam, 12- to 20- silt loam, 12- to 

percent slope 20-percent slope 

T-C 3 T-C-F 3 T-C 3 T-C-F 3 

Cash grain, operator's labor included: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
C-C-O ________________ _________ -3, 524 -2, 247 -2, 920 -1, 335 
C--C- O •- ___________________ ___ __ -2, 830 -1, 852 -1, 762 -970 
C-O .-C--O-M-M __________ ___ ___ -2, 937 -2, 365 - 1, 850 -1, 586 
C--C-O- M-M _____ ____ ________ __ -3, 214 -2, 552 -1, 983 -1, 489 
C-O-M-M ____________ ___ __ _____ - 3, 438 -2, 870 -2, 293 -1, 960 
C-O-M-M-M _______ __ -·- __ ___ __ _ -3, 835 -3, 108 -2, 676 -2, 278 

Livestock, operator's labor included: 
C-C-O ___ ___________ ________ __ _ -2, 088 -1, 475 -1, 485 -737 
C-C--O •- __________ .:.. ______ ___ __ __ -1, 346 -1, 252 -604 -465 
C-O .- C--O-M-M ____ _____ ___ __ __ - 2, 410 -1, 957 -1, 361 -1, 170 
C-C-O-M-M ___________ ________ -2, 535 -1, 936 -1, 349 -1, 052 
C-O-M-M __________ ____ ________ -2, 937 -2, 402 -1, 763 -1, 573 
C-O-M-M-M ___ _ ~ __________ ___ _ 

Cash grain, operator's la bor not in-
-3, 350 -2, 682 -2, 044 -1, 827 

eluded: 
C-C-O __________ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ -2, 799 -1, 342 -2, 195 -430 
C-C-O •- _________ __ ____________ _ -2, 105 -947 -1, 037 -65 
C-O.-C-O-M-M ____ ___ __ ___ ___ _ -2, 148 -1, 456 -1, 062 -677 
C--C-O-M-M ____ ____ ___ ___ . ___ __ -2, 388 -1, 617 -1, 157 -555 
C-O-M-M ____ ______ __________ __ -2, 602 -1, 941 -1, 470 -1, 034 
C-O-M-M-M ____ ___ _____ _______ -2, 971 -2, 172 -1. 814 -1. 341 

Livestock , operator's labor not in-
d: 

------------------------- -1, 363 -570 -760 168 
~0-M-M ________________ -621 -348 120 440 

-1, 622 -1, 048 -573 -262 -M-M ___________________ 
-1, 708 -1, 001 - 523 -117 -M ______________________ 
-2, 101 -1, 474 -940 -646 - M-M __ --------------- ·- -2, 486 -1, 745 - 1, 264 -892 

1 r, __ _ _ 

C=com; O=oats; O,=oats with a sweetclover green-manure crop; M=meadow_ 3 
T- C=terracing and contouring; T-C-F=terracing, contouring, and fertilizer. 

4111 

Monona silt Monona silt 
loam, 9- to 15- loam, 2- to 8-
percent slope percent slope 

T-C 3 T-C-F 3 T-C 3 T-C-F 3 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
-968 592 615 2, 075 

407 986 1,852 2,468 
-124 -63 1, 196 1,287 
-138 222 1,206 1,584 
-567 -456 740 873 
-897 -739 401 592 

21 1,005 914 2,062 
1, 118 1,398 2,012 2,456 

154 166 1,080 1,135 
326 413 1,210 1,474 

-359 -260 554 655 
-740 -567 173 339 

-243 1,497 1, 340 I 2,980 
1,132 1, 891 2,576 3,373 

665 845 1,985 2,196 
689 1, 157 2,033 2,518 
269 470 1,576 1,799 

33 197 1,266 1,529 

746 1,910 2,033 3,361 
1,843 2,303 3, 131 3,755 

942 1,074 2,262 2,438 
1,152 1,348 2,431 3,803 

477 666 1,784 1,975 
134 369 1,432 1,669 

Napier silt 
loam, 0- to 5-
percent slope 

T-C 3 

Dollars 
2,501 
3,767 
2,963 
3,182 
2,529 
2,204 

2,501 
3,767 
2,963 
3,182 
2,529 
2,204 

3,226 
4,492 
3,751 
4,009 
3,365 
3,068 

3,226 
4,492 
3,751 
4,009 
3,365 
3,068 

T-G(F 3 

Dollars 
3,637 
4,169 
2,884 
3,207 
2,468 
2,205 

3,637 
4,169 
2,884 
3,207 
2,468 
2,205 

4,542 
5,074 
3,792 
4,142 
3,394 
3,141 

4, 
5, 
3, 
4, 
3, 
3, 

542 
074 
792 
142 
394 
141 
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TABLE 17.-Net crop incomes from farms of 120 rotation acres, by rotation, slope, and conservation practwe, cash
grain and livestock systems of farming, with conservation costs depreciated over a 20-year period; terraces 
constructed by lf!l,Oldboard plow, 1948-52 

Net crop income for 120 rotation acres on-

Type of farming and rotation 1 

Cash-grain, operator's labor included: C-C-Q _________________________ 

C-C-O s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -C-Os-C-O-M-M ________________ 
C-C-O-M- M _____ _______ _______ 
C-O-M-M ______________________ 
C-O-M-M-M __________ ________ _ 

Livestock, operator's labor included: 
C-C-O _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C-C-Os------ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -C-O s-C-O- M- M __ ,! _____________ 
C-C-O-M-M ___________________ 
C- O-M-M ___________ __ _____ __ __ 
C-O-M-M-M ___________________ 

Cash-grain, operator's labor not in-
eluded: 

C-C-O _________________________ 
C-C-Os----- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C-Os-C-O-M- M ____ ______ ______ 
C-C-0-M-M ___________________ 
C-O-M-M ______________________ 
C-O-M-M-M ___________________ 

Livestock, operator's labor not in-
cluded: 

C-C-Q ____ ___ ____ __ __ __ __ ____ _ _ 
C-C-0 s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -C-O s-C-O-M-M _______________ _ 
C-C-O-M- M __ ____ _____ _____ __ _ 
C-O-M-M _________ __ _______ ___ _ 
C-O-M-M-M __________________ _ 

Eroded Ida 
silt loam, 12- to 
20-percent slope 

T-C 2 

Dollars 
-1, 007 

-312 
-180 
-458 
-681 

-1, 079 

429 
1,172 

347 
222 

-180 
-594 

- 375 
319 
516 
276 

63 
- 306 

1,061 
1,803 
1,043 

956 
564 
179 

T-C-F 2 

Dollars 
270 
665 
392 
205 

-110 
-352 

1,041 
1,264 

800 
821 
357 

74 

1,082 
1,477 
1,208 
1,047 

724 
-:-493 

1,854 
2,076 
1,576 
1,663 
1, 191 

919 

Eroded Monona 
silt loam, 12- to 
20-percent slope 

T-C 2 

Dollars 
- 404 

754 
907 
773 
451 
80 

1,032 
1,912 
1,396 
1,407 

980 
627 

229 
1, 387 
1,602 
1,507 
1,195 

853 

1,664 
2,544 
2,092 
2,141 
1,724 
1,400 

T-C-F 2 

Dollars 
1,182 
1,547 
1,171 
1,267 

797 
478 

1,779 
2,051 
1,587 
1,704 
1,184 

929 

1,998 
2,359 
1,987 
2,109 
1,628 
1,323 

2,595 
2,864 
2,403 
2,547 
2,018 
1,774 

1 C=corn; O=oats; 0,=oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
2 T-C=terracing and contouring; T-C-F=terracing, contouring, and fertilizer. 

Monona silt 
loam, 9- to 15-
percent slope 

T-C 2 

Dollars 
1,467 
2,842 
2,552 
2,537 
2,109 
1,777 

2, 456 
3, 553 
2,829 
3,000 
2,317 
1,944 

2,098 
3,473 
3,246 
3,270 
2,109 
2,549 

3,087 
4,184 
3,524 
3,733 
2, 317 
2, 716 

T-C-F 2 

Dollars 
3,336 
3,421 
2,612 
2,897 
2,219 
1,935 

3,762 
3,833 
2,841 
3,088 
2,415 
2,107 

4,147 
4,232 
3,427 
3,738 
3,052 
2, 779 

4,573 
4,644 
3,656 
3,929 
3,248 
2,951 

Monona silt 
loam, 2- to 8-
percent slope 

T-C 2 

Dollars 
1,080 
3,455 
3,040 
3,049 
2,583 
2,244 

2, 573 
4,009 
3,318 
3,447 
2,792 
2,410 

2,056 
4,081 
3,730 
3,778 
3,321 
3,011 

2,750 
4,636 
4,008 
4,176 
3,529 
3, 177 

T-C-F 2 

Dollars 
3,678 
4,072 
3, 131 
3, 427 
3,544 
2, 435 

4,060 
4,454 
3,373 
3,711 
3,721 

I 2,576 

4,485 
4,878 
3,941 
4,263 
3,544 
3,274 

4,866 
5,260 
4,183 
4,M8 
3,721 
3,415 

r. 

Napier silt 
loam, 0- to 5-
percent slope ~ 

T-C 2 

Dollars 
3,525 
4,791 
4,227 
4,446 
3,793 
3,467 

3,525 
4,791 
4,227 
4, 446 
3,793 
3,467 

4,144 
5,410 
4,910 
5,167 
4,523 
4,227 

4,144 
5,410 
4,910 
5,167 
4,523 
4,227 

T-C-F 2 

Dollars 
4,660 
5,192 
4,148 
4,471 
3,732 
3,468 

4,660 
5,192 
4,148 
4,471 
3,732 
3,468 

5,460 
5,992 
4,951 
5,300 
4,553 
4,300 

5,460 
5,992 
4,951 
5,300 
4,553 
4, 300 
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TABLE 18.-Net crop incornes frorn farms of 120 rotation ae1·es, by rotation, slope, and conse1'vation practice, cash
grain and livestock systems of f arming, with conservation costs depreciated ove1· a 20-year period,' terraces 
constructed by motor patrol, custom hired, 1948-52 

N ~t crop income for 120 rotation acres on-

Eroded Ida Eroded Monona 
Type of farming and rotation 1 silt loam, 12- to silt loam, 12- to 

20-percent slope 20-percent slope 

T-C 2 T-C-F 2 T-C 2 T-C-F 2 

Cash-grain, operator's labor included: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
C-C-O ____________ ___ ___ _______ - 1, 102 175 - 498 1,087 
C-C-O s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 407 570 660 1,452 
C-Os-C-O-M-M ____________ ____ - 275 297 812 1,076 
C-C-O-M-M _______________ ____ - 552 110 678 1, 172 
C-O-M- M ______________________ -776 -205 356 702 
C- O- M- M- M ___________________ -1, 174 - 447 - 15 383 

Livestock, operator's labor included: 
C- C-O __________ ___________ _____ 334 946 937 1,684 
C-C- Os------ _____ ____ __ ______ __ 1,077 1, 169 1,817 1,956 
C-Os-C-O-M-M ____ _____ _______ 252 705 1,301 1,492 
C-C-O-M-M _____ ______ ________ 127 726 1,312 1,610 
G- O- M-M _______ ~ ______________ - 275 262 886 1,090 
C-O- M- M-M _______________ ___ _ - 499 -21 533 834 

Cash-grain, operator's labor not in-
eluded: 

C-C- O ____________ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - -491 966 112 1, 881 
C-C-O s- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 203 1,361 1,270 2,243 
C-Os-C- O-M- M ________________ 400 1, 092 1,486 1,871 
C-C- O-M- M ____________ ___ __ __ 160 930 1,391 1,993 C- O- M-M __ ________ _________ ___ - 53 607 1,078 1,512 
C-O-M-M-M ___________________ 423 - 609 737 1,207 

L' 1vestock, operator's labor not in-
eluded: 

C- C-O _________ ___ __ ___________ 945 l, 737 1,548 2,479 C-C- O s- _________________ _______ 1,686 1,960 2,428 2,747 C- Os- C-O- M- M ___ _________ ___ __ 926 1,460 1,975 2,286 C-C- O- M- M _____ ________ ___ ___ 839 1,547 2,025 2,430 C-O- M-M __ ____ _____________ ___ 447 1,075 1,608 1,902 C-O-M-M- M _____ __ ____________ 62 803 1,284 1,658 

1 C=corn; O=oats; O.= oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M=meadow. 
2 T-C=terracing and contouring; T-C-F=terracing, contouring, and fertilizer. 

-. 

Monona silt Monona silt 
loam, 9- to 15- loam, 2- to 8-
percent slope percent slope 

T-C 2 T-C- F 2 T-C 2 T-C-F 2 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
1,376 3,244 1,023 3,622 
2,750 3,330 3,398 4,015 
2,460 2,521 2,984 3,074 
2.446 2,806 2,993 3,371 
2;018 2,128 2,527 3,488 
1,686 1,844 2, 187 2,378 

2,364 3,670 2, 516 4,003 
3, 462 3,742 3, 953 4,397 
2,738 2,750 3, 261 3,316 
2,909 2,997 3,391 3,655 
2,225 2, 324 2,735 3,664 
1,853 2,016 2,_354 2,519 

I 
1,987 4, 035 1,984 4,413 
3,361 4,121 4,009 4,806 
3,135 3,315 3,658 3,869 
3,159 3,626 3,706 4,191 
1,997 2, 940 3,249 3,472 
2,437 2,667 2,939 3, 202 

2,975 4,461 2,678 4,794 
4,073 4,532 4,564 5,188 
3,412 3,544 3,-936 4, 111 
3,622 3, 816 4,104 4,476 
2,205 3,136 3,457 3,649 
2, 604 2,839 3,105 3,343 

I 

Napier silt 
loam, 0- to 5-
percent slope 

T-C 2 T- G-F 2 

Dollars Dollars 
3,490 4, 626 
4,756 5, 158 
4,192 4,113 
4, 111 4,436 
3,758 3,698 
3,432 3,433 

3,490 4,626 
4,756 5,158 
4,192 4,113 
4, 111 4,436 
3, 758 3,698 
3,432 3,433 

4,101 5,416 
5,367 5,948 
4,866 4,908 
5,124 5,257 
4,480 4,510 
4,184 4,257 

4,101 5,416 
5,367 5,948 
4,866 4,908 
5,124 5,257 
4,480 4,510 
4,184 4, 257 
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percent (tJ1ble 16). Using fertilizer in combination with te.rracing 
and contouring increases net crop incomes considerably. Under a 
cash-grain system of farming, it gives the biggest boost to income on 
rotations that do not include meadow. 

Net crop incomes with conservation costs depreciated over a 20-year 
period following adoption of the practices are shown (table 17). 
Original costs of the practices are depreciated over 20 years, assuming 
an interest rate of 5 percent and with one-twentieth of the original 
cost charged to the production of a single year. Under these assump
tions, terracing and contouring increase net crop incomes when ter
races are constructed with plows. When terraces are constructed by 
custom hiring a motor patrol, negative crop incomes still result under 
cash-grain :farming :for all rotations on eroded Ida silt loam, when the 
operator's labor is included as a cost (table 18). Even with a live
stock system of farming, crop incomes are negative :for corn-oats
meadow-meadow and corn-oats-meadow-meadow-meadow rotations. 

Use of fertilizer increases net incomes. The rates of application of 
fertilizer on many of the slopes and rotations are not large enough to 
permit full advantage to be taken of the possibilities of profit. In 
many instances, use of more fertilizer following adoption of a larger 
acreage of meadow will prevent the drop in income that otherwise 
would occur. 

Returns on Investment in Terracing and Contouring 

When all the costs of terracing and contouring in cash-grain farm
ing are charged against the income :from crops in the year :following 
adoption, the return per dollar invested in these practices is very low 
( table 19) . This is true even when the terraces are constructed in the 
cheapest way, by using moldboard plows. When the operator's labor 
is included as a cost, the combined practice of .terracing and contour
ing does not offer an attractive return on investment for the year 
ahead. When the operator's labor is not charged as a cost, less than a 
rlollar is recovered for each dollar invested for all rotations that in
volve meadow, regardless of slope. A farmer who can invest his dol
lars elsewhere and recover his original investment plus 10 or 15 per
cent profit within a year is not likely to put it in terraces. 

The situation is somewhat more attractive for a farmer who is will
ing to depreciate the cost of terracing and contouring over a 20-year 
period and who has no better use :for his capital (table 20). Even 
when a value is put on the operator's labor, returns are still low. If 
a farmer discounts :future returns, he may not find this opportunity 
attractive either. The highest return with corn-oats-meadow-mea
dow rotation, $8.10 per dollar invested, is on Monona silt loam when 
terraces are built with the moldboard plow. The returns would be 
much lower if the terraces were built by custom hiring a motor patrol. 
A farmer who is short on capital and who has alternative uses with 
reasonable assurance of quick profits for what he has may not find 
the returns mentioned attractive. 

SOIL CONSERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES 
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SOIL CONSERVA'.rION AND IMPROVEMENT PRACTICES 41 

Additional Annual and Additional Accumulated Income Per Acre From Conservation Practices 
in 10 Years 

Many farmers are short on capital and many depreciate returns in 
the future. Thus, timing of returns is important in deciding whether 
to adopt conservation practices. The additional income to be ob
tained each year from additional yields of crops and the accumula
tion of additional income for 10 years following adoption of terrac
ing and contouring or of terracing, contouring, and fertilizer on 
eroded Ida silt loam are shown in table 21. Comparable data for 
other soils in the Ida-Monona soil association are presented in the 
Appendix, table 43. The values are based on the assumption that 
yields will vary from year to year following the installation of prac
tices in 19'51. 21 The estimates of yields assume fairly large increases 
~mmediately following adoption of the practice, with a gradual level
mg off to a constant yield in the 10-year period. 

The number of years needed to accumulate additional per-acre re
turns from additional per-acre yields that will be equal to the addi
tional cost of the practice are shown for eroded Ida silt loam ( table 
22) . These data indicate how soon the additional yield from an acre 
wHl pay for the cost of the practice. In a cash-gram system of farm
ing on the most eroded soil-Ida silt loam, 12- to 20-percent slope
the combined practice of terracing and contouring, with terracing 
done with a moldboard plow, would be paid for by the additional 
yield in 2 to 3 years. When terraces are constructed by custom hiring, 
5 to 6 years are needed to pay for the practice. When fertilizer is 
added, the practices are paid for 1 to 2 years sooner. If the practices 
are not paid for the first year, a shorter time is needed to pay for them 
with a livestock than with a cash-grain system of farming. Rotations 
that include meadow take longer to pay for terracing and contouring 
than those that include no meadow. Comparable data for other soils 
in the Ida-Monona group are shown (Appendix, table 44). On Mo
nona silt loam with a slope of 2- to 8-percent, the cost of custom-built 
terraces would not be recovered on the corn-corn-oats-meadow-meadow 
::md corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotations at the end of 10 years. When 
fertilizer is used, costs on the same soil and with the same rotations 
are recovered in 3 to 6 years. 

CONSERVATION SYSTEMS OF FARMING FOR THREE FARMS 22 

Plans for conservation systems of farming should consider the farm 
as a unit, the farmer's capital and his managerial ability, and the 
equence of returns, expenses, and capital requirements over time. 

A plan that involves a substantial drop in net income in the next few 
years may be unacceptable to a farmer, even though it may give 
greater returns in the future. If an operator has little capital and 
can earn a high return in a year from hogs or from some other in
vestment, he discounts future income heavily; plans that require 
long-term investments in conservation practices are not attractive to 

21 Seep. 7 for explanation of estimates of yield per acre. 
22 This section abstracted from-
STONEBERG, E.G. INCOME COMPARISON OF LAND USE PROGilAMS I N WESTERN IOWA. 

1953. [Unpublished ma ter's thesis. Copy on file, Iowa State College, Ame .] 



TABLE 21.- Additional returns f r01n crops and accumulated additional returns per acre, JO-year period foUowvng 
adoption of conser-vation practices, eroded I da silt loam with 12- to 20-percent slope, 1948- 51£ prices 1 

Terracing and contouring 

Y ears after adop- Cash-grain Livestock 
tion of revised Rotation 2 

plan 
Accumu- Accumu-

Additional lated addi- Addit ional lated addi-
returns tional returns tional 

returns returns 

C-C-0: D ollars Dollars D ollars D ollars 
l _________ ______ c ___ ------ --- -- 2. 84 2. 84 4. 26 4. 26 
2 _____ __________ c _______ ____ ___ 6. 24 9. 08 9. 65 13. 91 
3 ________ ___ ____ o __ __ __ __ ______ 4. 58 13. 66 4. 34 18. 25 
4 __ __ ______ ___ __ c __ ____ __ ____ __ 7. 52 21 . 18 7. 66 25. 91 
5 _____ ___ ___ __ __ c ____ ____ ______ 6. 81 27. 99 6. 53 32. 44 
6 _______ ____ ____ o ______ ___ ____ _ 3. 39 31. 38 2. 68 35. 12 
7 _______ ____ __ __ c __ ------------ 5. 53 36. 91 4. 40 39. 52 
8 __ ______ ___ __ __ c ___ ___ __ __ ___ _ 4. 82 41. 73 4. 26 43. 78 
9 __ ____ __ _____ __ o ____ ______ ____ 2. 37 44. 11 1. 58 45. 36 
10 ______ ________ c __ _______ _____ 3. 69 47. 79 4. 26 49. 62 

C-C-0. : 
l ___ ___ ___ ______ .· c __ ____ _____ ___ 1. 42 1. 42 4. 26 4. 26 
2 _____ ___ __ ____ _ c ____ -- ------- - 5. 11 6. 53 8. 94 13. 20 
3 ______________ _ o. _____ ______ __ . 4. 66 11. 19 4. 50 17. 70 
4 _____ _____ ___ __ c _________ ___ __ . 6. 10 17. 29 7. 9.5 25. 65 
5 ________ ___ ___ _ c ___ ---- ------- 5. 39 22. 68 6. 95 32. 60 
6 __ ___ ___ ____ __ _ 0 ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. 39 26. 07 3. 16 35. 76 
7 _______ __ __ ____ c ___ ----------- 3. 97 30. 04 4. 82 40. 58 
8 _____ ______ __ __ c ___ ----------- 3. 26 33. 30 4. 26 44. 84 
9 ________ ______ _ o. ___ _____ _____ 2. 29 35. 59 1. 58 46. 42 
10 ___ ___ ____ ____ c ____ ___ ______ _ 2. 13 37. 72 4. 26 50. 68 

C-0 .- C-0- M-M: l ____ ___ ___ ____ _ c __ _ ----------- 4. 26 4. 26 5. 68 5. 68 2 __ __________ ___ o. ___ ______ ____ 3. 08 7. 34 2. 84 8. 52 3 _______ _____ ___ c __ ____ _____ ___ 9. 65 16. 99 10. 65 19. 17 4 _______ _______ _ o __ ____ ______ __ 4. 34 21. 33 4. 50 23. 67 5 __ __ ______ _____ M _______ __ ___ _ 3. 66 24. 99 3. 66 27. 33 6 ____ _______ ____ M ______ ___ ____ 3. 66 28. 65 3. 66 30. 99 7 ______________ _ c ______________ 6. 81 35. 46 8. 37 39. 36 8 ___ ___ _____ ____ o ._ ------------ 2. 92 38. 38 3. 23 42. 59 9 ___ ___ ________ _ c ________ ____ __ 5. 39 43. 77 6. 95 49. 54 10 ______ _____ ___ o __ __ _________ _ 2. 21 45. 98 2. 68 52. 22 
C-C- 0-M-M : l ___ ____ ______ __ c ___ ----------- 2. 84 2. 84 5. 68 5. 68 ? ___ __ __________ c ____ ---- ---- -- 5. 39 8. 23 7. 81 13. 49 3 _____ ________ __ o ___ ----------- 3. 79 12. 02 3. 55 17. 04 4 __ _____ ___ _____ M __ __ ______ ___ 3. 66 15. 68 3. 66 20. 70 5 _______ _______ _ M ____ ____ _____ 

3. 66 19. 34 3. 66 24. 36 6 ___ ____ _____ ___ c ___ _ ------ ---- 6. 81 26. 15 10. 08 34. 44 7 ________ ____ ___ c __ _______ _____ 6. 24 32. 39 9. 51 43. 95 8 _________ ______ o __ ___ _________ 3. 47 35. 86 3. 55 47. 50 9 __ ________ _____ M _________ __ __ 3. 66 39. 52 3. 66 51. 16 10 ____ _____ _____ M ___ __ __ ___ ___ 3. 66 43. 18 3. 66 54. 82 
C-0-M-M: l __ ____ ___ ____ __ c ____ --- ----- -- 4. 26 4. 26 5. 68 5. 68 2 _____ __________ o ______ ________ 2. 44 6. 70 2. 37 8. 05 3 _____ ____ __ ____ M ___ _____ _____ 

3. 66 10. 36 3. 66 11. 71 4 _____ ____ __ ____ M ______ ___ ___ _ 
3. 66 14. 02 3. 66 15. 37 5 ________ ___ ____ c _____ ______ ___ 9. 23 23. 25 10. 50 25. 87 6 __ _______ ___ ___ o _____ ___ __ ____ 4. 18 27. 43 4. 26 30. 13 7 _____ ___ ____ ___ M _____ ______ __ 3. 66 31. 09 3. 66 33. 79 8 ___ _____ __ ___ __ M ___________ __ 
3. 66 34. 75 3. 66 37. 45 9 ___ _______ _____ c ____ _____ _____ 7. 10 41. 85 8. 37 45. 82 10 _____________ _ o _________ __ ___ 3. 16 45. 01 3. 31 49. 13 

Based on changing yields after a practice is adopted. 
2 C=corn; O= oats; 0 ,= oats followed by a sweetclover cover crop; M= meadow. 

.., 

T erracing, contouring, and fertilizer 

Cash-grain 

Accumu-
Additional lated addi-

returns t ional 
returns 

Dollars Dollars 
22. 74 22. 74 
25. 29 48. 03 

3. 76 51. 79 
23. 72 75. 51 
23. 16 98. 67 

2. 10 100. 77 
22. 74 123. 51 
22. 74 146. 25 

1. 00 147. 25 
22. 74 169. 99 

19. 66 19. 66 
25. 05 44. 71 
-. 66 44. 05 
22. 78 6.6. 83 
21. 64 88. 47 

- 2. 00 86. 47 
19. 66 106. 13 
19. 66 125. 19 

- 3. 35 121. 84 
19. 66 141. 50 

15. 81 15. 81 
- . 92 14. 89 
21. 06 35. 95 

. 42 36. 37 
14. 64 51. 01 
14. 64 65. 65 
17. 94 83. 59 
-. 92 82. 67 
16. 37 99. 04 

- 1. 54 98. 50 

13. 21 13. 21 
15. 62 28. 83 

- 4. 37 24. 46 
14. 64 39. 10 
14. 64 53. 74 
16. 61 70. 35 
15. 90 86. 25 

- 4. 85 82. 40 
14. 64 97. 04 
14. 64 111. 68 

13. 81 13. 81 
- 5. 44 8. 37 
14. 64 23. 01 
14. 64 37. 65 
18. 35 56. 00 

- 3. 70 52. 30 
14. 64 66. 94 
14. 64 81. 58 
15. 94 97. 52 
4. 63 102. 15 

Livestock 

Addit ional 
returns 

Dollars 
13. 68 
18. 93 
3. 77 

17. 66 
15. 38 
2. 19 

13. 68 
13. 68 

. 93 
13. 68 

9. 92 
14. 60 

1. 22 
13. 89 
12. 90 
- . 45 
10. 91 

9. 92 
- 1. 23 

9. 92 

12. 20 
. 56 

17. 31 
2. 38 

14. 64 
14. 64 
15. 04 

1. 19 
13. 62 

. 64 
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him. The same conservation plan, however, may be preferred by a 
farmer who has access to more funds. · 

These considerations are important in farm planning and related 
programs. Plans that will cause only a small or a gradual decline 
m income for the first few years may need to be devised. Credit 
may be needed to offset high discount rates by farmers whose funds 
are limited. Schedules for Agricultural Conservation Program pay
ments may need to be geared to the time required for the practice to 
begin to give returns. · 

Budgets for Three Representative Farms 

The objectives of this part of the analysis are to show what happens 
on 3 representative 160-acre farms as conservation plans are put into 
effect. More specifically, it examines changes in ( 1) labor require
m.ents, livestock numbers, crop acres, and crop production; (2) capital 
investment; (3) gross income, expenses, and net income; and (4) the 
discounted values of future net income. Budgets for the present 
(1944-51 average) and for 9 alternative systems of farming were 
constructed for each of the 3 representative farms. A conservation 
plan for each farm was made by Soil Conservation Service farm 
planners in the counties in which the farms are located. Each of 8 
alternative livestock systems was combined with the revised cropping 
system for each farm in such a way that the animals would use all 
the feed crops grown on the farm in balanced rations. Annual bud
gets for each of the 8 alternative livestock systems and a cash-grain 
system of farming were computed for 1952-67, so that timing and 
changes in input and output can be examined. 

Farm 1 is located in Lincoln Township, Harrison County, Iowa. 
The soils are predominantly Ida silt loam and Monona silt loam ( fl~. 
1). Several ridges of moderately rolling Monona silt loam break 
off to steeper Ida silt loam on the southern and western slopes, and to 
a steep Monona silt loam on other slopes. Monona silt loam is found 
on slopes up to 14 percent; Ida silt loam on slopes as great as 20 per
cent. Below the slopes, 14 acres of Castana-Napier silt loam border 
3 ditches. Thirty-three acres of permanent pasture, partly covered 
by timber, are located in the northeastern corner of the farm, chiefly 
on steep Monona silt loam. The farm is cut up by some fairly well 
stabilized ditches that in many places are too deep to cross. The 
farm buildings consist of a house, a 36- by 54-foot barn that has a 600-
bushel grain bin, a 20- by 22-foot poultry house, a corncrib that will 
hold 3,000 bushels of ear corn, and a 12- by 20-foot tool shed. All 
except the poultry house are in good condition. 

Farm 2 is located in LaGrange Township, Harrison County, Iowa. 
The soils on the farm are shown m figure 2. There are sharply pointed 
rid~es, steep hillsides, and gently rolling to level bottom land. A 
gully 50 feet deep and 70 feet wide in places runs through the farm 
close to the buildings. Except for about 37 acres of steep Monona 
silt loam, the soils on the hills are tillable. Productive Hornick soil, 
24 acres in extent, is east of the gully, and a little Na pier silt loam 
is found on the banks of ditches and gullies. Little erosion occurs 
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SOIL MAP OF FARM l 
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FIGum: 1.-Soil map of farm 1, Harrison County, Iowa. 

on the Na pier soil and none on the Hornick. The ouildings consist 
of a house that was recently remodeled, a 32-foot-square barn, a com
bination corncrib and granary with a capacity of 1,100 bushels of 
e~r corn and 800 bushels of small grain, and a 20- by 40-foot combina
tion poult;'-'y-hog house. Except f?r the barn, the bu~ldings are in 
g:ood repair. Two 30- by 14-foot silos ara unused and m poor condi
tion. 

r 
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l!,IGURE 2.-Soil map of farm 2, Harrison County, Iowa. 

Farm 3 is located in Washington Township, Shelby County, Iowa. · 
This farm has more productive soils (fig. 3) than farms 1 and 2. Of 
the 152 acres of cropland, 7 are cut off by a gully and can be reached 
only :from the road. A long ridge extends for four-fifths of the dis
tance from the northeastern corner to the southwestern corner of the 
farm. The ridgetop includes about 31 acres 0£ aently rolling Monona 
silt loam. The steep slopes of Ida, Monona, and Shelby silt loams in-
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SOIL MAP OF FARM 3 
Sh efby County, Iowa 
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FIGURE 3.-Soil map of farm 3, Shelby County, Iowa. 

elude about 50 acres. The other 40 acres of productive, level Na pier 
and Hornick silt loams are located in the southeastern and northwest
ern corners of the farm. A 7-room house, a 60-foot-square barn, a 22-
by 48-foot hog house, and a 24- by 60-foot machine shed are all in good 
condition. A 24- by 44-foot corncrjb and a 12- by 14-foot brooder 
house are in fair condition. A poultry house, 20 by 40 feet, is jn poor 
ondition . 
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Budgeting Procedures 23 

Income and costs were estimated with steady and with dropping 
prices. Both levels start with 1952 prices received and paid by Iowa 
farmers. The 1952 Iowa prices were adjusted slightly in some in
stances to put them in proper relationship to United States prices. 
With dropping prices, the 1952 level of prices declined gradually 
through 1958. Estimated prices received dropped 22.4 percent from 
1952 to 1958, while estimated prices paid dropped 13.8 percent during 
the same pe.riod. For prices received, it was intended that the esti
mates for 1952-58 would reflect approximate changes in prices that 
would occur if the United States index of prices received by farmers 
were to decrease from a level of about 290 percent of 1910-14 in 1952 
to 225 percent in 1958. For prices paid, it was intended that the esti
mates for 1952-58 would reflect approximate changes in costs that 
would occur if the United States index of prices paid, including inter
est, taxes, and wage rates, were to decrease from a level of about 290 
percent of 1910-14 in 1952 to 225 percent in 1958. This would mean a 
change in the parity ratio from about 100 in 1952 to 90 in 1958 on the 
United States index. 24 

A fixed cost per acre was calculated for both corn and oats ;regard
less of yield. Then a variable cost per bushel was calculated for these 
crops. This procedure· gave <1, slightly higher cost per acre for the 
higher yielding acreage. Most of the variation in costs was caused by 
difl'erences in costs of ha.rvesting and storage. Fertilizer needs were 
based on recommendations for each particular soil type. Because of 
the variation in fertilizer needs, needs for both nitrogen and phos
phorus were calculated separately. A fixed cost per acre was used 
for all meadow. These costs included the cost of seeding, which is a 
high percentage of the total fixed costs for rotation pasture. 

Taxes on the land in these farms were taken from the county records. 
They were adjusted for future years in view of what was expected, but 
the changes were small. The cost of maintaining fences other than 
that for permanent pasture was calculated at 75 cents per acre pe.r 
year. 

Cropping System and Crop Production 

Acreages of corn, oats, hay, and pasture were averaged for as many 
years as possible of the last 8. Average estimated yields if past ro
tations were continued were then used to estimate production of corn, 
oats, and hay equivalents. 25 Yields with the revised rotations, ter
racing, contouring, and fertilizer were increased because of the use 
of fertilizer and good crop rotations. An initial increase of one-

23 See Appendix for additional information on the budgeting procedure used 
(pp. 83 to 86). 

2
' Parity ratio is the ratio of the index of prices received to the index of prices 

paid for commodities, interest, taxes, and wage rates. 
!lll Production of hay and pasture was computed in terms of hay equivalent. 

Production of pasture was estimated in terms of the tons of hay the pasture 
would produce. Pasture requirements for livestock were also estimated in terms 
of tons of hay. Production costs for an acre of pasture were less than pro'~ 
Lluction costs for an acre of hay. 
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seventh of the average former yields of corn and oats on Ida and 
unterraced Monona silt loams was accredited to a fertilizer applica
tion of 40-40-0. For terraced Monona silt loam an increase in yield 
of one-fourteenth of the former average yield was credited to fer
tilizer. For 1952-67, increases in yield resulting from good crop ro
tations were expected to reach 90 percent of the difference between 
ultimate yields and former yield with fertilizer applied. This level 
would be reached at the end of the third complete round of the ro
tation. Yields of corn and oats would be increased by 30 percent of 
the expected difference each time the meadow a.ppears in the rotation 
until the 90-percent increase attributable to good land use is reached. 
The transition from the past to the revised rotation was made to cause 
the farm operator as little inconvenience as possible. Consideration 
was given to having about the same production each year, particularly 
the production of forage. Distribution of the forage between hay 
and pasture would depend on the needs for hay and pasture. 

Changes in acreage of crops depend on how rapidly soil conserva
tion adjustments are made. Usually the acreage of corn is reduced 
immediately. The acreage of oats increases because a larger acreage 
is needed as a nurse crop for seedings of meadow. Since grass and 
legumes must be seeded the year before they are used, production of 
forage does not increase until the second year of a soil conservation 
plan. It may take 5 to 10 years before the increased yields and larger 
acreages combine to stabilize production of forage at a high level. 

In time, production of corn may increase on an even smaller acreage 
because of the higher yields attributable to the conservation measures. 
Normally, 2 o:r 3 times through the new rotation are needed to reach 
a higher level of corn yields. The yield of oats also increases. If the 
change from exploitation to conservation results eventually in a larger 
total production of both grain and forages, the relationship between 
grain and forage is complementary. If the change brings about a 
smaller product10n of grain but a larger production of forage, the re
lationship is competitive; that is, increasing production of one means 
decreasing production of the other. When they operate in the com
petitive range, the relative productions of grain and forage may de
pend upon the marginal return expected from each in the farm 
business. 26 

Past average acreages (1944-51) on farm 1 were 66 acres of corn, 
34 acres of oats, 11 acres of meadow, and 33 acres of permanent blue
grass and timber pasture. Acreages for 16 years under the new plan 
are given in table 23. The acreage of corn would drop to recommended 
levels the first year. The acreage of oats would be higher the first 
year but lower the second year. The acreage of hay would increase 
in both the first and second years, after which it would be at a recom
mended level of about 4 times the present acreage. 

Not much change from past acreage would take place in the first 
year on farm 2. In the second year the acreage of corn would be re
duced and the acreage of oats would be increased. In the third year 
the acrea,&e of oats would decrease and the acreage of hay would in
crease. vhanges in acreage would be small thereafter. 

28 As production of forage is increased the marginal returns from the additional 
forage may decrease. If production of grain decreases the marginal returns 
from grain may increase. 
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TABLE 23.-Acreage of crops on 3 representative far1ns imder average 
1944-51 plans, and revised cropping plans, 1952-67 

Corn Oats Hay 
Years after 
adoption of 

Farm Farm Farm Farm Farm Farm Farm Farm revised plan Farm 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
-----------------

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres 
1944- 51 average 66 52 62 34 45 53 11 20 37 
l _______ _____ 34 58 57 40 30 50 37 29 46 
2 ______ ______ 37 33 47 22 53 54 52 31 51 
3 ____ __ _____ _ 38 37 65 25 27 26 48 53 61 
4 __ ___ ____ ___ 39 34 50 25 31 46 47 52 56 
5 ____ ________ 34 36 51 27 28 50 50 53 51 
6 __ ____ _____ _ 35 33 66 27 31 30 52 53 56 
7 ____ ________ 37 37 44 23 27 47 51 53 61 
8 _____ _______ 39 34 52 25 31 44 47 52 56 
9 _____ _______ 37 36 70 26 28 31 48 53 51 
10 ___________ 35 33 45 25 31 51 51 53 56 
11 ___ ___ _____ 35 37 46 25 27 45 51 53 61 
12 __ _________ 38 34 71 23 31 25 50 52 56 
13 __ ___ ____ __ 37 36 49 26 28 52 48 53 51 
14 ___ _____ ___ 38 33 47 24 31 49 49 53 56 
15 ___ __ __ ____ 35 37 65 26 27 26 50 53 61 
16 ___________ 36 34 50 25 31 46 50 52 56 

Farm 3 has the most productive land resources of the 3 farms 
studied. The owner has followed the best crop plan. As a result, 
smaller changes in acreage would be needed to put th~ recommended 
cropping plan into effect. Past acreages of crops on this farm were 62 
acres of corn, 53 acres of oats, and 37 acres of meadow. Part of the 
change would be to crop the level land more intensively and the rolling 
land less intensively. The longtime change would reduce the acreages 
of corn and oats slightly and would increase the acreages of ~eadow. 
Most of the increase in the acreage of hay would be on the rollmg land. 

Soil losses under the past cropping program and under the proposed 
plan are indicated in table 24. 

T A BLE 24.- A verage ann'ual soil loss on cropland 1 

Soil loss from-

F arm Past rotation Revised rotation 

Total Per acre Total Per acre 

Tons Tons Tons Tons 
} _______ , , _________ ________ ___ 7,631 73.38 736.00 6. 63 
2 _________ ________ ___________ 2,830 24. 19 691. 50 5. 91 3 __________ _______ __ _________ 4,107 27. 02 595. 77 5. 32 

1 A vera.ge annual loss for the years needed to complete the rotation. 
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Production of forage and production of grain are shown separately 
( fig. 4) to indicate the proportion of each in the total feed units under 
the past and the revised cropping programs. 

PRODUCTION OF FEED 
FARM l FARM 2 FARM 3 

THOUS . OF FEED UNITS • ", ' FA RM PLAN ~ I I\ 

6 -1944- 51 

TOTAL --- Rev ised \I,, 
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r 
\ I •-" I I I 4 - ,, '~ ,, 
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FIGURE 4.--Production of grain, forage, and total feed units on 
3 farms in western Iowa. 

Production of forage under the revised cropping plan for farm 1 
would increase rapidly. At the end of the fifth year it would be 
double that of the present plan. Production of grain under the r e
vised plan would not reach former levels. Even though the yield per 
a,cre of grain increases, the increase would not be large enough to over
come the heavy reduction in the acreage of grain. In the seventh year, 
total production of feed under both plans would be about equal; but 
forage vwu]d represent a much higher percentage of the total under 
the revised plan. Under the 2 cropping plans used, grain and forage 
are competitive. Increasing the production of forage would decrease 
the production of grain. For every additional ton o:£ hay produced 
in the first 5 years ( 1952- 56) under the revised plan, production of 
corn ,vould decrease by 53 bushels. Production o:£ ~orn would de
crease by 18 bushels for each additional ton of hay produced from, 
the 12th to the 16th year under the revised plan. 

On farm 2 production of grain would drop after the first year . 
Later on it would gradually increase, but it would not reach the level 
of production obtained under the program used during 1944-51. After 
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the second year, production o:£ forage would increase r apidly under 
the revised plan, and in the fif th year, it would be more than double 
the production in 1951. Total production of :£eed would reach former 
levels in the fourth year and it would remain higher thereaf ter. Under 
the 2 plans studied for farm 2, forage and grain are competitive. I n
creasing production of one would result in a decrease in production of 
the other . E ach additional ton of hay produced in the first 5 years 
under the revised plan would result in a 27-bushel drop in production 
of corn. P roduction of corn would drop 7 bushels for each additional 
ton of forage produced from the 12th to the 16th year. Under the 
revised pattern of production, soil conservation could become profit
able a:£ter a few years if a farmer can use forage to advantage in his 
farming system and if future income is not discounted severely. 

Production o:£ grain under the revised program for farm 3 varies 
somewhat because of variations in acreage. During the first few 
years, product ion of grain would drop slightly and production of 
forage would stay about the same. P roduction of both grain and 
forage would begin to increase after the firth year. P roduction of 
grain would be about eg_ual to the 1951 level by the latter part o:£ the 
period studied ( 1962-67) , and production of forage would average 50 
percent h igher. Total production of feed would be 11 percent higher 
during the same period. During the first 5 years of the revised plan 
on this farm, production of corn would decrease 203 bushels :£or each 
additional ton of hay produced. P roduction of corn would decrease 
by only 2 bushels :£or each additional ton of hay in the last 5 years 
of the period studied . 

If production of feed were the only consideration, most farmers 
would not be willing to lose these quantities of grain to gain the ad
ditional forage. It might be possible to maximize production of corn 
by adjusting acreage to a point somewhere between present and recom
mended levels. It is possible that neither of the two levels studied are 
at the peak of the longtime production curve. 

Livestock Systems 

E ight alternative livestock systems were considered for each farm, 
as follows : 

(1 ) Yearling steers wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot-dairy 
cows ( 5 )-hogs; 

( 2) Yearling steers wintered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot
dairy cows (5)-hogs; 

( 3) Yearling steers wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot-hogs ; 
( 4) Yearling steers wintered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot

hogs; 
( 5) F eeder calves wintered, pastured, fed in dry lot-hogs; 
( 6) F eeder calves wintered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot-

hogs; 
( 7) Beef herd-hogs; and 
(8) Dairy herd- hogs. 
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Hogs were used in all s1stems because they consume large quantities 
of grajns. Beef-fattening· cattle, beef cows, and dairy cows were used 
in various combinations with hogs to utmze the forage crops. When 
a combination of 3 types of livestock was used, the dairy herd was 
limited to 5 cows. Several different cattle-fattening systems were in
cluded to learn which would be the most profitable under a soil con
servation system of farming. Yearlings and calves were used in two 
grain-and-forage feeding levels. Yearlings were also combined with 
a small dairy herd at both feeding levels. 

The yearlin~s would be bought in October at an average weight of 
604 pounds ( Appendix, table 40). They would be wintered on hay 
and enough grain to gain about a pound a day. Those on the low 
grain ration would then be pastured in summer and finished on grain 
in dry lot to Choice grade, with a final average weight of 1,190 pounds 
for sale in December. Those on a higher grain ration would be fed 
on _pasture and later finished in dry lot to Choice grade, with a fi~al 
weight of 1,143 pounds for sale in November. Under these feedmg 
programs, the yearlings fed on pasture would use about 11 more 
bushels of corn than those pastured before they were finished on grain 
( Appendix, table 41). But the former would go to market a month 
earlier. 

The calves fed on a low grain ration would be bought in August at 
an average weight of 440 pounds. They would be pastured in fall and 
wintered on hay and enough grain to gain about a pound a day. In 
spring and early summer they would be on pasture. Late in summer 
they would b~ put in dry lot and fed to Choice grade for sale in De
cember at a weight of 1,105 pounds. The calves fed on a high grain 
ration would be bought in September at an average weight of 440 
pounds. They would be pastured in fall and wintered on hay to gain 
a bout a pound a day. In spring they would be put on pasture and 
fed on pasture throughout the summer. They would then be fed in 
dry lot to Choice grade for sale in December at a weight of 1,040 
pounds. The calves fed on pasture would use 9.8 more bushels of corn 
to reach Choice grade than those pastured before starting on grain. 

Poultry was not jncluded in the livestock combinations. Poultry 
:is usually a minor source of income and, as the number kept probably 
would be the same with any of the,se livestock combinations, the 
income would vary little. 

The numbers of livestock in 8 alternative livestock systems that 
could be supported with the average cropping plan followed by each 
farm in 1944-51 are given for the 3 farms ( table 25). The numbers 
of livestock that the revised cropping plans would support are indi
cated in .tables 26 to 28. On farm 3 for the first several years, live
Rtock numbers would be nearly the same with both the 1944-51 plan 
and the projected plans. After 4 years, cattle numbers would in
crease as production of forage increased under the revised plan and 
hog numbers would remain relatively steady. On farms 1 and 2, 
numbers of particular classes of livestock would vary more through
out the years because of greater variation in product10n of feed. 
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TABLE 26.-Ni1,rnbers of livestock in alternative livestock systems that could be supported with revised m·opping c..,, 
plans, farrn 1, by years, 1952-67 1 ~ 

Years after adoption of revised plan-

Livestock system 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 13 1 

(1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) ( 1958) (1959) (1960) (1962) (1964) 

Number Number Number Number Nitmber Number Number N umber Nitrnber Number Number 
{Yearling steers ______ __ __ 5 8 10 10 14 15 18 18 18 19 A 18 

1 Dairy cows _____________ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Hogs __________ ______ ___ 114 108 102 102 90 84 84 84 84 78 84 

J Yearling steers __________ 5 10 14 14 16 16 21 21 21 24 22 
2l Dairy cows _________ ____ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Hogs ___________________ 102 96 84 84 72 72 66 66 66 54 66 

3{if ~:~l!~~ -~~~e~~= = = = = = = = = = 
11 17 17 17 21 23 24 25 25 27 25 

120 96 96 96 84 72 84 84 84 78 84 

4{i;~:~~i~!- ~:~e~~ = = = = = = = = = = 
12 18 18 18 23 27 30 30 30 33 30 

114 84 84 84 66 48 48 54 54 42 54 

5{t~~~~~~~:~~~=========== 
12 16 20 20 23 23 26 26 26 29 28 

108 96 84 84 72 72 72 72 72 60 54 

6{t~~~~~~~:~~~=========== 
15 20 20 20 25 25 30 30 30 33 32 
96 72 72 72 48 48 36 36 36 36 36 

7 
{ Beef cows ______________ 7 10 13 16 16 16 21 241 23 23 23 

Hogs ___________________ 132 132 120 120 120 120 126 126 132 132 132 

8
{Dairy cows ___________ __ 8 8 10 12 14 16 16 18 18 18 18 Hogs ___________________ 120 114 108 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 

1 Some years between 1952 and 1967 are omitted from the table because the numbers of livestock would be the same as in the preceding year. 

TABLE 27.-Nurnbe1·s of livestock in alternative livestock systenis that could be supported by revised cropping 
plans, farrn 2, by years, 1952-67 1 

Years after adoption of revised plan-

Livestock system 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

(1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) 

Number Number Number Number Nuniber Number Number Number Number Number Nitmber {Yearling steers __________ 0 1 4 8 13 17 20 22 21 21 23 1 Dairy cows _____ __ ______ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Hogs ___ ____ _______ ___ __ 150 132 132 114 90 84 78 72 84 84 84 
{Ye~rling steers ___ _______ 0 2 5 10 14 21 25 25 27 27 28 2 Da1ry cows _____ ________ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 Hogs ___ ___ _______ ____ __ 150 132 126 90 84 60 54 54 54 54 60 

3{1f ~:~~~!- ~:~e~~= = = = = = = = = = 
6 8 12 15 20 23 27 28 29 29 30 150 138 114 102 90 84 78 72 78 78 84 

4{1f ~:~~i~-~ ~:~e_r~= = = = = = = = = = 
7 9 13 17 25 29 33 36 36 36 37 150 126 108 84 60 54 42 36 36 36 48 

5{t~~~~~ _c-~1-~~~ = =-~ = = = _-_-_-_ -_ = 
7 9 11 16 22 26 30 31 31 32 33 150 144 102 90 78 66 60 54 54 60 66 

6{t~~~~~~:~~~=========== 8 10 13 18 26 30 34 36 36 37 38 144 132 96 78 54 42 36 24 24 30 36 

7
{Beef cows __ _____ ___ ____ 5 6 10 12 14 18 22 28 26 26 27 Hogs ____ ___ ____________ 150 150 150 132 126 126 126 126 126 126 144 

8
{Dairy cows _______ ______ 4 6 7 9 12 15 19 21 21 21 21 Hogs _______ ___ __ _______ 150 132 132 120 108 96 90 90 90 96 96 

1 Years 1963-6i are omitted from the table because the numbers of livestock would be the same as in 1962. 
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Capital Requirements 
More capital would be needed for conservation practices and addi

tional livestock in a conservation system o:f :farming than for the 
system now used on the :farm. The additional amounts needed ( com
pared with the 1944-51 system) by years are shown for. each o:f ~he 
3 case :farms (table 29). Values are shown :for 3 contrastmg :farmmg 
systems: Yearling steers and hogs (plan 3), bee:f cows and hogs (plan 
7), and dairy cows and hogs (plan 8). The values are at 1952 prices. 

A :farmer who decides to shi:ft to a conservation plan will need from 
several hundred to several thousand dollars immediately. The con
servation plan and the livestock on the farm at the time a plan is 
instituted would affect the amount o:f additional capital needed. Plan 
3 would require more capital to initiate on any o:f the :farms than 
either plan 7 or plan 8. The amount o:f extra capital needed the year 
a plan is adopted would range :from $446 to $3,446 ( table 29) . The 
greatest amount o:f additional capital is not needed in the initial year, 
however. That time would come on these :farms between the sixth 
and ninth year after a revised plan was begun, as shown by the italic 
numbers in table 29. Even after 15 years, except for plan 8 on :farm 
3, from $1,124 to $5,312 more would be invested i:f the conservation 
plan were in effect. For plan 8 on farm 3, less capital would be in
vested a:fter the 11th year . 

The total non-real-estate investments after each of the 8 livestock 
plans and a cash-grain plan (plan 9) are completely in effect are 
shown in tables 30 and 31. Capital requirements for all livestock 
systems would be higher under the conservation plan than under the 
existing system. Some o:f the jncrease may be attributed to higher 
crop expenses when fertilizer and terraces are used and additional 
forage is grown. But the greatest increase is associated with live
stock. Cattle must be bought to consume the larger quantities of 
forage produced under a conservation plan. The largest total in
vestment would be for a system of :farming that would include beef 
cows as the :forage-consuming livestock. Despite the large invest
ment, a bee:f cow and hog combination would return the lowest net 
income o:f any livestock system included in the study. The lowest 
capital requirements under a conservation plan would be for a cash
grain system of farming. 

As the capital investment in livestock increases, risk may also in
crease because of changes in prices and the possibility of a loss from 
declining prices. A farmer who buys feeder steers to use forage 
should not only estimate what it will cost him to put the necessary 
pounds of gain on them but also what he will receive for them. If 
his estimates are wrong he may realize a loss rather than a profit. 
He has no reliable way o:f testing his estimates, and the prices he pays 
as well as those he receives may change considerably in the feeding 
period. 

These values indicate the importance of credit in getting conser
vation plans established and keeping them functioning. The require
ments are largest when the plan includes livestock. Capital is needed 
immediately and for a relatively long period of years. Maximum re
quirements usually occur a few years after a plan is originated. Not 
only is long-term credit needed, but additional credit should be avail
able from year to year when needed. 



TABLE 29.-Additional capital requirements by yeaTs for revised systems of farming for 3 plans, 3 representative 
farms , 1952 prices 1 

I 

Plan 3, farm- Plan 7, farm- Plan 8, farm-
Years after adoption ~f 

revised plan 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dolla,;.s 1 ________________ ____ ___ 3,446 1, 622 2,838 1,447 1, 162 2,723 1,476 446 974 2 ____ ______ ____ ____ _____ 3,000 2,084 2,972 2, 092 1,314 2,402 1,772 530 703 3 ____________________ ___ 2,755 2,347 2, 648 2,637 2,356 2,477 1,959 626 724 4 ___ _______ _________ ____ 3,320 3,055 2,579 4,027 2,651 2,206 2,096 863 503 

5 _______ __ __________ ___ _ 3,381 3,422 3,319 3,745 3,049 1, 934 2,333 1,240 181 6 __ __ __ ____ _____________ 3,238 4,033 4,062 3,463 4,091 1, 959 2,570 1,742 632 7 _______ ___ ___ __________ 3. 296 4,041 3,489 4,715 5, 133 2,282 2,325 2,491 612 8 ______ ____ ____ _________ 3,577 4,048 3,218 5,323 6,769 3, 198 3,435 2,828 963 
9 ____ ___ _____ ___________ 3,306 3,954 3,200 4. 794 6,030 3, 877 3,146 2. 683 1,023 10 ______ __ ______________ 3,440 4,011 2,928 4; 512 6, 182 3,605 2,858 2; 584 !)11 11 ______________ ___ _____ 3,119 3,916 2,657 4,230 6,037 3,284 2,569 2,439 240 12 ______ _________ __ _____ 2,423 3,771 2, 386 3,948 5,892 3,013 2,280 2,294 -31 
13 _____ _____ ______ j _____ 2,202 3,626 2, 115 3, 666 5,747 2,792 1,991 2,149 -303 14 _______________ , _____ 1,931 3,354 1, 843 3, 384 5,602 2,520 1, 702 2,004 -574 15 ___ ___________________ 1,660 3,083 1,572 3,102 5,457 2,199 1,413 1,859 -845 16 ______________________ 1,389 2,812 1,301 2,820 5,312 1,928 l!, 124 1,714 - 1, 116 

1 Shows the total additional capital requirements each year from 1952-67 that would apply to the farm if a conservation plan were adopted in 1952. A charge for buildings 
and machinery is included in the estimate. 

TABLE 30.-Oapital req_wfrements for 1944-51 plan and when specified farm plans are fully established, farm 3, 1952 
prices 

Plan-
Item 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 

1944-51 cropping plan: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
Crop expenses 2 ______ __ ________ _ _ _ ____ _ __ 3,339 3,340 3,269 3,288 3,349 3,350 3,235 3,407 3,677 
Land taxes ________ _____ _________ ________ 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 
Livestock expenses 3 ______ ___ _ _ _ ___ ______ _ 2,425 2,355 2, 838 2, 181 2,418 2,595 2,529 2,550 -- - -----
Additional buildings 4 ___ _ _ _______ _ _ ___ ___ _ 35 39 36 40 31 28 65 34 -- ----- -Fences 4 _ _ ___ _ _______ ____ __ ______ _ _______ 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 18 
Value of breeding stock _______ ________ ____ 2,961 2,911 1,706 1,605 1,706 1,555 5,814 4,216 --- -- - --
Feeder cattle _____ ______ __ __ ____ __ _____ ___ 1,419 1,622 2,838 3,446 2,212 2,595 -- ------ --- - -- -- --------

Total capital, except machinery 5 _ _ ___ _ ___ 10,293 10,383 10, 801 10,674 9,860 10,237 11, 807 10,321 3,991 

Conservation cropping plan: 
Crop expenses 2 ____ _ ___ __ __ __ ____________ 3,580 3,580 3,580 3,580 3,598 3,598 3,562 3,769 4,142 
Land taxes ________ ______ _____ ______ _____ 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 
Livestock expenses 3 __ __ ___ _ __ _ ___ __ _____ _ 2,330 2,056 2,319 1,974 2, 434 2,023 2,638 2,685 --------
Additional buildings 4 _ ___ _ _ ______ ___ _ _____ 50 74 70 86 25 31 103 73 - ---- ---
Fences 4 _____ ___ ___ _____ _______ __ _ ____ ___ 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 18 
Value of breeding stock ___ ___ __ ___ __ ___ ___ 2, 563 2,309 1,455 1, 104 1,305 1, 003 8,930 5,893 - ------ -
Feeder cattle ________ ________ _______ ___ ___ 4,054 5,067 5,067 6,689 4,276 5,037 -------- -------- --------

Total capital, except machinery 5 _ __ _ _ ____ 12,704 13,200 12,605 13,547 11, 752 11,806 15,347 12,534 4,180 

1 Cash-grain plan. 
2 Includes machinery upkeep and $11 yearly terrace cost. 
3 Includes protein feed, veterinary expense, equipmen t, and building upkeep. 

'Yearly average cost. 
s 1952 machinery investment was $4,325. 
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Technicians who plan con eryation systems should recognjze the 
effects of various plans on the additional capital involved at the time 
the plan is started and for many years later. They should al o real
ize that the additional risk involved may be a ~trong determinant in 
getting a plan accepted by farmers. Those who are hort on capital 
or who have what they consider more profitable alternatives will not 
accept a plan unless credit is available for jt. The credit must be 
av-ailable for a period in keeping with the additional capital required 
and the additional revenue forthcoming over time. 

Net Income 

Even though income from a conservation sy. tern of farming may 
average more than that from the present system over a number of 
years, the sequence of net income and expenditures jn the first sev
eral years is more important to a large number of :farmers. Doe net 
income immediately jump above the level of the present plan ? Does 
it fall below and then gradually increase above the present level? 
How many years are required before jncome under a con ervation 
plan is greater than income under the pre ent system of farming ? 
These questions, and the lack of information with whjch to answer 
them, are what is keeping many low-income and low-capital farmers 
from adopting soil conserving systems of farming. Such jnfor.ma
tion is also needed for Soil Conservation Service planning, Agricul
tural Conservation Program payments, and loans of credit institu
tions. From the viewpoint of farm planning, a technicjan may need 
to consider alternative plans and select or recommend the one that 
minimizes sacrifices in income in the first few years. From the view
point of ACPS, payments for particular practices may need to be 
made continuously for a few years, rather than as a single lump-sum 
payment at the outset, to help brido-e the :income lag. Finally, a 
credit program provided for a farmer who is hifting to a conserva
tion plan may need to be arranged over several years so tha,t funds 
are available as investments jn livestock, buildings, sojl practices, and 
other items are needed. Repayment schedules should be arranged 
over a long period so that they would not affect living standards too 
greatly in the first few years when incomes decline. 

In order to learn what changes occur in the first few years after 
adoption of a conservation program, year-by-year sequences of pro
duction, gross income, costs, and net incomes were computed for each 
of the three farms. These data were computed for each of the al
ternative conservation plans, except when sufficient feed was not 
available for the particular kind of livestock. Computations were 
made with prices extended into the future at the 1952 level, and with 
prices declining from the 1952 level to a level equal to 225 percent 
of 1910-14 by 1958 and then remaining at that level for the next sev
eral years. Most of the computations were made on the assumption 
of constant soil productivity with the present systems of farming. 
Some comparisons made, however, assume a continuous decline in 
productivity with extension of the plans now followed on the farms. 
Both procedures are realistic; some farmers who control erosion fairly 
well can maintain annual production by using fertilizer; other farms 
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are cropped so heavily and ~rosion i~ so. great tha~ ?ontinuation of 
existing systems would result ma declme m productivity. 

Constant Prices and Productivity 

Under each of the plans considere~ for eac~ farm, the i!llmedia~e 
effect of shiftin<Y to a soil conservation plan is to reduce mcome m 
the first severaf years. This drop in in?ome tends . to paral~el the 
drop in production that occ~rs when a s011 conservab<:>n plan is f_irst 
put into effect. As production of forage eventually mcreases, live
stock numbers can ibe increased and income then increases. The 
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FIGURE 5.-Farm 1 : Projected annual net income and discounted annual net 
income for plans 3, 7, 8, and 9 at 1952 prices. 
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length of time before income from a soil conservation plan would 
equal or exceed inc?me_ from the plan in 1951 will yary ar:nong farms, 
the livestock combmations used, and the speeds with which the plan 
is put into effect. . . 

Figures 5 to 7 show the sequence of both proJected annual net m
comes and discounted annual net incomes at 1952 prices from the 
1944-51 system and 4 revised systems of farming on each of the 3 
farms. The 4 revised systems for which income figures are charted 
are plan 3 (year ling steers wintered, pastured, and fed out in dry 
lot and hogs), plan 7 (beef cows and hogs), plan 8 ( dairy cows and 
hogs), and plan 9, (cash-grain). 
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l\ ondiscownted.-How long would it take after adoption of each 
of the 9 conservation plans for the nondiscounted net income from 
the farm to exceed that of the present plan~ These data may be 
found in table 32. The shortest time would be 4 years for plan 5 on 
farm 1. In most other instances, it would take 5 to 7 years for the 
conservation plan to return a higher net income. When enough time 
has elapsed for a complete reorganization of the farm and for the 
yield-increasing e:ff ect of the improved rotations and soil management 
practices to be realized, a dairy and hog system of farming returns 
the highest net income of any plan considered in this study. Plan 
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FIGURE 7.-Farm 3: Projected annual net income and discounted annual net 
income for plans 3, 7, 8, and 9 at 1952 prices. 
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T A BLE 32.-Number of years after adoption of soil conservation plans 
until net incomes exceed net incomes under 191,4-51 plans, 19592 
prices 

Plan Farm 1 F arm 2 

Years Years 
l ___ ___ _____ _______ ___ ----- --------- --- (1) (1) 
2 ______ _____ __ _________ ________ _____ ___ _ (1) (1) 
3 ___ ___ ___ ______ _______________ ___ __ ___ _ 5 5 
4 ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ____ __ ___ ____ __ ___ _____ _ 7 6 
5 ___ _________________ ___ ____ _______ ____ _ 4 5 
6 ___ _________ _______ _______ __ __ __ ___ __ _ _ 8 5 
7 __ __________ __ _____ _______ __ __________ _ (2) 8 
8 ___________ __ _____ _____ ____ ___ __ ____ __ _ 5 6 
g ____ ___ __ __ ___ _________ ____ ________ __ _ _ (2) 7 

1 Plans are not used because insufficient feed was available with tbe present cropping plan. 
2 Would not equal net income of present plan in 16 years 

Farm 3 

Y ears 
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
8 
7 
6 

7 (beef cows and hogs) would require the longest time for net income 
to equal that from the present plan because turnover is slower for 
beef cows than for other livestock systems. Plan 3 (yearling steers 
and hogs) would give a lower income than the present plans :for 5 
to 6 years on the 3 farms. A cash-srain conservation system (plan 
9) gives a higher net income than the present system in 6 years on 
farm 3 and in 7 years on farm 2. Returns under the conservation plan 
approach, hut never quite equal, that of the existing system on farm 1. 

The number 0£ years until net income under the conservation plan 
would exceed that of the current plan is not so important as the year 
in which annual incomes accumulated under one plan would exceed 
the incomes accumulated under another plan. Annual net income 
under the conservation plan will usually exceed annual income of the 
current plan several years before t.he accumulated income under the 
conservation plan will exceed the accumulated income of the present 
farming system. For example, compared with an existing plan that 
returns $4,000 a year, a conservation plan that will return incomes of 
$2,000 a year for 5 years and then jump to $5,000 each year thereafter 
would return a greater income in the sixth year but the sums of the 
incomes would not be as much until the 15th year. Table 33 shows 
the number of years before the accumulated total net incomes under 
the conservation plans will equal those under the current plans. 

The shortest period would be 5 years for plan 6 on farm 1. This 
is an important obstacle to adoption of conservation plans. Many 
farmers cannot change to a plan that will return a smaller accumulated 
income for a 10-year period. A beginning farmer is pressed to get 
income enough to live on and to strengthen his equity m the farm so 
he will not go bankrupt if a bad year or two comes along. Even a 
cash-grain conservation plan (plan 9)-the one that wou]d require 
the smallest capital investment-would not give comparable cumu
lative net incomes until after 12 years on farm 3 and 15 years on farm 
2. A cash-grain co~servation plan would take longer to do this than 
plans that feature livestock because of the smaller annual volume of 
business and the smaller annua] incomes. 
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TABLE 33.-Number of, years after adoption of soil co~ervation plans 
wntil accumulated incomes ewceed accumulated incomes under 
1944-51 plans, 1952 prices 

Plan 

1 _____________ _________ ________________ _ 
2 ___ __ ____ __ __ ___ _____ ___________ __ ____ _ 
3 ___ ___ __ _____ ______ ___ ______ __ _____ ___ _ 
4 __________ ___________ ____ ____ __ _______ _ 
5 ________ ____________________ __ ________ _ 
6 ____ ___ ____ __ _________________________ _ 
,., 
'------- --- --- ------- -------------- -----8 ______________________________________ _ 
g _________________ _____________________ _ 

Farm 1 

9 
14 
7 
5 

9 

Farm 2 

Years 
(1) 
(1) 

8 
11 
'7 
9 

(2) 
9 

15 

1 Plans are not used because Insufficient feed was available with present cropping plan. 
:would not equal net Income of present plan in 16 years. 

Farm 3 

Years 
10 
13 
11 
13 
11 
12 

(2) 
11 
12 

Discounted at Five Rates.-Farmers must base their decisions in 
reo-ard to future costs and returns on present conditions. . Decisions 
ar~ made currently even though the income is forthcoming only in the 
future. Farmers use many "rough approxit?ations_" in disc~mnting 
incomes of the future back to the present. Discountmg permits com
parison of an investment with incomes in the future with an invest
ment that will return current income. For example, a farmer can 
invest an amount in hogs that will return $1,000, or 10 percent, in a 
year, and he can reinvest in hogs_ each year wi_th an annu~l return. 
Or he can invest the same amount ma conservat10n plan which, at the 
end of 10 years, will return $1,500 a year. ·which investment is bet
ter? To answer this question, he must compute the present value of 
the $1,500 that will be forthcoming in 10 years. It is ~he amount 
which if invested today at 10 percent will grow to $1,500 m 10 years, 
if it is reinvested at 10 percent for each of the 10 years.21 Hence, 
$1,500 forthcoming in 10 years is worth no more than $578 from an 
investment that returns income in the present year. If the farmer 
can earn only 5 rather than 10 percent, the $1,500 forthcoming in 10 
years is worth $920 today. Clearly, then, the value of future income 
from conservation investments depends on the amount of capital a 
farmer has and the return he can obtain from it if he invests in other 
parts of his farm business. If his capital is limited and he can invest 
in short-run enterprises such as fertilizer or hogs and earn 25 percent, 

27 The formula for determining the present value ( V) of a future income is 

V=--
1
- , in which V is the present value, I is the income of the future, r is 

(1+r)n 
the interest or returns rate, and n is the number of years. 

n=l 

~ V, 
The present value of incomes over a series of_ years, 1 to i, is V = .L..J (l+r) i' 

n=i 

in which~ refers to sum aud i-refers to the particular year. 
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future incomes from conservation have very little present value. But 
if he has a large amount of capital and he can earn only 5 percent ?n 
hogs or fertilizer, future incomes from conservation investments will 
be worth more today. . . 

As the discount rates that farmers use mav differ, those used m the 
., ' study reported here were 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 percent. A farmers 

discount rate may change as his capital position changes, or as present 
returns from capital invested in his own business change. A farmer 
who has ample capital to invest in his farm business may use a 5-per
cent discount rate, because 5 percent is the best investment opror
tunity available to him within or outside his business. If the im
mediate effect of a soil conservation plan is to reduce income, a young 
farmer with limited capital may find it unprofitable to adopt such 
a plan. However, as he accumulates additional capital he may find 
that the last unit of added capital produces lower returns. As he 
receives lower returns on additional capital he discounts the future 
less severely, and it may then become profitable to adopt a soil conser
vation plan. This may explain why many low-income farmers are 
reluctant to adopt soil conservation plans. 

If soil conservation farming systems produced more income from 
the beginning, more farmers would adopt them. If ways can be 
found to hold "income drops" to a minimum when a soil conservation 
plan is adopted, conservation will become attractive to more farm
ers. Discounting future income does not change the time it takes for 
a soil conservation system to produce a higher annual income than 
the present method of farming. But how heavily the future is dis
counted affects the length of time it will take before total accumu
lated income in terms of the present will be higher under a conserva
tion plan. Lessening the drop in income the first few years under a 
conservation plan also helps to reduce the time required for total 
annual income under the conservation plan to equal total annual in
come under the present plan. 

How long it will be before accumulated discounted net income 
under conservation systems of farming exceeds accumulated dis
counted net income under the present plans is shown (table 34). At 
a discount rate of 15 percent, 13 years would be needed for plans 3 
and 8 on farm 1. The time would be 9 years for plan 3 and 13 years 
for plan 8 on farm 2. On farm 3 at a discount rate of 15 percent, it 
would be 16 years before accumulated discounted net income under 
conservation would exceed that under the present plan. This is also 
true of plan 7 on each farm for all discount rates and for plan 9 on 
each farm for all discount rates, except 5 percent on farm 3 which 
would require 13 years. With a discounting rate of 20 percent, re
turns from a cash-grain conservation system would never be so high 
as those from the present system. With intermediate discount rates, 
a cash-grain system has an advantage in that it allows greater returns 
over time and its capital requirements are not so great as those for the 
livestock conservation systems . . 

The time required for each plan will increase as the discount rate 
increases. In general, plans 3, 5, and 8 are the most favored when 
future returns from conservation are discounted. 

_j 
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TABLE 34.-:)Vumber of years needed after adoption of conservation 
farming plans until accumulated discounted net incomes exceed ac
cumulated discoimted net incomes under 1944-51 plans, 1952 prices 

FARM 1 

Discount Plan-
rate 

(percent) 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Y ears Years Y ears Y ears Years Years Years 
None ____ __ _ 9 14 7 15 (1) 9 (1) 
5 ___ ___ _____ 10 (1) 7 (1) (1) 10 (1) 
10 ___ _______ 11 (1) 8 (1) (1) 11 (1) 
15 ___ _______ 13 (1) 9 (1) (1) 13 (1) 
20 ______ ____ (1) (1) 10 (1) (1) (1) (1) 
30 ______ ____ (1) (l) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

FARM 2 

N one __ ____ _ 8 11 7 9 (1) 9 1 5 
5 ___ ________ 8 12 8 9 (1) 10 (1) 
10 _____ ____ _ 9 14 8 10 (1) 11 (1) 
15 ____ ___ ___ 9 (1) 9 12 (1) 13 (1) 
20 _____ _ 11 (1) 10 14 (1) (1) (1) 
30 ____ ___ __ _ (1) (1) H , (1) (1) (1) (1) 

FARM 3 

None __ __ ___ 11 13 11 12 (1) 11 12 
5 _____ __ ____ 12 15 12 13 (1) 13 13 
10 __ ____ ___ _ 14 (1) 14 (1) (1) (1) (1) 
15 __ _____ ___ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
20 __ _____ __ _ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
30 _____ ____ _ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

1 Would not equal net income of 1944-51 system in 16 years. 

Constant Prices and Declining Productivity 

A conservation cash-grain system would never give as great a non
discounted net income as the present system on farm 1 under assump
tions of constant productivity. But a decline of 1 percent a year in 
productivity under the existing system would cause returns under the 
conservation system to become greater in 7 years (fig. 8) . With pro
ductivity declining at 2 percent, o years would be needed ; and with 
productivity declining at 3 percent, 5 years would be required. When 
future incomes are discounted to give their 1944-51 values in terms of 
opportunity investment returns, income under .the revised system 
would exceed that under the existing system for discount rates as high 
as 20 percent. Plan 7, which, assuming constant productivity, would 
never return as much as the existing plan, gives a higher return when 
declining productivity is assumed for the existing plan. It would 
take about 6 years for income to be greater under revised plan 7 and 
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With Declining Yields 
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F'IGURE 8.-Farm 1: A., Annual net income for 1944-51 farm plan with yields 
declining at 1, 2, and 3 percent and for revised plans 7 and 9; B, discounted 
annual net income for 1944-51 farm plan with yields declining 2 percent and 
for plans 7 and 9. 

even with discount rates as high as 20 percent it would exceed that of 
the 1944-51 plan. Similar differences exist for farms 2 and 3. 

Although, even without figuring a decline in productivity, income 
from conservation plans would eventually exceed that of the existing 
plan, the difference is accentuated with assumptions of falling yields 
under extension of the exploitive farming system. Under declining 
productivity, incomes from plans 7 and 9 would exceed those of the 
existing plan with discount rates up to 30 percent. Limits on profit-
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ability existed at 15 to 20 percent discount ratio when constant pro
ductivity was· assumed fbr the existing plan. 

Declining Prices 

If prices decline after a conservation plan is adopted, a longer period 
of time under the new system is required on farm 1 for income to 
exceed that of the old system ( fig. 9) . This holds true also on farms 
2 and 3. Assuming constant productivity under the present system, 
the first year in which plan 3 would give a greater return on farm 1 is 
extended from 5 to 7 years and for plan 6 from 8 to 11 years. This 
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F IGURE 9.- Farm 1: Projected annual net income and discounted annual net 
income for 1944-51 farm plan and plans 3, 7, 8, and 9 at declining prices. 
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bothers farmers who cannot risk a decline in prices. It is particularly 
important when the new farming system requires large amounts of 
capital. Farmers are likely to resist a shift to a conservation plan 
with large capital requirements when they think that J?rice declines 
are imminent. Under these circumstances, conservat10n planning 
should emphasize rotations and mechanical practices that give quick 
returns and require a minimum of funds. 

The first year in which each of 9 conservation plans would give a 
higher annual net income than extension of the present plan under 
the declining prices used in this study is shown ( table 35). A more 
severe drop would lengthen the time required. 

TABLE 35.-Number of years after adoption of conservation farming 
plans until annual net income with each of 9 plans is higher than 
with the 1944-51 plans with declining prices 

Plan 

! _______ __ _____ ____________ _____ ___ ____ _ 
2 ____ ________________ ____ ____ _____ ___ __ _ 
3 ___ ____ ___ _____ ______ __ __ __ _______ ____ _ 
4 ___ ___ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ _______ _______ _ 
5 __ __ __ ____ ____ __ ___ __ ___ _____ ______ ___ _ 
6 __ ____ ___ __ __ _____ ___ _____ _ ________ ___ _ 
7 ___ _____ ___ __ ___________ ______ __ ___ ___ _ 
8 ___ _____ ________ __ ____ __ ___ _____ ______ _ 
g __________ ____ __ ______ ___ _______ ______ _ 

Farm 1 

7 
7 
5 

11 

6 

Farm 2 

Y ears 
(1) 
(1) 

5 
6 
5 
5 
8 
6 
7 

1 Plans are not used because insufficient feed was available witb tbe 1944-51 cropping plan. 
2 Would not equal net income of 1944-51 plan in 16 years. 

Farm 3 

Years 
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
9 
7 
6 

The number of years required for accumulated discounted net income 
from conservation farming systems to exceed the accumulated dis
counted income under the 1944-51 farming system is presented ( table 
:36 ). With future income discounted at 5 percent, the periods for 
plan 3 are 12 years for farm 1 and 14 years for farm 3. On farm 1, 
total accumulated income under conservation plan 3 would not exceed 
the total under the 1944-51 plan in 16 years with discounting at a rate 
of 15 percent or more. That is, the 1951 value of future incomes would 
become greater in 12 years for a farmer who discounts at 5 percent but 
it would still be less than for the current plan in 16 years for a farmer 
who has less capital and who discounts at 15 percent. On farm 2, 
conservation plall' 3 would require only 15 years for accumulated in
come discounted at rates as high as 20 percent to exceed that of the 
1944-51 farming system. At 30 percent, accumulated discounted in
come under plan 3 would never exceed that of the 1944-51 plan. On 
farm 3, accumulated discounted income is greater for conservation 
plan 3 in 14 years with discounting at 5 percent; under higher dis
count rates, the 1951 value of income under conservation would never 
exceed that of the current plan . 

Plan 5 (feeder calves wintered, pastured, and fed in drylot and 
hogs) compares favorably with the 1944-51 plan. On farm 1, dis
counted income would be greater for the conservation plan in 12 years 
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T A BLE 36.-Number of y ears after adoption of conservation farming 
plans unti l accumulated discounted net incomes under conservation 
farming systems would exceed accumulated discounted net income 
under 1944-51 plans, declining prices 

FARM 1 

Discount Plan-
rate 

(percent) 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

.... 

Y ears Years Y ears Years Years Y ears Years 
None ___ ____ 11 (1) 8 (1) (1) 13 (1) 
5 ____ ____ ___ 12 (1) 9 (1) (1) 16 (1) 
10 ________ __ 14 (1) 10 (1) (1) (1) (1) 
15 ___ _____ __ (1) (1) 12 (1) (1) (1) (1) 
20 ____ ____ __ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 30 ____ ____ __ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

FARM 2 

None ____ __ _ 9 12 8 10 (1) 10 (1) 
5 ________ __ _ 9 14 8 11 (1) 11 (1) 
10 __ ____ ____ 10 (1) 9 13 (1) 11 (1) 
15 ___ _____ __ 12 (1) 10 16 (1) (1) (1) 
20 _____ ___ __ 14 (1) 12 (1) (1) (1) (1) 
30 ___ _____ __ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

FARM 3 

N one _____ __ 11 14 12 14 (1) 12 15 5 ___ ___ ____ _ 14 (1) 14 (1) (1) 16 (1) 
10 ________ __ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
15 ____ ______ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
20 __ ______ __ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
30 ______ ____ (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

1 Would not equal net income of 1944--51 system in 16 years. 

at a discount rate o:f 15 percent, although the 1944-51 plan gives a 
greater present value of :future incomes at higher discount rates. On 
farm 2, plan 5 would give a greater discounted income in 12 years 
at a discount rate o:f 20 percent. 

These data provide some important considerations for conserva
tion programs. They show that the :feasibility o:f a particular plan 
depends on the individual :farm, the amount of capital the farmer 
has, and, therefore, on his discounting rate. For example, plan 6 
on farm 1 would not give a 1951 value of :future incomes greater than 
the current :farming system, regardless of the :farmer's capital position 
and discount rate. For farm 2, the same plan would give a 1951 
value of :future incomes greater than for the current system in 16, 
years under a 15-percent discount rate. For farm 3, no capital posi
tion with a discount rate greater than zero would give a 1951 income 
value under conservation that would equal that of the current plan 
in 16 years. 
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Ways of Reducing Loss of Income in Transition Years 
. The "income gap" in the first few years after a conservation plan 
1s adopted may prevent many farmers :from shifting to a conservation 
syst~m of farming .. Appar~ntly, there are two possibilities for re
movmg these gaps m plannmg farms for conservation. These are: 
(1) Use of nitrogen for fertilizer, or other farm practices to increase 
production and income immediately, when the practices themselves 
are profitable; (2) extending the time during which various practices 
and combinations of practices may be adopted and put into effect. 

Heavy Application of Fertilizer 

Ordinarily, there are additional practices that would be profitable 
on many farms independently of a soil conservation system. The 
added income from these additional practices should not be viewed 
as resulting from the conservation plan. Along with conservation 
adjustments, these practices are part of the overall management of 
the farm. One point should be emphasized. Overall farm-manage
ment planning of a farm to include both the practices that are and 
those tha~ are not _related to conservation_ may facilitate adoption of 
conservat10n-farmmg systems that would mcrease income for a lono-er 
period. This would be done by adopting practices that would in
crease income immediately to offset reductions caused by shifts from 

With Heavy Fertilizer 

PROJECTED NET INCOME, FARM l 
$ THOUS. PLAN 3 

6 

4 

2 FARM PLAN 
--1944-51 
- Revised with he --- . 

8 12 

*o YEARS = 1944 - S1 FARM PLAN 

U. S. DEPARTM ENT OF AGRICULTURE 

PLAN 7 PLAN 9 

8 12 o* 4 8 12 16 
YEARS 0 

OAFTER ADOPT/OH OF REV/SEO FARM PLAN 19S1 PRICES 

NEG . SS C 10 )-767 AGRI CULT URAL R ESE A RC H SER VI CE 

FIGURE 10.-Farm 1 : Annual net income for 1944-51 farm plan and for plans 
3, 7, and 9, with and without heavy applications of fertilizer at 1952 prices. 
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grain to forage. Figure 10 shows the influe_nce of hea-ry applications 
of fertilizer on nondiscounted net income with 1952 prices on farm 1. 
Outcomes from applications of fertiliz~r are similar for all plans. 

Additional fertilizer would be applied to corn on the Ida and 
Monona silt loams on farm 1 to increase the annual yield to 90 bushels 
per acre.28 No fertilizer would be applied on Napier silt ~oa~, al
though perhaps it could profitably use some. The mc~eases m yields 
of oats and hay that would no doubt occur were omitted from the 
computations. Their value would more than c~unter~ct the cost. of 
harvestinO' the additional yield of corn. Despite this conservative 
estimate, ~et income is increased considerably in the same year ~he 
fertilizer is applied. This is important to a farmer wnose capital 
is limited. 

As indicated (table 32), plan 3 applied to farm 1 resulted in a drop 
in annual net income for 5 years. Plans 7 and 9 would J?roduce 
smaller annual net incomes than the 1944-51 plan for the entire pro
jected period of 16 years. When a heavier application of fertilizer 
is used in combination with plan 3, net income is about equal to that 
under the 1944-51 plan the first year and consistently exceeds it in 
all subsequent years (fig. 10). Under plan 7, instead of re~aining 
consistently lower than under the 1944-51 plan, annual ne~ mcome 
would be lower for only the first 6 years after a conservation plan 
is adopted. Under plan 9, the net income would not always be less 
under conservation than under the present plan. A reduced income 
would be realized for only 4 years. In 7 years the accumulated net 
income under the conservation plan would exceed the accumulated 
incomes under the 1944-51 plan by $334. 

If additional fertilizer had not been used, the accumulated net in
come in the seventh year under the conservation plan would have 
been $6,590 lower than under the 1944-51 plan. Fertilizer used in 
conjunction with a con ervation plan helps to eliminate the drop in 
income that otherwise follows adoption of a conservation plan. The 
quantity of fertilizer that will give the greatest boost to income de
pends on price relationships. After the conservation practices are 
used, fertilizer will give more response than previously because of 
conservation of water. In most instances, when it greatly reduces 
the drop in income immediately after a conservation plan is started, 
its use would have been profitable before. 

Encouraging use of these profitable farm practices in conjunction 
with conservation will help to get more conservation practices estab
lished. The amount by which fertilizer reduces the decrease in income 
depends on two things: ( 1) The inc.reased profit from fertilizer when 
used with a conservation plan, and (2) the possibilities of profit from 
use of fertilizer that had not been realized before a conservation plan 
was adopted. This would apply also to other profitable farm practices 
used in combination with a conservation plan. Part of the increased 
profit is caused by a greater response to the practice under a conserva
tion plan than otherwise. The rest comes from taking fuller advan-

28 The amounts needed were based on experimental data on Ida silt loam 
(9, pp. 14-15). 
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tage of profits from the practice than had been done before. It may 
also be expressed as an increase in physical response, farm-manage
ment efficiency, and profits from a farm practice (not necessarily con
servational) when used in combination with a conservation plan. 

More Gradual Adoption of Conservation Practices 

If the conservation plan involves drastic changes in the system of 
farming, gradual adoption over a period of years will result in a 
smaller annual reduction in income but for a greater numbe.r of years. 
This may be more attractive to some farmers than a larger drop in 
income for fewer years. In many instances, a combination of gradual 
adoption of conservation practices and greater use of fertilizer may 
provide larger annual net incomes than when either is carried out 
singly. 

FARM PLANNING 
It is a reasonable assumption that conservation will always be a 

part of American agriculture. The longtime prospect, therefore, is 
that many billions of dollars will be spent to control the movement of 
soil and water. If maintenance. of the productivity potential of the 
soil justifies a sacrifice of this size by society, conservation deserves 
the concentrated attention of scientists and legislators alike. Some of 
the cost of conservation will be borne by farmers and some by society. 
Regardless of their source or extent, however, resources expended :for 
conservation should be allocated to result in maximum conservation. 
The basic objective is to acquire the greatest conservation return per 
dollar invested. This requires that resources be allocated among soils 
and areas in a way that will equate marginal returns in terms of con
servation. Such an allocation requires the use of economic principles. 

Unless a clear distinction is made between what is and what is not 
conservation, the principles of economics cannot be applied properly. 
An acceptable definition of conservation must, the.refore, be used. 
Heady and Scoville have said that conservation involves maintenance 
of a production function over tjme, assuming that inputs will remain 
unchanged at each point in time ( 5, pp. 37 4-376). This definition 
permits the use of economic principles in making decisions as to con
servation. Although many of the physical data needed to apply 
economic concepts to actual farm situations are not yet available, an 
effort should be made to accumulate them in the years to come. 

Governmental participation in conservation will not be limited to 
farmland. Wildlife, upkeep o-f roads, bridges and railways, construc
tion of dams, irrigation, and flood control will also receive attention. 
However, the greatest part of the annual cost of erosion damage to the 
Nation is from erosion to farmland. Soil conservation, therefore, will 
absorb all the conservation resources provided by farmers and most of 
those provided by the Government. Future production of agriculture, 
farm incomes, and consumption at both the individual and the na
tional level are all involved in conservation farming. Use of limited 
resources to achieve the highest possible level of conservation on 
farms, therefore, merits consideration. 
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Conservation on faqns will continue to require cooperative action 
by farmers and government. Education must play an important role. 
Each proposal to establish more conservation on a farm involves a 
change. Farmers, like others, resist change. In general, they believe 
that they are managing their farms in the most appropriate way to 
maximize satisfaction, considering the things that they regard as 
limitations. This does not mean that a farmer will not make a change 
later if he becomes convinced that the change would better his situa
tion, or at least not worsen it. His values and appraisal of the situa
tion may differ from those of other individuals, but he operates on 
the basis of his own values. 

A farmer cannot be expected to put terraces on his farm, tor instance, 
s.imply because someone advises him to do so. Before he builds them 
he must be informed of their possibilities, must be convinced that they 
will enhance his position, and must want to maintain them for a period 
of years. Sharing or provision of installation costs by society does 
not circumvent the requirements mentioned. Lacking sufficient knowl
edge, some farmers would reject an offer of free terraces. Others 
might allow the terraces to be constructed on their farms, but they 
would soon let them fall into disrepair and abandon them because of 
the inconvenience they would cause relative to the benefits actually, 
or believed to be, received. 

Failure of conservationists to recognize the ramifications of pro
posed conservation plans on the farm business as a whole is an obstacle 
to general acceptance of plans by farmers. Conservation involves 
more than the land resource alone. Decisions on conservation must 
also recognize the human and capital resources. Although the land 
resource has gained recognition on the basis of its own specific char
acteristics on a given farm at a specific point in time, human and 
capital resources have not received similar consideration. Physical 
aspects of the conservation problem are now generally regarded to 
differ sufficiently among farms to require plans that are unique to 
each farm. The soil varies in sloJ?e, in fertility, in its tendency to 
erode, and in its response to a specific control. Today, recommenda
tions of an agronomic or engineering nature are made on an individual 
farm basis. Individual differences among farm situations in human 
a,nd capital resources make it imperative to regard these resources as 
unique to each farm business. 

In drawing up a conservation plan for a farm, it is not a matter of 
deciding the relative importance of the land, labor, or capital resources. 
Rather, it is realizing that any one or any combination of them con
stitutes limitations. To be most effective and acceptable, plans for 
conservation farming must be in terms of the land, labor, manage
ment, and capital situation on the individual farm as they function 
simultaneously, not singly. In other words, overall farm planning is 
needed when conservation programs are adopted so that the conserva
tion practices become a part of the farm management. 29 

29 Overall farm planning does not mean that each farm would be planned or 
that any would necessarily be planned completely. It does mean that suggested 
plans for conservation, whether partial or complete, would recognize the entire 
farm organization. 
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A con?ervatio~ plan. that is designed according to agronomic and 
~ngmeermg cons1derat10ns to control erosion within specified limits 
1s madequate. Such a plan may be the most costly alternative. It may 
a_lso be th~ least attractive t<? the farmer in terms of both farm opera
tion and its effects on capital requirements and net income. The 
effects of_ applying a I?ract~ce or group of practices are not confined to 
the physical c~anges m s01~ loss, runo~, ~r even in yields. They per
mea_te the entire f~rm bus11?-ess. As md1cated by data in preceding 
sections, the adopt10n of a simple practice, such as contouring with a 
~orn-oats-meadow rotation, involves more than physical changes. A 
farmer must remove old fences, realine field boundaries and put up a 
new: fence to confi_ne his livestock. This requires a ch~nge m labor 
capital,_ a?d c~oppmg methods. His net income, on which he depend~ 
for a hvmg, 1s affected. If a farmer's values are disreo-arded his 

. f . b 1 ° ' satis act10n may e essened. 
Adoption of some practices ca uses even more drastic chan o-es in 

the farm organization and the problems with which a farmer
0 

must 
e~ntend. A shift from a cash-grain system usino- a corn-oats seeded 
with sweetclover rotation to a livestock system

0 
usino- a corn-oats

n:eadow-meadow r~tation _causes him to contend with problems that 
d1ff~r from those ~~th wluch he has dealt previously. He must now 
decide how _to ut1hze forages through livestock and must depend 
le~s on the 1~come from cash crops. He must familiarize himself 
~1th the physical ~nd economic relationships-a knowledo-e of which 
1? neede~ to _perm1~ profitabl~ decisions relating to livest~ck produc
t10n .. H1~ yields differ and his crops now include meadow. The new 
orgamza;t10n may necessitate new m_achinery and b1;1ilding facilities. 
The _capital n~eded for the changes m the farm busmess may be im
poss_1ble for ~1m to m~nage, even though few, if any, additional costs 
a:e mvolve~ m adoptmg the conservation practice. When the com
bmed practice of t~rrac_mg and contouring is required in addition, 
~he demand _for capital 1s mcreased. The returns on the investment 
m the :p~acbces may_ be lower than those from other investment op
portumties open to him for the funds he has available. 

~any ~arm_ers discount future income severely and prefer to invest 
their capital m shorter run ventures even at a lower rate of interest. 
The capital position of some farmers forces them to recover their 
investm_ents a~ter short periods. to provide money for consumption 
or to remvest ma ne_w opp?rtumty t~1at ~ill be open to them. They 
prefer, therefore, to mvest m somethmg hke fertilizer and to recover 
their in~tial inv~stment plus a profit 6 months later, so that they can 
pay a bill or remvest the money in something like hoo-s which also 
give a quick turnover of capital. 

0 
' 

If these and other ramifications of conservation plans are disre
garded, the overall progra1;1 cannot be fully effective. Offering pay
ments to farmers for adopt10n of conservation practices is not enouo-h 
Many practices such as contouring, contour listino- and rotations c~n~ 
sidered without regard to the "side" effects they

0

~ause appear to be 
very profitable. All farmers who have failed to adopt them are not 
unaware of their profit possibilities. But some reject the practices 
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because they r_ecognize the additional c3:pital requirement_s that would 
arise in other· sectors of the farm busmess. They realize also that 
the decisions they ~ould ~e required to make_i~ the future would con
cern alternatives with which they are unfamiliar. 

The advice of experts in suggesting physical ~ethods of controlling 
erosion on individual farms is a necessary step m overall farm plan
ning. It is only the begi~ning, ho-yvever. To appraise correctlr t~e 
overall effects of conservat10n farmmg, a farm-management specialist 
is needed to consult with the conservation specialist on physical prac
tices. The two should consider not only one combin~tion, but all ~he 
various practices and combinati~ms that might constitut~ alte~nabve 
ways of accomplishing the physical result. In consultat10n with the 
farmer the farm-management specialist would then estimate the ef
fects o'f each alternative on the entire farm business. The plan 
adopted would be one that would recognize the farmer's interest as 
well as that of the Nation. That is, it would be the most efficient plan 
of conserving soil and water consistent with the maintenance of ~he 
farmer's income, his capital position, and his competence and will
ingness to contend with different decisions i~ the future. . 

In some instances the only way of gettmg conservat10n adopted 
may be to recommend the pian that mi~imizes in~ome sacrific~s for 
the farmer in the years ahead. In other mstances it may be desirable 
to suggest partial adoption of the plan or to plan certain _practic~s 
at the beo-inning and then plan additional steps as a more reliable esti
mate ca~ be made of the effects on the farm business. The latter 
suggestion would involve a continuous type of planning for a farm. 
vVhen farmers expect declines in prices, resistance to costly conserva
tion plans increases. It is then, particularly, that planners sho~1ld 
emphasize practices which require a minimum of funds and which 
give quick returns. These might include contouring and improved r<?
tations. Practices that do not have indirect costs to the farm busi
ness have a distinct advantage for farmers who are low in capital or 
managerial ability. 

Overall farm planning would include and consider both practices 
that conserve soil and water by controlling erosion and runoff and 
those that do not do so. Many of these practices may be profitable 
whether used with or without a conservation plan. The use of lime, 
commercial fertilizer, and tile drains are examples. Encouragement 
of the use of these in combination with erosion and water control 
practices, especially those that promise low, uncertain, and slow re
turns should help to get conservation-farming systems adopted. 
Profitable practices of this kind help to provide immediate additional 
income and greater total income over time, thereby counteracting to 
. ome extent the reductions in income that result frorp. a shift to more 
forao-e and less arain. However, the added income that results from 
practices that -:ould yield an early return should not be attributed 
to an effort to control erosion. It is the result of a more profitable 
manaaerial use of the resources a farmer controls. 

Pla~s must be o-eared to the amount of capital a farmer has and to 
bis discounting r~te for capital invested in conservation-not in gen-
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cral, but in ~he practices suggested in the proposed plan. Credit must 
be made ava:lab~e. The quantity needed to initiate a program depends 
on !he pra~tices m~olved ai:d the adjustments in the farm organization 
wl11ch their adopt10n reqmres. Even after a plan is started credit is 
needed from year to year. The amounts needed over time also differ 
among pl~ns. Failu~e to prov~de the additional cre_dit needed to keep 
a plan gomg results m stagnat10n or abandonment m many instances. 
Loans available as needed over time are more desirable than lump 
sums granted at the time the plan is adopted. 
T~~ period for w ~ich a loan is made should be governed by the 

~dd1t10nal revenue ~ikely to result (from the revised organization), 
its sequence, regularity, evenness of flow, and dependability. A farmer 
~ho would not other':"ise a~cept a plan is not likely to be interested 
simply because a loan 1s available. He must also be convinced that the 
I?rosp~cts are g?od that he c~n repay the loan in the specified period 
from mcreased mcome resultmg from use of the borrowed capital. 

Tl~e conserv:ation pr?gram c~uld be_ assisted furt~er by extending 
credit for specific practices used 111 or with a conservat10n plan. Credit 
would be advanced for use in specified practices only. For instance 
capital made available for buying fertilizer would eliminate or shorte~ 
the "income drop" which ordinarily accompanies a conservation pro
gram that involves large initial costs. Similarly, if credit were ad
vanced only on the condition that a practice such as terracing were 
adopted ( to cover the share of the cost the farmer must assume), and 
provided then only for payment of that specific bill, it would mean that 
farmers who are n~w bypass~ng the practice because they have more 
I?rofita?le places to mvest available funds wo_uld ad?pt it. The period 
for which the loan should be made should differ with the practice 011 

the basis of.how long it would be before the accumulated revenue from 
additional yield would repay it with interest. That period would vary 
somewhat with cost-price relationships. Practices that would not 
result in accumulation of enough additional revenue over a reasonable 
portion of a farmer's active life (for instance, 15 to 20 years) to pay 
for the costs of installation should, if believed necessary for conserva
tion of soil and water, be paid for entirely from public funds. 

To determine_ those pr~ctices for which farmers should receive pay
ments, enough mformat10n should be collected to learn which prac
tices are substitutes and which are complementary. For exact answers 
to this, more information is needed on the physical side.30 When prac
tices are substitutes, payment should be made for one but not for both. 
When practices are complementary, payment would be made only if 
b~th were adopte~ in combination. When forage is complementary 
with other crops, it should be produced in quantities that will reach 
the end of the complementary range even if no value is attached to the 
forage. Erosion would be reduced thereby and the economic product 
increased with given resources. 

30 The _info~mation would take the form of advice of specialists in agronomy 
and engmeenng, based on research, on alternative ways of controlling erosion, 
and on tbe interactional effects of practices used in combination. 
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APPENDIX 

Cost of Production of Crops on Farm of 120 Rotation Acres 
Costs of production exclusive of conservation costs were computed on a per

acre basis for corn, oats, and alfalfa-brome hay. The method of computation 
followed a procedure outlined by Jensen.31 In geueral, the procedure was to 
compute an average cost of production of each crop for Ida County and for 
Monona County for each year from 1948 through H>52, inclusive, to average 
the estimates for the 2 counties by years, then to average the :figures for the 
5-year period. Ida and Monona Counties are in the Ida-Monona soil association 
area in western Iowa where the area studied is located. 

In computing costs of crop production, items of costs are divided into two 
classes-those that vary and those that do not vary with output. 

Constant costs are overhead and operating tractor costs, fixed machinery 
costs, seed costs, building costs, real estate taxes, and operator labor costs. 
The method of computing overhead and operating tractor costs and fixed ma
chinery costs for 100 acres of corn is shown in tables 37-38.32 

Annual building costs included depreciation, repair, interest on investment, 
and insurance. They were based on the capital needed for a 2,050-bushel corn
crib and a 2,000-bushel grain bin. The capital needed to construct these build
ings was estimated from building plans and building materials requirements 
lists and the use of current prices for lumber as quoted by local lumber dealers. 
Labor costs of constructing buildings were estimated at 40 percent of the cost 
of materials. Building-construction costs (materials and labor) were taken 
from the Iowa Service Buildings Materials index. Annual costs of depreciation 
and repair were taken as 3 percent of the construction costs, and annual interest 
costs were computed with the use of Iowa interes t rates on farm-mortgage 
debts, which were supplied by the Division of Agricultural Statistics, Iowa 
Department of Agriculture, Des Moines. Insurance costs were computed by 
multiplying total capital investment by insurance costs per $1,000, taken from 
statistical tables of Iowa County Mutuals. 

The annual tax per acre for each county involved was computed by the Iowa 
State Tax Commission (10). The tax per acre (including land and buildings) 
for each year is estimated by adjusting the 1947 tax per acre by the index of 
Iowa farm real estate taxes per acre. 

The cost of the operator's labor was estimated by multiplying the hours of 
labor required per acre by the wage rate per hour. Seven hours per acre were 

TABLE 37.-Annual hours of use and overhead and operating costs for a Farmall 
H tractor used on 100 acres of corn, 1948-52 

Operation 
Speed 

per 
hour 1 

Aver
age 

time 
lost 1 

Aver
age 

speed 
per 

hour 

Work 
Width per 
of ma- 10-hour 
chine day 

Time 
per 
acre 

Total 
acres 

'l'otal 
hours 

Miles Percent Miles Feet Acres Hours Number Number 
Disking _____ ______ __________ ____ ____ 4. 0 16 3.4 11.5 47. 4 0.211 200 42.2 
Harrowing_______ _______ ___ ____ _____ 4. 5 27 3. 3 20. 4 81. 6 . 122 200 24. 4 
Plowing ___ __ __ __ ___________ _________ 3. 75 18 3.1 2.33 8.7 1.150 100 115. 0 
Planting_________ __________ __ ___ _____ 3. 5 41 2. 1 7. 0 17. 8 . 562 100 56. 2 
Cult.ivating _____ ____ __ ______ ___ _____ 4.0 20 3. 2 7.0 27.1 .369 300 110.7 
Pickingcorn ______ ________ __ __ ______ 3.25 35 2. 1 7. 0 17.8 .562 100 56.2 
Hauling grain from fkld to crib 2___ _ ________ __ ______ _ ___ ____ _ ___ ____ _______ _ _______ _ _______ _ 100. O 
Total for all operations___ ____ _______ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _____ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ 504. 7 

Overhead c~sts (depreciation, interest, housing, taxes, insurance) with annual use of 505 hours at $0.469 per b~ur a. __ ___ ___________ ___ ___ ___ _____________ ___ ____ ___ __________ ________ ___ _____ _ 
Operating costs (fuel, oil, grease, repairs, service) with annual use of 505 b )urs at $0.536 per h ur a __ 

Dollars 
2a1.oo 
271.00 

1 Barger, E. L. Information on Average Tractor Speeds for Farm Operations. (Private communication.) 
Dept. Agr. En~in. Iowa State Colle~P. Ames, Iowa. 1950. 

2 Based on one drawbar horsepower-hour per acre as calculated by E. L. Barger and E. V. Collins (1, p. 
904). 

a HUSAIN, s. M.A. COST RELATIONSHIPS IN FARM MACHINERY USE. 1949. (Seep. 68.) [Unpublished 
master's thesis. Copy on file, Iowa State College. Ames.] Data reported here were adjusted to 1948-52 
prices. 

81 See footnote 8, p. 8. 
32 Jensen's data ended with 19481. His method was used to obtain data for 1948-52, 

inclusive. 
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TABLE 38.-Machine costs ( depreciation, interest, insurance, housing, tawes) 
fo r.., 100 acres of corn, 1948-5'2 

Cost or use 
Operation Times over Totalacres per acre per Total costs 

year 

Disking, 11½-foot, single __ ___ -- --- ----- ·-- ----- --------
Harrowing, 4-section, 20-foot, 5-incb _____ ___ __ • __ _____ _ _ 

i}~;ti~!t t.~g~~~·-~:~~~~====== ==================::: == Cult ivating, 2-row _____ ___ ___ ____ _______________ __ ____ _ 
Corn picking, 2-row, mounted ____ _______ _____ ________ _ _ 

Number 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 

Number 
200 
200 
100 
100 
300 
100 

Dollars 
0.160 
.064 
.467 
. 380 
. 150 

2. 600 

Total. ______ _______ _____ _______ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ . -- - --- - -- - . - - - - --- --- - -- - - - --- - --- - -

Elevator, electric motor, 2 wagons and gear ___ ______________________ _______ ____ _ --- --- ------

Total. ___ ___ __ ______ _____ _____ __ ______ ___ __ _____ .. ____ - - ---- - --- --- - --- - - ------ - --- - -

Dollars 
32. 00 
12. 80 
46. 70 
38. 00 
45. 00 

260. 00 

435. 00 

140.00 

575. 00 

used for corn. The wage rate per hour was calculated by dividing the wage 
rute per day without board by 10 hours per day (11, v. 25). 

Costs that vary with yield and output included shelling costs, hired labor 
for hauling corn from field to crib, elevating corn into crib, and hauling corn 
to town. Costs of shelling included man with power and machine at 2 cents 
a bushel and 0.01 man-hours ( based on 10 man-hours per 800 bushels) h ired 
labor per bushel times 63 cents per hour, or 0.63 cents. The cost of labor hired 
to haul corn from field to crib was estimated on the basis of 0.5 man-hours per 
acre, or 40 bushels, which would be 0.0125 man-hours per bushel. Multiplying 
this by 63 cents per hour gave 79 cents. The cost of elevating corn into the 
rtib was the cost of the electricity used estimated at 1 cent per 100 bushels. 
The cost of hauling corn to town by hired truck was estimated at 2.5 cents 
per bushel. Total estimated costs per bushel were 5.9 cents. 

'l'he price used for seed corn was that paid by Iowa farmers for hybrid seed 
corn in 1948-52. Total annual per a cre costs of seed were calculated by divid
ing the price ver bushel by 6, as 6 acres were planted with each bushel of seed. 

The co t of oat seed was based on seeding at a rate of 3 bushels per acre 
multiplied by the prices paid by farmers for seed oats as obtained from the 
Division of Agricultural Statistics, Iowa Department of Agriculture, Des Moines. 
The only building costs included were the annual costs on a 5,000-bushel grain 
bin. The cost of the operator's labor was based on 5 hours per acre multiplied 
by the wage rate without board. The variable costs were the labor costs of haul
ing oats from field to bin, the cost of electrically elevating oats into the bin, and 
the cost of hauling oats to town by hired truck. 

Alfalfa is seeded at a rate of 10 pounds per acre. The seed prices used were 
those paid by Iowa farmers for alfalfa seed, as reported by the Division of 
Statistics, Iowa Department of Agriculture, Des Moines. Building costs in
cluded only the annual costs for a hay shed. The operator's labor costs were 
l;ased on 9 hours per acre multiplied by the wage rate per hour without board. 
The variable costs consisted of hired labor costs for loading, hauling, and un
loading hay. This was estimated as 84 man-hours per ton times the wages per 
hour without board. The total man-hours oer ton were estimated at 1.40. Sixty 
per cent of this total was assumed to be hired on the basis of a boy to drive the 
tractor and the value of the operator's labor off the farm to help his neighbor. 

Method of Calculating Terracing Cost~ 33 

Annual depreciation, interest on investment, housing, taxes, insurance, and 
cost of lubrication were included in the fixed costs for building terraces. Annual 
fixed costs as a percentage of original costs were determined and the total was 
used to find the fixed cost per hour (table 39). The fixed cost per hour was the 
total percentage that the fixed cost was of the original cost multiplied by the 
original cost and divided by the annual use in hours. Variable costs included 
costs of repairs, labor, fuel, oil, and grease, Labor charges for the operator of 
the tractor and plow were $1 per hour and for tne operator of all otllel' equip-

33 See footnote 11, p. 9 (pp. ~~ tQ 70 Qt repor t ). 
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f;tt $r50 pe~l hourO .. Gasoline was charged at 20 cents a gallon and diesel oil at 

20 cents a gha on. 11 and grease for the bulldozer was charged at the rate of 
cen s an our . 

T ABLE 39.-T erracing costs per hour w~th specified, kinds of equipment, 1948-52 
prices 

Variable costs Total costs 
per bour-Cost Annual Fixed per bour-

Equipment price use costs per 
per bour Witb Witb Witb Witb labor in- labor ex- labor in- labor ex-eluded eluded eluded eluded ------- - - - - - ---

2-bottom trar.tor. ___ ___ _____ ____ Dollars Hours Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 1, 345 720 (1) } 2-b9ttom moldboard plow ______ 1. 57 Whirlwind trrracer ______ 204 350 (1) 0. 57 1. 57 0. 57 
3-bottom tractor - ---- -- 680 600 0.18 } 2,800 1, 800 (1) 3. 02 1. 52 3.20 1. 70 Bulldozer, 70-borsepower __ ___ == 12,000 1, 800 1. 40 4. 86 3. 36 6. 26 4. 76 

l 
N o fixed costs on tbe assumpt10n tbat tbe farmer already owns tbe equipment. 

Type of livestock 
Production 

Dairy cow _____ _____ __ __ _ 
-------- -- -- -------- -- -- -- -- - --- --------- - - 32~t~~;_erfat and a 400-lb. calf at 7 

Beef cow ___ ______ ____ ___ _____ ___ ____________ ___ __ ___ __ ___ _____ ______ 500-lb. calf at 7 months. 

Beginning 
weigbt 

Yearling steer: 
Wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot Pounds 
W~ntered, fed on pasture, finished in diy-ioC~- - ----- -- -- ------ --- 604 

Cbo1ce steer calf: ·---- ---- ---- --- - --- 604 
Wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot _____ ____ _____ ___ 

440 Wmtered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot --- ---- --- -
Market bog__ -- ------ - --- ----- --- - -- 440 

--- ---- -- ------- ---- ----- - ------ --- -- -

Ending 
weight 

Pounds 
1, 190 
1,143 

1,105 
1,040 

225 

Gain 

Pounds 
586 
539 

665 
600 
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litter. Feed requirements for sows over and above what was necessary to take 
them to a mark'H weight of -22.5 pounds were budgeted. 

Table 42 indicates the form that was used in calculating income on farm 
2 for a dairy-hog system of farming. This procedure was followed for each 
livestock combination for each of the three farms. 

Income on a cash-grain basis was determined for each of the three farms. 
All the crops, including bay, were considered as sold off the farm. The value 
of permanent pasture was considered on a cash rental basis. Because these 
products were sold off the farm, a lower yield of crops was used than is cus
tomary when crops are retained and fed to livestock on the farm. 

TABLE 41.-Livestoclc feed requirements on 3 representative farms 

Total hay 
Type of livestock Grain 1 Hay Pasture 2 and pas-

Bushels 
Milk cow and replacem ent a ____ ___ __ _________ _____ ___ _ _ 
D airy heifer _____ ______ ___ ___ _____ ------- - _-- -- -- - - - -- __ 
B eef cow and replacement 4 ____ _ ____ _ __ _ __ ____ _______ _ _ 

B eef heifer ___ ____ _ ---- ----- - ------- - -- __ _____ ________ _ _ 

43.6 
5. 0 
4. 2 
4. 5 

Choice yearling steer: 
Wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot ___ __ ____ __ ___ _ 
Wintered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot _____ ___ _ _ 

4.0. 18 
51.07 

Choice steer calf: 
Wintered, pastured, finished in dry lot_ __ ___ __ ____ __ _ 
Wintered, fed on pasture, finished in dry lot_ _____ ___ _ 

46.1 
55. 9 

Hog: 
Market hog _____ _____ --- _ -- - --- --- -- -- - - - -- - -- --- -- - - -Sow __ ____ ______ ____ _____ ____ __ _____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ _ 

13. 5 
30.0 

Tons 
3. 5 

. 58 
1. 58 
. 58 

1. 4 
1. 3 

1. 9 
1. 72 

.029 
------------

Tons 
1. 71 
. 85 

2.35 
. 75 

2. 4 
1. 9 

1. 63 
1. 43 

.05 
• 2 

ture 

Tons 
5. 2 
1. 43 
3. 93 
1. 33 

3. 8 
3.2 

3. 53 
3.15 

.079 

.2 

1 Corn equivalent. 
2 Pasture requirements are calculated in terms of tons of hay equivalent. Production of pastureland was 

figured in tons of hay to m ake It easier to handle differences in production per acre. 
a Dairy cattle replacement is calculated to be 20 percent annufl lly. 
• Beef cow replacement is calculated to be 14.3 percent annually. 

TABLE 42.-Income from dairy-hog system (No. 8), farm 2, 1944-51 cropping 
plan, declining prices 1 

Years after adoption of the revised plan-

Item 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7-16 

(1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958-67) 

------------------
Income: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 

Skim milk ___ __ _____ ____ ____ _ 209. 30 204. 10 195. 85 193. 80 188. 40 183. 25 178. 05 
Butterfat ___ _____ ____ --- - - - - - - 1,214. 50 1,178.85 1,140.85 1,103.40 1,065.55 1,029.55 991.90 
VeaL ____ ________ __ _____ _____ 397. 60 375. 20 357. 00 338. 94 320. 60 302. 54 284. 20 
Beef (cull) _______ ___ ___ ____ __ 210. 20 200. 26 190. 23 180. 20 170. 26 160. 31 150. 28 

---
Total dairy income ___ ____ ____ 2,031.60 1,958.41 1,883. 93 1,816. 34 1,744.81 1,675. 65 1,604.43 

- - -
Dairy expenses ___ -- - - _ - -- - - - - 260.10 252. 55 244. 95 237. 40 230. 70 223.15 215. 60 

- --------------------
Dairy net income ___ ___ _____ _ 1,771.50 1,705.86 1,638.98 1,578.94 1, 514.11 1,452.50 1,388.83 

Hogs: 
7,586.88 7,356. 72 7, 124.88 6,894.72 6,667.92 6,437. 76 6,207.60 Income ______ ____ _____ _____ _ 

Expense ____ __ _ -- -_ - - __ - - - - - 1,579.20 1,533.84 1,488. 48 1,443. 12 1,402.80 1,357. 44 1,312.08 
------------

Net income ____ ___ ____ __ ___ 6,007.68 5,822. 88 5,636. 40 5,451.60 5,265, 12 5,080.32 4,895.52 
------- ------

Livestock net income _______ _ 7, 779. 18 7,528. 74 7,475.38 7,030.54 6,779.23 6,532.82 6,284.35 
---------------------

Costs: 
Corn and oats __ __ ______ __ ____ 2,167.00 2,103.00 2,038.00 1,976.00 1,920.00 1,857. 00 1,795.00 
liay _______ ___ __ ___ _____ ______ 293. 05 284. 48 275. 94 267. 44 259. 88 251. 37 213. 06 
Rotation pasture_ .. __ ___ ___ ___ 90.13 87. 53 84. 90 82. 29 79. 96 77. 34 74. 73 
Taxes ____ ___ -- _ - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 316. 08 321.35 326. 62 331.88 330. 00 328. 00 326.00 
Fences _____ ___ -- - - - -- - -- - - -- - 117. 00 117. 00 117.00 117. 00 117. 00 117.00 117. 00 

------
Total costs ____ __ ___ ______ ____ 2,983.26 2,913. 36 2, 842.46 2,774.61 2,706.84 2,630.71 2,555. 79 

---------------------
Net farm income ___ ___________ _ 4,795.92 4,615. 38 4,432 92 4,255.93 4,072.39 3,902.11 3,728.56 

1 5 dairy cows and 168 hogs. 
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Data on Additional Annual and Additional Accumulated Income 
Tables 43 and 44 supply additional data to those given in tables 21 and 22 

(pp. 42 to 44) for other soils in the Ida-Monona group. 

TABLE 43.-Additional returns from crops and accumulated additional returns 
per acre, 10-year period following adoption of conservation practices on Monona 
silt loams, 1948-52 prices 1 

ERODED MONONA SILT LOAM, 12- TO 20-PERCENT SLOPE 

Terracing and contouring Terracing, contouring, and 
fertilizer 

Cash grain Livestock Cash grain Livestock 
Years after 
adoption of Rotation 
revised plan Accu- Accu- Accu- Accu-

Addi- mu- Addi- mu- Addi- mu- Addi- mu-
tional lated tional lated tlonal lated tional lated 

returns add!- returns addi- returns add!- returns addi-
tional tional tional tional 

returns returns returns returns 
---------------------

C-C-O: Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 
!_ _____ - - ---- - - - - c ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ 2. 84 2.84 4. 26 4. 26 24.66 24. 66 15. 90 15. 90 2 ____ __ __ ________ c ____ ___ __ _____ _ 6. 95 9. 79 9.66 13. 92 28.06 52. 72 20. 58 36.48 3 ___ ___ __________ o _______ ________ 4. 58 14. 37 3. 95 17. 87 4. 76 57. 48 7. 56 44. 04 4 _____ ____ _______ c ___ _____ _____ __ 12. 07 26.44 14. 77 32. 64 31. 76 89. 24 26.12 70.16 5 _____ ____ __ ____ _ c ___ _________ ___ 13. 34 39. 78 13. 60 46. 24 32.32 121. 56 24. 86 95.02 6 _______ ___ __ ____ o ___ __ __________ 3.39 43.17 4.50 50. 74 3.10 124. 66 6. 14 101.16 7 __ ______ _____ ___ c __ _____________ 11. 64 54. 81 11.40 62.14 29.34 154. 00 22.43 123. 59 3 _____ ___ __ _____ _ c __ ____ ______ ___ 10. 93 65. 74 10. 40 72. 54 27. 78 181. 78 21. 29 144. 88 9 ___ ________ __ ___ o ___ __________ __ 2.37 68.11 3. 95 76.49 2.00 183. 78 4. 64 149. 50 
10 ___ __ __ - - _ -- ___ c _____ _______ ___ 9. 51 77. 62 8.40 84.89 25.08 208. 86 18.88 168. 40 

c-c-o.: !_ ___ _ _______ ____ c _______________ 2.84 2.84 4. 26 4. 26 17. 32 17. 32 10. 10 10.10 2 __________ ___ __ _ c ___ ____________ 7. 24 10.08 10.37 14. 63 21. 58 38. 90 14. 78 24. 88 3 ____ ____ _______ _ 
Oa------ --- ---- -- 4, 66 14. 74 5. 76 20.39 .34 39. 24 3.19 28. 07 

4 __ ______ ____ ____ c __ ____ _________ 13. 77 28. 51 15.19 35. 58 27. 54 66. 78 21.17 49. 24 5 ____ ___ _____ ___ _ c ___ __ ___ _______ 12. 92 41.43 14. 05 49.63 26.40 93.18 20.18 69. 42 
5 ________________ o. ___________ ____ 3.39 44.82 5.60 55. 23 -1.00 92.18 3.11 72. 53 7 ________________ c ________ ______ _ 11.07 55.89 11. 92 67.15 24.13 116. 31 18. 05 90. 58 8 _____ ________ ___ c ___ __ __ ________ 10. 22 66.11 11.07 78. 22 23. 00 139. 31 17. 20 107. 78 9 _____ ______ _____ o. _____ _________ _ 2. 29 68. 40 4.42 82. 64 -2.35 136. 96 1. 93 109. 71 10 ___ ___ _____ ____ c ___ ___ __ _______ 8.37 76. 77 9.08 91. 72 20. 72 157. 68 15. 35 125. 06 

C-O.-C-O-M-M: 
!_ ______ ________ _ c ______ ______ ___ 4. 26 4. 26 2. 84 2.84 10.63 10. 63 6.37 6.37 
2 _____ - - -- - - - - - - - o. _____ ________ __ 3.08 7.34 2.47 6. 31 -.92 9. 51 2. 83 9. 20 
3 _________ __ -- --- c __ _____________ 10. 36 17. 70 8.37 14. 68 16. 87 26.38 12. 19 21.39 4 ________________ o ___ __ _______ ___ 4.34 22. 04 5. 45 20.13 . 42 26.80 4.89 26. 28 5 ________________ M _______________ 3. 66 25. 70 5. 49 25. 62 10. 98 37. 78 10. 98 37. 26 6 _______________ _ M ___ ___ ___ _____ _ 3. 66 29.36 5.49 31.11 10. 98 48. 76 10. 98 48. 24 7 ___ _____ ___ __ ___ c ______________ _ 13. 20 42. 56 12. 21 43. 32 19. 71 68.47 16. 45 64. 69 3 ________________ o. _________ ____ __ 2. 92 45.48 5.60 48. 92 -.92 67. 55 5. 20 69. 89 9 _____ __ ____ _____ c __________ _____ 11. 50 56.98 10. 65 59. 57 18. 15 85. 70 15. 03 84. 92 10 __ __ ____ ____ ___ o _____ __ _____ ___ 2. 21 59.19 4. 97 64. 54 -1.54 84.16 4. 65 89. 57 

C-C-O-M-M: 
!_ ______ __ _ __ _ ___ c ______ _________ 4. 26 4.26 2.84 2.84 12. 61 12. 61 7. 91 7. 91 2 __ ___________ __ _ c_ --- ---- ----- -- 6. 81 11.07 5.39 8. 23 15.16 27. 77 10.46 18. 37 3 ____ ____ ________ o _____ __________ 3. 79 14. 86 4. 10 12. 33 -1.37 26.40 1. 24 19. 61 4 ______ ___ _______ M ___________ ___ _ 3.66 18. 52 5.49 17. 82 10. 98 37.38 10. 98 30.59 5 ____ ____________ M _______________ 3. 66 22.18 5. 49 23.31 10. 98 48.36 10. 98 41. 57 6 ________ ________ c ______ ___ ______ 14. 62 36.80 13. 49 36. 80 22.83 71.19 18. 56 60.13 7 ____ __ __________ c ______ ____ _____ 13. 91 50. 71 12. 78 49. 58 22.12 93. 31 17. 99 78.12 8 __ __ __ ________ __ o _______ ________ 3.47 54.18 5. 92 55. 50 -1.85 91.46 2. 98 81. 10 9 _____ ___________ M _________ __ ____ 3.66 57.84 5. 49 60. 99 10. 98 102. 44 10. 98 92.08 
10 ______ --- _ -- - _ - M ___ ____ ___ _____ 3.66 61.50 5. 49 66.48 10. 98 113.42 10. 98 103.06 

C-O-M-M: 
!_ ____ - - --- - - -- - - C - --- - ---- - -- - - - 4. 26 4. 26 2.84 2.84 9.33 9.33 5.07 5.07 
2 __________ - --- - - o ___ ___ ___ ______ 2.44 6. 70 3. 23 6. 07 -2.41 6. 92 . 74 5. 81 
3 _____ - - --- - --- - - M ___ ___ __ ____ ___ 3.66 10.36 5.49 11. 56 10. 98 17. 90 10. 98 16. 79 4 ___________ _____ M _______ _____ __ _ 3.66 14. 02 5.49 17.05 10. 98 28.88 10. 98 27. 77 5 ________________ c ___ ____ __ __ ____ 11.21 25.23 11. 64 28. 69 18. 84 47. 72 12. 87 40. 64 
6 ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - o ______ ____ _____ 4.18 29. 41 6. 55 35. 24 - .67 47.05 4.06 44. 70 7 ____ ____________ M _______ ________ 3.66 33.07 5.49 40. 73 10. 98 58. 03 10. 98 55. 68 8 _______ _________ M ___ __ _____ _____ 3. 66 36. 73 5.49 46. 22 10. 98 69. 01 10. 98 66.66 9 ___________ _____ c ___ _____ __ _____ 13.49 50. 22 17. 04 63. 26 23. 53 92. 54 19. 27 85. 93 
10 ____ -- -- -- - - _ -- o ___ ____ ___ ___ __ 3.16 53.38 7.90 71.16 -1. 70 90. 84 5. 41 91.34 

See footnote at end of table. 
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TABLE 44.-Number of years needed to accumulate additional returns from 
additional yield equal to the .additional cost of conservation practices, specified 
soils and slopes 

ERODED MONONA SILT LOAM, 12- TO 20-PERCENT SLOPE 

Basis of computing costs per acre 

Moldboard plow Whirlwind terracer Bulldozer 
Conservation practice, 
type of farming, and 

rotation With With With With With With 
opera- opera- opera- opera- opera- opera-
tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's 
labor labor labor labor labor labor 

included excluded included excluded ineluded excluded 
- --------------

'l'ERRACING AND 
CONTOURING 

Cash-grain: Years Years Years Years Years Years C-C-O ______ _____ ____ ___ __ 2 1 2 2 4 3 c-c-o. ____ ___ ________ ____ 2 1 2 2 4 3 C-O.-C- O-M-M ______ _____ 3 1 3 2 3 3 C-C-O-M-M ______ ______ __ 2 2 3 2 5 4 C-O-M-M ___ ______ ____ ____ 3 1 4 2 5 4 
Livestock: 

C-C- O __ ___ ___ ___ __ - - _____ 2 1 2 2 3 2 c-c-o. ___________ ______ __ 2 1 2 2 3 2 C-O,C-O-M-M ________ 2 1 3 2 3 3 C-C-O-M-M ______ ___ - __ 2 2 2 2 3 2 C-O-M-M _________ __ ____ 2 1 3 2 5 4 

TERRACING, CONTOURING, 
AND FERTILIZER 

Cash-grain: C-C-O ______ ___ __ ___ ______ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C-C-O,_ --- - ------ - - - ---- - 1 1 1 1 1 1 C- O.-C-O-M-M _____ ______ 1 1 3 1 3 3 
C- C-O-M-M __________ ____ 1 1 2 1 2 1 C-O-M-M __ ___ _____ _______ 3 1 3 1 4 3 

Livestock: C- C-O ___ ______ _____ ___ ___ 1 1 1 1 2 1 c-c-o. ____ __ ______ ___ ___ _ 1 1 2 1 2 2 C-O,-C-O-M-M ____ ______ _ 3 1 3 2 3 3 C-C-O-M-M _____ ____ _____ 2 1 2 1 3 2 C-O-M-M ___________ ______ 3 1 3 2 4 3 

MONONA SILT LOAM, 9- TO 15-PERCENT SLOPE 

TERRACING AND 
CONTOURING 

Cash-grain: C-C-O ____ __ __ __ ___ ______ _ 

C-C-O, __ - --- ------ --- - - - -O-O.-C-O-M-M _____ _____ _ 
C-C-O-M-M ____ _____ _ - - --
C-O-M- M ____________ __ __ _ 

Livestock: C-C-O ___ ___ _________ ___ _ _ 
C- C-O. ___ __ ______ - - _ - - - _ -
C-O,-C-O-M-M ____ __ ____ _ 
C-C-O-M-M ___ ____ _____ _ _ 
C- O-M-M __ _______ _______ _ 

TERRACING, CONTOURING, 
AND FERTILIZER 

Cash-grain: 
C-C-O __ ___ __ -- -- _____ __ _ -
o-c-o. ___ ___ ___ ____ _____ _ 
C-O,-C-O-M-M ____ _____ _ _ 
C-C-O-M-M __ ______ __ ___ _ 
C-O-M-M ___ ___ _____ _____ _ 

i,ivestock: c-c-o ______ _____ ______ __ _ 
C- C-O, ___ __ - ------ - - -- - - -
O-O.-C-O-M-M _____ __ ___ -
C-C-O-M-M _________ ____ _ 
C-O-M-M _________ . -------

2 1 
2 l 
3 1 
2 1 
2 1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 
1 
3 
2 
3 

2 2 4 3 
2 1 3 2 
3 2 3 3 
2 2 4 2 
3 1 5 3 

2 1 2 2 
2 1 2 2 
2 2 3 2 
2 2 3 2 
2 1 3 2 

1 1 1 
1 2 1 
3 3 3 
l 2 l 
3 4 3 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 2 1 
3 2 5 3 
2 1 4 2 
1 2 4 3 

Custom 

With With 
opera- opera-
tor's tor's 
l~bor lahor 

ill.eluded excluded 
------

Years Years 
4 4 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
5 5 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
5 5 
5 5 

1 l 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 

2 2 
2 2 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 
5 4 
6 6 
5 5 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

1 l 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
4 4 

2 2 
2 2 
5 5 
5 4 
5 5 
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TABLE 44.-Number of years needed to accumulate additional returns from 
additional yield equal to the additional cost of conservation practices, specified 
soil and slopes-Continued 

MONONA SILT LOAM, 2- TO 8-PERCENT SLOPE 

Basis of computing costs per acre 

Moldboard plow Whirlwind terracer Bulldozer Custom Conservation practice, 
type of farming, and 

rotation With With With With With With With With 
opera- opera- opera- opera- opera- opera- opera- opera-
tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's tor's 
labor labor labor labor labor labor labor labor 

included excluded included excluded included excluded included excluded 
---------------------

TERRACING AND 
CONTOURING 

Cash-grain: Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years C-C-O ___________ __ _ . ___ . _ 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 4 c-c-o. ___ ___ ___ ______ ____ 
2 1 2 1 3 2 4 4 C-O.-C-O-M-M ___________ 3 1 3 2 4 3 7 7 C-C-O-M-M ____ __________ 2 1 2 2 6 2 6 6 C-O-M-M ___ ___ __ ___ ____ __ 5 1 5 1 6 5 9 9 Livestock: 

C-C-O __ _____ _____ ____ ____ 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 4 C-C-O , _____ . _____ ___ ___ __ 2 1 2 1 4 3 5 5 C-O.-C-O-M-M _______ __ __ 3 2 4 3 7 4 9 9 C-C-O-M-M __________ ____ 3 2 6 2 7 6 (1) 8 C-O-M-M __ __ _________ ____ 5 1 6 2 9 6 (1) (1) 

TERRACING, CONTOURING, 
.AND FERTILIZER 

Cash-grain: C-C-O _____ _____ __ _____ __ _ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C-C-O, ___ __ ______ ________ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 C-O.-C-O-M-M ___________ 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 C-C-O-M-M ___________ ___ 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 C-O-M-M _______________ __ 3 1 3 1 4 3 5 5 Livestock: C-C-O ________________ ____ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C-C-O,. __ ___ __ ______ ____ _ 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 C-O,-C-O-M-M ___________ 3 1 4 2 5 3 6 5 C-C-O-M-M _____ ________ _ 2 1 2 1 2 2 4 2 C-O-M-M _____ --- _________ 4 1 4 3 5 4 7 5 

1 Practice will not be paid for at the end of 10 years. 

II. S. GOVERNMENT PIIJNTJNG O,,JCI: 1997 
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